FAMR Secretariat
Financial Conduct Authority
25 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London E14 5HS

22 December 2015

Dear Sir/Madam
Financial Advice Market Review (FAMR). Response to the call for input.
As executives of major retail investment firms, each of which will submit a more detailed response, we
write to offer collectively some constructive design principles we believe could underpin a new
guidance regime arising from FAMR.
The need UK consumers have for easily accessible and affordable advice has been highlighted by the
Pension Freedoms reform. From conversations with our own customers since April, we understand firsthand their preference is for help from existing providers and organisations they know. However, such
firms are nervous of crossing the ‘regulated advice’ line with all the responsibilities and costs that
incurs. Indeed, such are the concerns which exist about the possibility of retrospective regulatory
intervention (including censure) that we believe clarity about the boundary lines needs to be built into
the design of a new regime.
Clearly the industry must work with our regulator to find advisory propositions that work for more
consumers but if this were simply a supply-side issue, we would not all still be in search of a solution.
We believe a deeper understanding of the nature of demand is required before policymakers commit to
full scale regulatory engineering work. Our recommendation is that such an understanding would be
best gained by focusing initially on the At Retirement market.
From our own research and experience of customer behaviour since the reform, many customers want
more than just an explanation of what options are available to them at retirement. Whilst they are often
able to form a view on what options are appropriate for their personal circumstances, they would
welcome guidance before committing. Such guidance could help a customer:
-

Understand the options available
Takes account of factors relevant to their circumstances
Followed a sensible decision making process
Arrived at a decision similar to ‘people like you’ or if not, to understand why

Such support would amount to ‘generic guidance’ not regulated advice - and could be clearly
distinguished as such by not offering a personal recommendation. Delivering ‘generic guidance’ could
be supported by digital tools such as industry-wide decision trees, portable fact finds, digital passports
and other mechanisms that are already emerging as well as talking to a ‘generic guide’ on the telephone.
Our experience thus far is that customers gain reassurance from speaking to a person. Such guides
would not need to be professionally qualified to the same level as authorised advisers.

Once built on these design principles, simple and low cost solutions should be tested in a ‘safe’
environment to ensure consumer protection, ease of use and practicality.
We believe that such a customer-centric approach would provide an effective middle way to address
the current ‘gap’ that would sit between regulated advice and execution-only. We have deliberately
focused on the principles underpinning such a regime in the belief that if these principles can be
demonstrated to provide positive customer outcomes, the industry and the regulator can refine the detail.
Yours faithfully
David Bellamy
Chief Executive Officer, St. James’s Place Plc.
Rob Devey
Chief Executive Officer, Towry
Paul Feeney
Chief Executive Officer, Old Mutual Wealth
Andrew Ross
Chief Executive
Cazenove Capital Management
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Executive summary
The UK advice market does not currently meet the needs of the vast majority of people. While the
market for regulated advice is working well, it is accessible – and affordable – to a relatively narrow
section of the population.
The resulting ‘advice gap’ has become increasingly apparent in the wake of the Retail Distribution
Review and more recent pensions freedom reforms. Consumers now have the ability to take very
significant financial decisions – particularly around retirement - but do not have a symmetrical level
of support to help them make the right choices. This is likely to be compounded over time as the
success of automatic enrolment leads to more people facing complex decisions at retirement.
While there is no ‘silver bullet’ solution to this advice gap, we believe there are a number of steps
that should be taken to address the supply and demand issues which have created the advice gap.
1. Simplify advice terms
The current range of ‘advice’ choices is too complex from a consumer perspective i.e. regulated
advice, simplified focussed advice, restricted advice, execution only. Advice should be put into
simpler, more easily understood terms: regulated advice or guidance.
Regulated advice would continue to be a process in which a qualified financial adviser would
assess a customer’s financial circumstances broadly or in specific areas, as defined by the
customer. This would ultimately result in a personal recommendation. Guidance would be a
generic term for processes in which a customer is provided with factual and impartial information
about the potential solutions available to them and make them feel sufficiently confident to take
their own informed decisions.
2. Clarify the regulatory boundary between advice and guidance
The regulatory boundary between advice and guidance needs to be more clearly defined. In spite
of recent efforts to clarify what constitutes advice and what doesn’t, this continues to be an area of
ambiguity which creates significant risks for the adviser. As a consequence, full regulated advice is
most likely to be used by consumers with significant investible assets (£150k or more) for whom
such advice is economically viable.
This has left many consumers facing a binary choice between full regulated advice and nonadvised (‘execution only’) sales with limited options in between. The risks of providing guidance
which is later deemed to be advice and the potential consequences – such as fines or mass
remediation – currently make it unattractive relative to the commercial benefits.
We therefore believe there needs to be a review of the guidelines contained in FG15/1 with the aim
of giving market participants greater certainty that in ‘doing the right thing’ for consumers they are
operating within regulatory boundaries and not exposing themselves to the risks of retrospective
regulation and consequential liabilities.
3. Create ‘safe harbour’ processes
In addition to having a clearer dividing line between advice and guidance, a welcome development
would be ‘safe harbour’ processes which advisers and providers can use to guide customers
towards good outcomes with confidence they are operating within regulatory parameters i.e. not
providing guidance which will be later deemed to be advice.
A ‘safe harbour’ process could either have regulatory approval – possibly through a streamlined
review and sign off – or be based on specified principles set out by the regulator. A principlesbased approach would carry a degree of interpretation risk for the adviser or provider. This would
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need to be addressed (e.g. if a process is prime facie compliant it will not be later deemed to be
non-compliant). A ‘safe harbour’ process could have a number of standard features:




A minimum level of questions about the individual’s personal circumstances.
Adequate risk warnings (similar to those we ask of customers seeking to exercise their
pension freedoms).
A clear explanation of the risks which sit with the provider, and those which sit with the
customer e.g. provider carries the execution risk but customer bears the investment risk.

4. Increase consumer help with financial basics
Advisers and providers need greater flexibility to help customers take basic financial decisions
which will almost invariably lead to good outcomes. These could include things like paying off high
interest debt, taking out life assurance, starting a pension or making fuller use of ISA allowances.
There should also be greater latitude to steer customers away from actions which are almost
certainly not in their interests, such as giving up guaranteed benefits or moving pension assets into
blatantly dubious investments.
Having helped customers deal with financial basics, advisers and providers can then focus on
providing guidance (or advice if appropriate) for more complex financial decisions relating to longterm financial security at appropriate points in their lives. Various ways in which it should be
possible to help customers:






Increased use of ‘nudge’ behavioural influencers to direct people towards ‘no regrets’
decisions (i.e. decisions which will almost certainly be to their benefit such as increasing
pension contributions or matching an employer’s contributions).
Basic investment guidance i.e. moving to a diversified portfolio to help spread risk.
Increased use of financial health dashboards.
Greater use of online tools e.g. assessment of risk appetite and capacity for loss.
Clear direction towards promoted funds and investment models (reducing the problem
of indecision through too much choice).

5. Encourage innovation
The use of technology – including so called ‘robo advice’ – has a key role to play in reducing the
cost of advice and developing new ways of engaging the customer. Standard Life already uses
guided journeys which provide customers with information related specifically to the option they
have chosen to explore. This tailors the guidance to the individual’s needs and helps them to make
an appropriate decision without requiring a fact find. Encouraging firms to develop innovative
solutions – possibly through the ‘regulatory sandbox’ - represents a key opportunity for closing the
advice gap. However, a number of issues will need to be addressed:
Scale - The development and maintenance of digital solutions can be high. Commercial viability
requires scale which can be a challenge for smaller market participants. Addressing the high level
of market fragmentation and the barriers to consolidation – such as potential exposure to historic
liabilities through acquisitions and mergers – would help to address this issue.
The human factor - There will always be a natural desire among some customers to speak to a
person as part of the full advice process. We therefore see greater automation or so-called ‘robo
advice’ as a complementary or supporting part of the process, rather than a complete solution to
meet the advice needs of customers.
6. Improve consumer education
Levels of financial literacy in the UK remain low and need to be addressed. The financial sector,
regulators, government and public advice organisations need to work even harder both individually
and collectively to create a more financially capable society. This should include increased co3

operation between private and public guidance bodies with incentives for doing so e.g. reduced
levies for firms which run financial education classes and courses (similar to those offered by T
Rowe Price in the US).
7. Strengthen public guidance
Public guidance is - and should remain - an essential component of the overall landscape to serve
those people who are unable to access other sources of advice. The challenge is to increase
consumer awareness and take up of guidance from bodies such as The Pensions Advisory Service
and the Money Advice Service. For example, Standard Life is currently implementing changes to
give Pension Wise more prominence in its retirement ‘wake-up’ packs. We also highlight the
availability of Pension Wise via several other channels, including online and over the phone, and
we are working with the FCA to look at how we can make further improvements.
The merger of public guidance organisations would offer several possible benefits – a single point
of entry for consumers, potentially better use of limited financial resources, consistent advice and
delivery standards – but these would have to be balanced against the disruption and costs required
to implement such a change. Another option is the creation of a new central body to serve as an
entry point for consumers and help to filter them towards the right source of guidance provision. A
key function of this new entity could be oversight of the delivery of public guidance, establishing
basic standards for guidance and, ultimately, achieving a higher level of co-ordination to improve
consumers’ interaction with these services.
Conclusion
In summary, the FAMR represents a significant opportunity to re-define the advice market so all
consumers – regardless of their individual wealth – have access to advice according to their
circumstances and specific needs. We believe the FAMR should therefore be measured against
the following outcomes:




Advisers, providers and other market participants widen their propositions to serve those
consumers most in need of advice, not just those they serve already.
Consumers understand the advice and guidance options available and can choose what is
most relevant to their need and circumstances e.g. level of assets, life stage, etc.
There is a greater consumer understanding of the value of advice and guidance, rather
than a narrow focus on cost.

Standard Life looks forward to contributing to this process.

For further information contact:
Jeff Newton
Senior Public Affairs Manager
Standard Life
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FAMR Questions
Q1: Do people with protected characteristics under the Equalities Act 2010, or any
consumers in vulnerable circumstances, have particular needs for financial advice or
difficulty finding and obtaining that advice?
There are real practical issues to address in providing advice to people in vulnerable
circumstances, such as those with disabilities (e.g. customers with hearing loss or deafness
accessing a telephone based service). Potential mitigants:






Multiple-channel delivery to help cater for people with different needs e.g. web, telephone,
mail, face to face.
Firms need to implement ‘vulnerable customer’ policies, with a range of process adaptions
which can be relied upon to accommodate those individuals.
Establish a source of public funding (akin to Legal Aid) to assist vulnerable customers with
the cost of guidance or advice.
Review the role that charities play in supporting low cost or free guidance services for
different disability/vulnerable customer groups.
Increase the role of non-financial organisations in providing guidance, possibly in
partnership with firms.

Q2: Do you have any thoughts on how different forms of financial advice could be
categorised and described?
The current range of ‘advice’ terms is overly complex for the consumer. There are too many terms
and definitions with differing regulatory, process and documentation hurdles i.e. information,
guidance, help, execution only, restricted advice, full advice etc. The problem is compounded by
the different definitions of ‘advice’ from a regulatory perspective. The challenge is to align the
industry’s definition with what the customer understands as advice. From a customer perspective
we would propose simplifying advice into two customer-friendly terms: regulated advice and
guidance.
Regulated advice would continue be a process in which a qualified financial adviser will assess a
customer’s financial circumstances broadly or specific areas as defined by the customer and
ultimately make a personal recommendation. The market should move away from using confusing
definitions such as independent and restricted. We believe it would be more helpful to provide the
customer with the following information:




The professional standing of the adviser, e.g. diploma, chartered, etc.
The range of advice they typically give, e.g. mortgages, investments, savings, pensions,
retirement planning, tax, etc.
Potential conflicts of interest/limits on the intermediation.

This should be developed into a simple and universal ‘menu’ which shows all the areas in which a
firm can provide advice i.e. a simple ‘tick’ to show yes/no. This would immediately illustrate to
consumers any restrictions on the advice provided (full advice range vs limited advice range).
Any product or investment tie-ins would be disclosed in the same documentation, but separate to
the advice range (i.e. not as now where the product restriction defines the advice category).
Guidance would be a generic term for processes whereby a firm or adviser provides factual and
impartial information about the benefits and risks of potential solutions available to a customer (but
no specific recommendation). This would be done in a balanced and unbiased way to help educate
customers so they are sufficiently confident to make their own informed decision. Characteristics
would include:
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It could be face to face, phone-based or online customer journeys (or a combination of all
three) but badged as guidance towards an appropriate decision by the customer rather than
a personal recommendation.
Generic or product specific information, providing any restrictions are made clear to the
customer (i.e. provider of guidance is only offering own or a limited range of products).
Where appropriate, processes could use ‘nudge’ behavioural techniques to encourage
people to take decisions where they are regarded as universally beneficial e.g. increased
pension contributions.
There is a clear understanding that the final decision and responsibility for the outcome sits
with the individual – the clear distinction from regulated advice.
With the customer’s agreement, guidance could be provided via an on-going fee charging
basis.

In addition to regulated advice and guidance (and the continued use of execution only channels for
those people who feel sufficiently confident and informed to take decisions), there should be a
broad range of additional support under the heading of education in which government and
industry continue to work together to tackle the low levels of financial education and capability
which exist in the UK. Government and the wider public agencies (e.g. MAS, TPAS, etc.) have an
important responsibility in helping people to manage their money while the private sector has a key
role in promoting financial education and capability through schools and other channels.
Q3: What comments do you have on consumer demand for professional financial advice?
Our research shows that consumers will seek advice (as in full regulated advice leading to a
personal recommendation) for transactions which are of higher value and more complex. (See
answers to Q4 & Q5).
This has been further evidenced by increased demand for advice following the introduction of the
new pension freedoms, particularly for those with sizeable pots and complex planning issues. In
contrast, we see the demand for advice falling in the accumulation life stage due to a combination
of factors such as automatic enrolment and the increasing availability of on-line research/buy
services.
A recent survey of Standard Life’s online customer community (308 respondents) indicated the
most common reason for having a financial adviser was their expertise to plan for the future, with
customers saying they use a financial adviser to help manage their retirement options.
Furthermore, research we carried out in September 2012 told us that people usually have a set
problem in mind when seeking advice. The research also found that financial expertise, investment
recommendations and tax advice are valued highly:
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Q4: Do you have any comments or evidence on the level of demand for advice from sources
other than professional financial advisers?
Standard Life carried out savings research in November 2013 which showed the different sources
of information used by consumers and how usage is directly linked to the level of personal income:

Source: Savings in mind (the Experiment) research. November 2013.

Q5: Do you have any comments or evidence on the financial needs for which consumers
may seek advice?
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We believe there has been a transition in the demand for regulated advice towards higher value
and more complex decisions, usually around maintaining, utilising and passing on wealth. For
example:







Decisions around investment strategy and funds
Retirement advice (pre-retirement, at retirement or post retirement)
Pension/asset consolidation, including Defined Benefit/occupational transfers
Business advice
Tax planning
Inter-generational wealth transfer

Conversely, we have detected a decreasing demand for advice for simpler accumulation needs
where automatic enrolment now has a greater role (removing the need for decision taking). We
also continue to see high levels of engagement where needs are met by simple, recognisable and
consistent products (e.g. ISAs).
Q6: Is the FCA Consumer Spotlight segmentation model useful for exploring consumers’
advice needs?
Yes, as understanding and addressing the advice gap requires insight into consumer attitudes. An
exercise by Standard Life in 2012 with the research agency Nunwood segmented customers by
their attitude to advice:

The 26% in the “DIY” segment tended to not want to pay for advice, were quite distrustful of IFAs
and were confident in their own ability to make financial decisions.
Q7: Do you have any observations on the segments and whether any should be the subject
of particular focus in the Review?
The focus of this review should be identifying ways of providing more support to people with
modest incomes and wealth who fall outside the scope of regulated advice. While the market for
regulated advice is working well, the professional qualifications now required by advisers following
the Retail Distribution Review have pushed up costs and limited its availability to those with
significant income and assets (in reality £150k or more).
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In our experience many intermediary firms now concentrate on the more affluent segments of their
client base (often the top 20%). Previous attempts to introduce lower cost forms of advice (i.e.
‘simplified advice’) have floundered as the risk/reward ratio has made it unattractive for advisers
and providers.
There is also a capacity issue as the 25,000 financial advisers in the UK can only cover around 6%
of the population (based on 125 clients per adviser). It would therefore be unrealistic to expect the
population at large to be served solely by professional financial advisers. The withdrawal from the
advice market by the High Street banks has also contributed to the advice gap.
What has therefore emerged is a need for ‘advice’ for consumers with a modest level of assets
where full regulated advice is not a viable choice (for either the adviser of the customer), but the
customer would benefit from some level of support in taking simple or moderately complex
decisions. This is feasible, as there are a limited number of life stages where most people require
in-depth advice:
Life stage

Advice/guidance need

Starting out

The benefits of starting to save early are well documented and we need to
encourage as a many people as possible to save for retirement (consistent with
auto-enrolment) and make the right investment choices for the long-term.
These are potentially complex particularly if the customer has guaranteed
benefits.

Pension
transfers
At retirement

Reaching the age of 55 is now the point at which customers are faced with
major decisions on taking cash/income with significant consequences in the
later stages of retirement.

In retirement

Managing financial resources throughout retirement and inter-generational
wealth transfer.

Q8: Do you have any comments or evidence on the impact that consumer wealth and
income has on demand for advice?
Research undertaken by NMG Consulting (2011) examined when people would consider taking
advice and found that 69% would be most likely to seek advice when they had a large amount to
invest:
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Q9: Do you have any comments or evidence on why consumers do not seek advice?
A lack of willingness to pay charges is the most common reason why customers do not have an
adviser. In an online review carried out in November 2015 with the Standard Life customer
community, the reasons given for not using an adviser were as follows:

This picture was broadly consistent with customer research we carried out in September 2014, in
preparation for the pension freedoms changes. Only a minority of customers wanted to pay for
retirement advice but many thought they would benefit from guidance in making decisions:

Source: Research undertaken by Horner Brookbank for Standard Life (Sept 2014)
In our view on the main reasons for people not seeking advice are:
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The means and motivation points mentioned above.
In the accumulation life stage, for the majority of people the solutions are fairly
straightforward – pension and/or ISA.
Supply has diminished and advice models can be complex and difficult to access.
A rise in non-advised purchases, given online decision/buy tools (combination of value
conscious customers & firms developing non-advice offerings driven by risk/commercial
considerations).





Consumers don’t differentiate between advice and information, so many people may think
they have received advice, even when they haven’t.
The internet and social media have become an important source of ‘advice’.
Consumers would rather pay for full advice and do it properly when needed, but for many
people this service would not be regularly required and for many decisions guidance would
be sufficient.

Q10: Do you have any information about the supply of financial advice that we should take
into account in our review?
The Retail Distribution Review (RDR) resulted in an increase in the professionalism of advisers.
However, it also increased the cost of advice (as mentioned above in answer to Q7) and led
adviser firms to focus on higher value customers.
This move ‘upstream’ is likely to be exacerbated by the Pensions Freedoms as there is a
significant private client market which is focussed more on investment planning and advice. The
Pension Freedoms have made tax planning much more meaningful and important and customers
who were previously serviced in the private client market are beginning to look for more of these
types of service. This should increase the market for traditional advisers in the high net worth
segment, reducing the supply of advisers covering other sectors of the consumer market.
Q11: Do you have any comments or evidence about the recent shift away from sales based
on professional advice, and the reasons for this shift?
As mentioned above, we believe the increased cost of advice (coupled with an unwillingness to
pay for it) is one of the biggest reasons for the recent shift away from sales based on professional
advice.
Another significant factor is the introduction of automatic enrolment which means people no longer
have to take action themselves and can rely on their employer for pension provision. While this has
been very positive in terms of increased participation rates, there is a risk that people believe they
have secured an adequate retirement outcome when in reality their long-term financial needs are
not being adequately covered.
The challenge is for automatic enrolment to be seen as the starting point for increased financial
provision – not the end point – and to consider how people can be more effectively engaged during
the accumulation stage and, crucially, at retirement.
Q12: Do you have any comments or evidence about the role of new and emerging
technology in delivering advice?
Significant technological developments have been and will continue to be made in streamlining the
structural parts of an advice process, making it more efficient. For example:



The rise of platforms facilitating easier tax planning, trading and management of
investments across all savings (ISA, pension, other).
Integration of processes across systems and removal of duplication – for example multiple
custodianship and integration between advisers' back office systems, product and
investment platforms and the end investment solutions.

Advice
While it is possible to automate parts of the advice process, there are significant behavioural
biases among consumers which mean it is unlikely “advice” can be fully delivered via technology.
For example, advising a client on their retirement planning may need to take account of various
conflicting variables:
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A low appetite for risk with a need for high investment growth over the long term.
A desire for flexibility of income with a conflicting need for certainty.
A need for income with a desire to leave a legacy for family.

We therefore see the role of technology as a means of aiding the advice process and potentially
reducing the costs, rather than being an end-to-end process which will deliver a specific
recommendation.
Guidance
Technology has a significant role to play in making customer guidance more accessible and
affordable. Standard Life has considerable experience in delivering digital guidance rather than
advice, for example in our digital retirement journey:
www.standardlife.co.uk/accessmypension.
This has been very successful in helping customers take informed decisions about how to use their
pension pot, via a scalable, low-cost delivery mechanism. In the six month period following the
introduction of the pension freedoms, 6,500 customers settled their benefits online.
We employed a number of principles to develop this including:






Personalisation – information is presented in a personalised way to the user e.g. tax
calculations are based on the customer’s pensions pot, withdrawal amount and salary.
Learning by doing – encouraging users to interact with key decision factors and explore
relevant “what if” scenarios, rather than reading static text.
Defaults – using appropriate defaults in places to lower the barrier to usage and help
the customer get started.
Information hierarchy – separating the key information most likely to determine the
customer’s decision from secondary information less likely to impact.
Customer testing – repeated testing of prototypes to understand how to ensure the key
information is communicated appropriately and users are able to progress through the
journey.

Standard Life worked closely with a consultancy firm which specialises in ‘gamification’
methodology to develop our online customer retirement journeys, and we believe there is much
more that can be achieved by deploying such techniques more broadly.
Q13: Do you have any comments on how we look at the economics of supplying advice?
The economics of advice should be examined through the lenses of fixed and variable costs, time
spend and the capacity of advice service. This will allow consideration of scale and the number of
customers that can receive relevant (but perhaps focused) advice can be used to dilute costs and
reduce them for customers.
While increased use of digital, telephone and omni-channel propositions can reduce the time
spend and cost for an adviser, the development and implementation costs of digital content and
services is significant. There is also the issue of ongoing maintenance costs.
Significant scale is needed to make digital propositions commercially viable. Understanding
consumer demand for advice services in this form will be essential, as will this being linked in to
broader consumer education and financial capability initiatives. We would break down the cost of
supplying advice and its underlying components into three distinct aspects:
Time Cost – adviser, para-planner and administration where costs are driven by:
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Complexity of the client needs and the advice areas being considered




The channel through which advice is delivered (e.g. phone, digitally, face-to-face)
The expertise, skill of the adviser, para-planner & administration staff.

Overheads - where costs are driven by:







Technology & Infrastructure
Digital development and maintenance
Risk Management
Physical locations – office space and additional geographic costs
Literature
Compliance costs

Risk Premium - where costs are driven by:





Type of advice – e.g. DB transfers have a higher risk premium
Value of clients – e.g. the cost of getting it wrong is higher for £1m than £10,000
Future regulatory position and changes
Hedging on systemic risks – as we move towards more digital enablement of parts of the
advice process we will need to offset the risk relating to tools and support mechanisms
used by large numbers of clients

In considering the end-to-end time of the advice process (which then impacts on the capacity and
cost of the model) it is important to include the investment of time required to engage the client –
i.e. not just on the cost of advice itself but also the overall value. Currently this is provided by many
firms, including Standard Life, through an initial consultation that is provided without charge.
Engaging the client on the value of advice, not simply the cost, will continue to be a key step of
providing advice.
Q14: Do you have any comments on the different ways that firms do or could cover the cost
of giving advice (through revenue generation or other means)? Do you have any evidence
on the nature and levels of costs and revenues associated with different advice models?
We agree with the fundamental principle of the RDR that advice should have an explicit cost and
value. We believe the same to be true of guidance.
Based on current processes and the nature of providing advice we expect this is mainly suited to
clients who have over £150,000 of investible assets. Our minimum time cost to provide a new
client with face to face advice ranges from £1,000 for straightforward protection advice, up to
£4,000 for more complex lifetime planning.
The cost of telephone-based advice is around 20% less due to reduced travel time and
costs/increased capacity over the face-to-face model.
For guidance services our costs are in the region of £450 for an initial review where the client is
provided with education and support in fulfilling a financial need (but not a personal
recommendation). Where we provide ongoing guidance services the costs are in the region of £75
per annum per policy.
Even where we provide the client with a digital journey, the infrequency and comparative
complexity of the transaction makes it likely they will want to speak to someone at some point to
make sure they understand their options and choices before acting. This has particularly been the
case with those approaching retirement since the introduction of Pension Freedoms. Having a
knowledgeable, qualified individual to support the client with factual information has a cost that has
to be paid for by the client either directly or through any product purchased.
Q15: Which consumer segments are economic to serve given the cost of supplying advice?
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Based on current segmentation and advice capability, we cannot economically provide advice to
customers with less than £150,000 of investible assets. Providing advice to clients with assets
below this level using the current advice models and underlying costs would require a cross
subsidy from the fees wealthier clients would be charged for advice.
For guidance services, where providing support involves considerable time to fully explain the
client’s options and choices, it is difficult to provide support to clients with less than £100,000 in
assets (unless we increased the charge to the client or cross-subsidised from other income
streams).
While further development of digital services will provide scope for greater capacity we firmly
believe our clients will generally want to speak with a qualified person to validate their own
understanding. As we said previously, developing and maintaining a digital solution isn’t possible
without considerable capital and ongoing cost. We would expect to serve a large number of
customers through such a service to bring the cost down noticeably.
We believe simplified, focussed and omni-channel advice could be developed in a way that brings
the cost in line with more consumers’ expectations of value for money. However, these models
would require sufficient scale and considerable front end investment in infrastructure and people to
deliver. The cost of these models would rely on providing services to a large number of customers
and this would in turn lead to consideration of broader financial education, capability and
engagement issues to ensure there was sufficient demand.
We suggest the following:




The creation of a consistent and trusted brand for guidance (possibly with a kite mark or
equivalent) would help to increase engagement and therefore be a key part in driving down
cost.
The Government should introduce funding (similar to a Legal Aid) or a credit note for
certain customer segments/demographics to help access advice.
Reduced levy contributions for firms/providers who support financial education programmes
in their community (akin to solicitors’ ‘free will writing’ charity offers).

Q16: Do you have any comments on the barriers faced by firms providing advice?
In our view current FCA guidance on key advice areas can create a barrier to firms. Two pertinent
examples are as follows:



The over-arching definition of advice and the lack of clear guidelines to support the
development of viable ‘simplified advice’ models.
Current guidance in relation to occupational transfers and current methodology for Transfer
Value Analysis Systems (TVAS).

Advisers/providers face significant uncertainty in the interpretation of FCA principles-based
regulation and are understandably concerned about potential ‘hindsight risk’. There has been
significant regulatory change through the RDR and the FCA has set new expectations on how
firms should be providing advice. This has continued since RDR and is challenging for firms to
understand, interpret and incorporate into existing controls, processes or collateral. This has
manifested itself in a number of ways:
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It has contributed to ‘a fear of failure’ and concern over sanctions which stifles innovation in
the industry. There is also an increasing PI issue for firms where cover only covers current
claims not future liabilities.
Costs are continually escalating due to the complexity and regularity of regulatory change
and oversight requirements.



Quality of customer communication is compromised due to very heavy disclosure
requirements, For example, suitability letters become a ‘disclaimer’ rather than a customer
facing document.

Process ‘safe harbours’ should help with this, or indeed if the FCA signed off key processes and
firms then simply carried the execution risk not the process design, it might help to break down
barriers and foster innovation.
Q17: What do you understand to be an advice gap?
An advice gap is where customers are finding it difficult to access either quality advice or guidance
but would benefit from (and may want) a greater degree of support than they are receiving at the
moment.
Q18: To what extent does a lack of demand for advice reflect an advice gap?
As evidenced in our response to Q9, there is strong evidence that some consumers don’t want
advice for a range of reasons. However, it is also clear that many customers would like to have the
benefit of advice but either can’t afford it (as advice is uneconomic relative to assets) or they simply
don’t want to pay for it.
Q19: Where do you consider there to be advice gaps?
We see specific financial planning gaps in the following areas:




Retirement planning/ the age 55 trigger point
Occupational transfers
Later life planning e.g. inter-generational wealth transfer

We also see a risk of some complacency around automatic enrolment and a lack of understanding
that an automatic enrolment pot is just a starting point (as stated in answer to Q11).
Q20: Do you have any evidence to support the existence of these gaps?
Research published by Cass Business School in January 2013 identified a potential ‘guidance gap’
among those people who would be left without professional financial advice as a result of the Retail
Distribution Review. Cass estimated that 43 million of the UK’s adult population would fall into the
guidance gap in spite of having £440bn of investible assets:
http://www.cass.city.ac.uk/news-and-events/news/2013/january/fidelity-story-final
From our due diligence on IFA businesses we looked at as potential acquisitions for our 1825
advisory business, firms have typically applied an 80/20 rule post RDR i.e. focus on the 20% of
clients with the highest value in terms of assets and revenue and providing a holding or reactive
service to the remaining 80%. From our discussions with the bancassurers it is also clear there are
significant numbers of dis-intermediated customers from their former scale advisory arms.
Q21: Which advice gaps are most important for the Review to address?
As stated above, we see a need for guidance for those customers where fully regulated advice is
not a practical option but there is a need for greater support in taking decisions and managing
relatively modest assets.
Q22: Do you agree we should focus our initial work on advice in relation to investing,
saving into a pension and taking an income in retirement?
We believe the FAMR has the correct focus and should aim for the following outcomes:
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Aim to simplify the regime for accumulation guidance and advice.
Create processes (safe harbours) in which advisers and providers can operate with a high
degree of confidence they will not be subject to retrospective regulation and sanctions.
Support long-term saving by removing the barriers and disclosure requirements when
topping up/doing more of the same.
Enable advisers and providers to give customers clearer guidance on retirement, the
breadth of options available to consumers, and ‘safe harbour’ retirement solutions outwith
an annuity.

Q23: Do you agree we should focus our initial work on consumers with some money but
without significant wealth (those with less than £100,000 investible assets or incomes under
£50,000)?
Yes, though we would raise the bar to at least £150,000 of investible assets (in our experience the
minimum threshold for regulated advice to be economically viable).
Q24: Are there aspects of the current regulatory framework that could be simplified so that
it is better understood and achieves its objectives in a more proportionate manner?
Yes. We would make three specific points:
1.
Current FCA guidance is a barrier to firms communicating with their customers effectively. It
limits the non-advised services and information firms can provide to customers to prompt them to
consider the right issues and make informed decisions in the absence of regulated advice.
Standard Life has previously raised concerns with the FCA in relation to paragraph 3.40 of FG15/1
(Retail Investment Advice). This suggests that highlighting customer circumstances in a message
would indicate suitability. However, Standard Life believes that personalised messages are more
engaging for customers and more likely to prompt action that is in their interest.
The following are offered as examples of what would be considered to be regulated advice under
current FCA rules:


A mailing to customers pointing out that they are invested in a single asset class fund and
should consider more diversification (including a suggested list of alternative funds);



Pointing out to customers they have never increased their pension payments and
suggesting that they consider doing so;



Communicating with customers who have never changed their specified retirement date to
encourage them to consider if it remains appropriate.

In addition, this stance is inconsistent with other guidance given in FG15/1 that filtering options on
the basis of customer circumstances would not imply advice. This adds to the difficulties for firms in
seeking to apply the FCA guidance in a consistent and clear way for the benefit of customers.
We would recommend a refresh of current FCA guidance to help recognise the usefulness of “calls
to action” when trying to encourage customer engagement.
2. Standard Life acknowledges and very much supports the FCA’s initial work on smarter
communications for consumers and its recent consultation on removing the requirement for some
disclosure documents.
The quantity of documentation which must be given to a customer is one area where further
improvement could be made. Customers generally don’t have the patience to read through pages
of what they perceive to be technical or jargon-laden documentation. Social media has created an
environment where statements are often limited to 140 characters. The financial services industry
must find a more succinct, jargon-free way of engaging with customers and encourage them to
access more detailed information about products and services.
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The forthcoming introduction of the PRIIPs KID will deliver a short, jargon-free document that
contains only essential information, but which can signpost to more detail if a customer wants this.
3. FCA/MAS could helpfully produce a simple ‘one-pager’ for customers on what to expect when
they use guidance services or take financial advice. This would be easy to read and explain why
certain steps in the advice/guidance process are important to help and protect the customer. This
would help customers understand what info they might have to provide, what info they will receive
and why they are given it. Australia’s Moneysmart website has a page on “What to look for in
financial advice” that does something similar.
Q25: Are there aspects of EU legislation and its implementation in the UK that could
potentially be revised to enable the UK advice market to work better?
We are encouraged that EU regulation is taking a more joined up approach. For example, MIFID II
requirements on management bodies reflect and refer back to the requirements under CRD IV and
the Insurance Distribution Directive will do similar.
The challenge is ensuring that EU regulation is applied consistently at a national level when
transposed into UK legislation and regulatory rules. It is the implementation of the European
legislation, rather than the legislation itself, which needs careful consideration to ensure it is
effective and proportionate.
Q26: What can be learned from previous initiatives to improve consumer engagement with
financial services?
It is important to understand the reasons why take up of the Pension Wise guidance consultations
has been lower than was perhaps anticipated. Standard Life strongly promotes the Pension Wise
service and its customers have a reasonable level of awareness of it, but it remains under used.
The initial level of take-up is perhaps not surprising given that large numbers of people seeking to
access their pension are those with relatively small pots who already have a clearly formed idea of
what action they want to take when they contact their provider. Customers who want access to
cash lump sums may not view themselves as taking complex retirement decisions that require
some form of guidance or support.
More broadly, the FCA has already started to recognise where previous initiatives haven’t worked
as intended and is now taking steps to address this e.g. the recent consultation on smarter
consumer communications and the proposals to remove the requirement to provide certain
documents. We welcome this approach and it should continue across all information that firms are
required to provide to customers.
Customer testing should be encouraged, to assess whether proposed new information or ways to
engage with customers would work in the way intended or would highlight potential unintended
consequences.
Educating consumers to understand and to take responsibility for their decisions would be
welcomed. Guiding consumers on what to expect from the process of investing or buying a
financial services product to help give them the confidence to ask questions and ensure they
properly understand it, could improve consumer engagement.
Encouraging firms to develop a new style of writing document/product information that uses plain
language and avoids the use of jargon could also be a big step forward.
Q27: Are there any approaches to the regulation of advice in other jurisdictions from which
we could learn?
Australia has Moneysmart – a website similar to MAS.
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Q28: What steps can be taken to address behavioural biases that limit consumer
engagement without face-to-face advice?
In general, the needs of consumers cannot be addressed by information alone – a more
interventionist approach is required to engage and guide consumers. We see three potential
options:
1.
Innovation – as mentioned above, the industry needs to develop new and innovative ways
of engaging with consumers – such as increased use or customer journeys - and should be
encouraged to do so. While the issue of scale is important, so is the need to give advisers and
providers a stronger degree of regulatory comfort that true innovation will not be unduly penalised
by regulators further down the line.
2.
Nudge – we believe greater use can be made of ‘nudge’ behavioural techniques to steer
people to decisions which are in their best interests. The Behavioural Insights Team within the
Cabinet office uses the EAST Framework:
a) Easy - use defaults (e.g. opt-in to auto-enrolment), remove friction from journeys (i.e.
remove unnecessary steps); simplify choices (fewer rather than more).
b) Attractive – Salience (make the most important information stand out), loss aversion (focus
on potential loss which is disliked more than potential gain), personalise messages to
increase relevance, mental accounting (encourage people to think in “pots”).
c) Social – highlight social norms and peer comparison (how much you pay compared to your
peers).
d) Timely – encourage future actions rather than immediate (e.g. Save more tomorrow), footin-door (e.g. encourage small first step which leads onto larger step), prompting at the right
time (e.g. encourage pension contribution when receive bonus or pay rise), deadlines (give
deadline to complete task)
3.
Education - there is a major role for improved education and awareness which we believe
is often lacking with respect to finance and money matters in general. Specifically, there is a need
for education of the next generation in financial matters at school level (e.g. saving, debt, how
various financial products work, etc.) as it is generally recognised that savings behaviour begins at
early age.
In addition, there is a need for cross-industry/government sponsored education aimed at the
current generation of adults so they understand the need for saving and how to manage debt. For
example, the ‘5 a day’ campaign is promoted by various government or health bodies to target the
population as a whole and is supported by supermarkets and food companies.
Q29: To what extent might the different types of safe harbour described above help address
the advice gap through the increased incentive to supply advice?
We would like to see advice and guidance processes within a safe harbour, or alternatively the
regulator signing off process design so firms simply become responsible for the execution of that
design. This links to the new ‘sandbox' testing process announced recently by the FCA, which
enables firms try out innovative solutions which can then be put forward for sign off.
Many accumulation transactions could be covered by a ‘safe harbour’ on the basis they are
relatively simple decisions which invariably lead to a more positive outcome (e.g. increasing
pension contributions), although other decisions such as investment choices would require a
greater degree of support in helping the customer reach a decision.
Q30: Which areas of the regulatory regime would benefit most from a safe harbour, and
what liabilities should a safe harbour address?
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We would like to see safe harbour introduced in the following circumstances:
Guided journeys: Guiding the customer through a decision process which will almost invariably
be in their best interests.
Focussed advice: Liability for focussed advice must be less than for full advice or there is no
incentive to provide it. A ‘safe harbour’ could restrict liability to suitability based on the information
received as a result of a limited fact find rather than the wider circumstances of the customer.
Paragraph 4.12 of FG15/1 notes the wider duty of care to customers even where limited advice is
provided. It is difficult to meet this duty unless a full fact find takes place in relation to the
customer’s circumstances. This is the part of the advice process which is individual to each
customer, difficult to automate and therefore represents most of the cost of advice.
Workplace: Communications to scheme members of workplace pension schemes could be
granted safe harbour if these could be carved out of paragraph 3.40 of FG15/1. This would allow
scheme providers to provide helpful information, guidance and tools without the risk of implied
suitability. This would improve the effectiveness of communications and potentially have a positive
impact on engagement and decision making. Members of these schemes are protected by scheme
governance requirements including those relating to default investment solutions so the risk of
consumer detriment is limited.
Q31: What steps could be taken to ensure that a safe harbour includes an appropriate level
of consumer protection?
Consumers should be given clear information as to the scope of the service they are being given
and the limits of the adviser’s liability (see answer to Q2).
Q32: Do you have evidence that absence of a longstop is leading to an advice gap?
There have been a number of recent FOS decisions which relate to products sold more than 30
years ago. This means advisory firms carry a large amount of generally unknown risk in relation to
historic product sales. This inhibits consolidation within the market as larger firms do not wish to
take on the unquantifiable liabilities of smaller firms. This in turn leads to the market for advice
having less scale and efficiency and higher costs than other markets. This, in our view, contributes
to the advice gap. However, as stated in our covering submission, this needs to be balanced with
maintaining consumer confidence in the industry and giving people reassurance that if things go
wrong they have the means of re-dress (even if they never have cause to use it).

Q33: Do you have evidence that the absence of a longstop has led to a competition
problem in the advice market e.g. is this leading to barriers to entry and exit for advisory
firms?
The advice market is now generally comprised of a large number of relatively small scale
providers. As stated in our response to Q32, the accrued historic liabilities of advisory firms may
inhibit consolidation within the advisory market. This prevents the growth of larger scale providers
of advice who are able to offer advice to the mass market at a lower margin.
This is a significant barrier to entry to the market. It would be helpful if the FCA investigated the
impact of historic liabilities on the availability and cost of professional indemnity insurance.
Q34: Do you have any comments about the benefits to consumers of the availability of
redress for long-term advice?
The availability of redress offers benefits for some consumers – most obviously those who are
directly compensated for poor advice. It also benefits customers who receive better advice than
they otherwise would have because it improves the overall quality of advice given. However, to
counteract this, there is a serious loss to consumers who are unable to access advice that they
might need or want. Many lower value clients fall into this category, but even clients who can
generally get advice may suffer as a result of it. For example, someone for whom switching out of a
DB scheme is the correct decision, but whose adviser is unwilling to make the recommendation or
facilitate the transfer due to perceived risks.
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Q35: Do you have any comments or suggestions for an alternative approach in order to
achieve an appropriate level of protection for consumers?
The challenge is balancing the competing needs of consumers. One option could be more time
limits on redress, possibly with some longer time limits on certain types of advice to protect the
most vulnerable consumers and create a distinction between advisers acting in good faith vs
negligence. Another source of help would be increased guidance from the FCA on what is
acceptable so that customers don’t lose out because advisers are overly cautious.
Q36: Do you have any comments on the extent to which firms are able to provide consistent
automated advice at low cost? Are you aware of any examples of this, either in the UK or
other jurisdictions?
Automation – and so called robo-advice – is often positioned as the answer to providing low cost
advice with little or no involvement of an adviser.
Our sense is that automation could be feasible for specific, non-holistic cases e.g. taking income
from a specific pension, protection, etc. and, in wider cases, could bring efficiencies to the advice
process whilst still leaving the onus on a human adviser to sense-check the case and provide
human input. The key challenges are:


Automating the fact-find - in principle this is a straightforward data collection exercise but
would require a substantial amount of information to be entered by the customer (similar to
a self-assessment tax return) and many customers will be disinclined to spend the time
completing the process. As a consequence the quality of completion is likely to vary
substantially.



Generating an advice recommendation is only part of the challenge. Motivating a customer
to implement the advice is a further challenge – this is a key element of an adviser’s
role. Again, this is very difficult when holistic advice is given, potentially involving multiple
providers, but possibly simpler when dealing with narrow advice, say regarding the
appropriate contribution level to a particular pension.

As covered under Q12, the use of platforms, removing duplication and integrating across different
parts of the advice implementation process will provide efficiencies and we would strongly
advocate more work in this area.
Q37: What steps could we take to address any barriers to digital innovation and aid the
development of automated advice models?
As covered in previous answers, we would like to see greater use of ‘safe harbour’ processes i.e.
processes which are pre-approved by the regulator or designed for advisory firms and providers in
accordance with specified principles. While the latter could leave firms open to a degree of risk (as
to whether their process was aligned to the principles) we believe this hurdle could be dealt with
i.e. if a process is prima facie compliant, it will not be later found to be non-complaint unless
through extenuating circumstances.
Q38: What do you consider to be the main consumer considerations relating to automated
advice?
The main issues we envisage for customers will be:
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Price – a charge would need to be levied and we understand customers rarely expect to
pay for a purely digital service.
Complexity of inputs – to give holistic advice requires customers to complete a wide factfind which some may find challenging or too time consuming.



Human contact – while customers may be comfortable with online processes and
transactions, many like to have the option of speaking to a real person if they get into
difficulty or things go wrong.

Q39: What are the main options to address the advice gaps you have identified?
As described in answering this questionnaire, we believe there are various steps which can be
taken to address these advice gaps. In summary:








Greater clarity on the boundary between advice and guidance.
Support the broad availability of guidance services under safe harbour e.g. processes
which have regulatory approval or built according to defined principles.
Extend safe harbour for simpler and safer 'advice' needs.
Stronger, clearer, more detailed FCA guidance to remove some of the interpretation and
hindsight risk, and therefore give more certainty for firms. FCA process sign offs and clear
signposting of what ‘best practice’ looks like.
Better consumer education, and government funding of some 'advice' costs for certain
demographics at key life stages e.g. using credit notes or vouchers with accredited safe
harbour 'advice' providers
More educational intervention at school and college and for key life stages, e.g. retirement
courses supported in the U.S. by T Rowe Price.
FCA levy discount for (a) track record in delivering good customer outcomes and (b)
supporting educational initiatives.

Q40: What steps should we take to ensure that competition in the advice markets and
related financial services markets is not distorted and works to deliver good consumer
outcomes as a result of any proposed changes?
Price capping should be avoided. Encouraging advisers/providers to enter the guidance space will
create a market in which competition will push down costs – particularly if the industry can fully
utilise digital solutions. Encouraging consolidation in the market would help, but legacy liability
concerns are a barrier to this and therefore need to be addressed, but in way which does not
undermine consumer confidence and trust in the industry.
Q41: What steps should we take to ensure that the quality and standard of advice is
appropriate as a result of any proposed changes?
There are two aspects to this. First, advisers/providers need to be clear on what on they can (or
cannot) do to be compliant within the regulatory environment and what standards are expected of
them in meeting their customers’ requirements. Second, there needs to be a consistent application
and enforcement of the rule book so customers with complaints are treated in a fair and consistent
way relative to their expectations at the outset.
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Introduction
StepChange Debt Charity is the UK’s largest specialist not for profit debt advice and
solutions providers. In 2014 we were contacted by almost 600,000 individuals in
financial difficulty. We welcome the opportunity to respond to the Financial Advice
Market Review (FAMR).
We are responding in parallel to HM Treasury’s Public Financial Guidance
consultation. That contains evidence and commentary relevant to this review as well.
We therefore attach our response to that review in an appendix.
We only have evidence and ideas relating to certain issues within FAMR, so our
response only contains answers to selected questions.
Q5: Do you have comments or evidence on the types of financial needs for
which consumers may seek advice?
Evidence from our client base shows that the following people are contacting the
Charity in greater numbers and are disproportionately likely to seek advice1:


Those on a low-income: 70.4% of clients advised earn less than £20,000 (net)
annually.



Women: in 2014 the proportion of female clients was 57%, up from 54% in
2012.



Single parents: now represent close to one in five (18.3%) of those advised by
the Charity compared to 16.1% in 2012.



Those living in rented accommodation: almost three-quarters (71.4%) of
StepChange Debt Charity clients in 2014 lived in rented accommodation,
compared to 61% in 2012.

The problems clients present with are changing rapidly, and the Government and
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) must be aware of this when making its decisions
based on this consultation. The last five years have seen significant reduction in the
number of people with very high consumer credit debts, but rapid growth in the
number of families struggling with arrears on essential bills, such as rent or heating.
The most worrying trend of the last few years has been the huge rise in the number
and proportion of clients who have arrears on an essential household bill, including
council tax, electricity, gas, mortgage payments, rent and water bills. In 2014,
135,681 (39.8%) of clients advised had arrears on essential household bills,
compared to 68,522 (34.9%) in 20122.
One important note here, while overall the level of unsecured debt is falling, debt
levels are beginning to rise on some products where lending is generally smaller
2

scale. These are catalogues (where the average debt increased by 14% between
2012 and 2014) and home credit (2%). Although the average total debt clients owe
on payday loans fell between 2012 and 2014, the average debt owed on each
payday loan rose from £552 to £5763.
The spiral of harm caused in people’s lives by problem debt can be stopped when
people get independent advice and some respite from ever growing debts and
demands for payments that they cannot afford. Our clients have told us how their
finances started to stabilise when their creditors agreed to freeze further default
interest, charges and debt collection activity against them. One in six of our clients
said that their financial situation had stabilised once all of their creditors agreed to
freeze further interest, charges and enforcement action. However, no one said their
financial situation had stabilised in cases where none of their creditors had agreed to
give them this help.
A key reason for people needing debt advice is an unexpected income shock leading
to a crisis situation. Income shocks are the primary driver of problem debt. More than
7 in 10 people in problem debt experienced an income shock in the last year. Where
people use credit to keep up after an income shock, they are 20 times more likely to
end up in severe problem debt than those who don’t use credit. In the last 12
months, 14 million people in Britain experienced at least one income shock; 4.5
million people experienced two or more4.
People who experienced multiple income shocks in a year were three times more
likely to fall into severe problem debt than those who experienced a single income
shock.
However, often people wait too long between experiencing an income shock and
seeking advice. Half of our clients wait a year between realising they are in financial
difficulty and seeking help from a debt advice provider. Instead of seeking advice,
they are instead often turning to further borrowing, even though this does not
objectively seem like a rational decision. Almost three quarters of our clients got
loans from their family and friends to keep up with essential costs once they started
to struggle. A similarly high proportion used credit cards and overdrafts to keep up
with essential costs, while around 1 in 5 used high cost forms of credit such as
payday loans, pawnbrokers and home credit providers5.
Where people have savings they can use these to help avoid financial difficulties
becoming a debt crisis. Our research shows that an average family with £1,000 in
accessible cash savings is 44% less likely to fall into problem debt than a family
without savings. However, not enough families have savings 22 million adults in
Great Britain are not confident they’re saving enough to cope with a rainy day 6.
Q6: Is the FCA consumer spotlight segmentation model useful for exploring
consumers’ advice needs?
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We believe the FCA consumer spotlight segmentation model should prove useful for
exploring consumers’ advice needs.
The following data may augment the FCA’s work in understanding demand for debt
advice7.
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The FCA may furthermore consider exploring how its model correlates with that
suggested by the Money Advice Service as part of its ‘Indebted Lives’ research.
Q9: Do you have any comments or evidence on why consumers do not seek
advice?
People in financial difficulty, including those who are in or at risk of problem debt,
face constrained choices, exacerbated by creditor action demanding repayment.
When people are in problem debt dealing with creditors is often seen as more
important than seeking advice, even when seeking advice is the rational thing to do.
Such a constrained decision can make matters worse in the medium to long term.
This explains why fewer people seek advice than would benefit from it, and why a
large number of people do not turn to advice until an absolute crisis triggers them to
do so. It suggests that policy around guidance and advice on debt needs to be
considered alongside strategies for prevention and mitigation of debt (for instance,
our ideas around a new “breathing space” protection, and consistent regulatory
vigilance on collection and enforcement standards).
Q10: Do you have any information about the supply of financial advice that we
should take into account in our review?
According to the Money Advice Service’s (MAS’s) Financial Capability Strategy just
one in six of the 8.2 million people currently in need of debt advice is seeking help8.
Our own research suggests 2.6 million people in debt are in severe difficulty.
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Free debt advice accounts for an estimated 83.5% of provision (1.169 million advice
sessions out of 1.4 million)9.This reliance on the free sector is likely to increase as
the commercial market retreats in response to economic and regulatory pressures.
It is important the Government does not make any changes which are likely to
diminish current supply. Government should seek to close the debt advice gap by
promoting more free debt advice.
Commercial debt management is increasingly challenged, and many larger providers
rely on mobile capital from larger overseas groups. Most, if not all, are living off a
back book of DMPs; new business is not self-funding. The need to remunerate
capital has led to front loaded client fees and aggressive conduct which caused
significant detriment. It remains to be seen if there is a model which can meet both
economic and regulatory conditions.
Q12: Do you have any comments or evidence about the role of emerging
technology in delivering advice?
The free debt advice sector has sought to provide additional information and
services online by investing in websites and digital services. This has further
increased the number of people we help (the chart below shows the rise in the
number of visitors to the StepChange Debt Charity website in recent years).
Online advice

Increasingly free advice providers engage directly with those in financial difficulty via
online forums. In 2015 StepChange Debt Charity has responded to almost 1,000
questions in online forums, such as those run by MoneySavingExpert.
Q13: Do you have any comments on how we look at the economics of
supplying advice?
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The review must not assume all regulated advice is for-profit. We are, of course a
charity, so our economic model is different. We receive funding because we are
able to demonstrate to funders that there are cost and risk benefits from charityprovided debt advice compared with carrying out the same activities themselves.
Creditors are prepared to fund:


Advice.



Repayment and non-repayment debt solutions.



Other activities (publicity and engagement, budgeting, financial education,
policy, campaigning and rehabilitation).

Provided:


We can demonstrate efficiency and productivity improvements over time.



They can carry out due diligence on quality.



We work together with other agencies in pursuit of improvements for
clients.



Any surpluses are re-invested in provision of client services.

Q21: Which advice gaps are the most important for the Review to address?
We discuss the gap in debt advice in our response to Q2 in the public financial
guidance consultation.
In addition, we believe more needs to be done to address the UK’s savings crisis.
Young adults, people on low-moderate incomes, people living in living in rented
accommodation and families with young children can find it particularly difficult to
save10.


Only a third of 16-24 year olds have at least £1,000 saved.



Only 55% of households earning less than £14,000 a year have at least
£1,000 saved.



Only 41% of households living in rented accommodation have at least £1,000
saved.



Only 58% of households with dependent children under five have at least
£1,000 saved.

Q23: Do you agree we should focus our initial work on consumers with some
money but without significant wealth? What exact income/wealth thresholds
should we use to determine which consumers we will focus on?
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There are dangers in drawing lines in terms of asset and income levels that “qualify”
people to be of interest to the review. Income and assets grow and decline over time,
especially in response to life events (for example, divorce, illness, job loss) and
advice is vital at these points. Three-quarters of StepChange Debt Charity clients
are in the bottom 40% of the income range, however 73% of them are in debt
because of an unavoidable income shock or change in their circumstances11.
Our research shows12:


People on low and middle incomes are more likely to experience shocks: 32%
of the lowest earning households (£0 - £15k) and 28% of those on low-middle
incomes (£15 - £25,000) experienced an income shocks - those on higher
incomes were significantly less likely to experience an income shock.



People with less secure jobs are more likely to experience shocks: 59% of
those working a fixed term contract job, 67% of those working a zero hours
contract, 53% of those who are self-employed.



Families with children are more likely to experience income shocks: 37% of
those with dependent children at home experience an income shock or
change of circumstance in the last year, compared to 25% of those without
children.



Working age adults are more likely to experience income shocks: People
aged 25 - 39 were most likely to experience a shock or a change (37%) and
40 - 59 year olds were also disproportionately likely to (33%).

More than 600,000 people who experienced one shock in the last 12 months ended
up in severe problem debt and 2.8 million people (31%) ended up in moderate
financial difficulty. Just fewer than 1 million people (22%) who experienced two or
more income shocks in the last 12 months ended up in severe problem debt and 1.2
million people (28%) ended up in moderate financial difficulty13.
Four in 10 said their income had dropped by more than £500 a month in the last five
years. Around two in 10 saw their income drop by less than £500, some saw their
income remain stable, and just 15% have seen their income increase at all in that
time14.
The scale of drop that people had to their income, and the reduction in job security
also have an impact on people’s ability to meet their essential costs: 54% of our
clients who faced a £500+ drop in earnings no longer have enough money to make
ends meet, 45% of clients who faced a drop in earnings of less than £500 a month
did not have enough money to meet their essential costs15.
It is also worth noting that in pensions saving, anyone earning more than £10,000
annually is automatically enrolled, and faces complicated decisions around how
much to contribute, and which funds to invest in.
8

Q36: Do you have any comments on the extent to which firms are able to
provide consistent automated advice at low cost? Are you aware of examples
of this, either in the UK or other jurisdictions?
In 2006, Debt Remedy became the first online tool to provide free, anonymous debt
advice and has since helped thousands of people access free debt help. In 2015 we
project our website will receive 2.9m visitors, 110,000 of whom will use Debt
Remedy (48% of all advice given this year).
The online journey using Debt Remedy involves the client inputting all their
information to complete the financial assessment. Debt Remedy uses the same
criteria used within the telephone journey to identify the suitability of debt solutions
based on the information entered. Clients can save their progress and return.
The client is guided through this data input step by step and many are able to
complete their journey totally online. We have a dedicated team of advisors to
support clients through the process if they require help or guidance. Digital Support
is also available by phone, webchat and email to provide support for clients who may
be struggling to complete the online journey unaided. They will help the client to
resolve whatever difficulty they may be experiencing and if appropriate, they will
complete the process on the client’s behalf. By the end of 2015, the Charity expects
the Digital Support team to handle c24k calls and c29k web chats.
Clients receiving advice online get the same advice they would via the telephone. On
average, it takes a client approximately 25 minutes to complete the online journey
and over 70% of clients go through the full process in one session. Online advice
provides clients with choice, and an option for those who aren’t willing or able to talk
about their debts over the phone.
We estimate that the direct cost of giving online advice is approximately one fifth of
the cost of doing so over the phone. Both channels are of course supported by
marketing. Our online marketing includes search engine optimisation and pay per
click.
Q37: What steps could we take to address any barriers to digital innovation
and aid the development of automated advice models?
While face-to-face advice remains vital, free sector reach and cost-effectiveness can
be improved. Data from the main non-profit providers shows that telephone advice is
four or five times cheaper than face-to-face provision, with online services cheaper
still.
Q39: What are the main options to address the advice gaps you have
identified?
We discuss ways to address the debt advice gap in our response to the public
financial guidance consultation. In summary:
9



A significant, sustained, increase in funding, based on a rationalised statutory
and voluntary funding mix



Channel shift where possible



Public policy change to address the root causes of problem debt and mitigate
its impacts



Collaboration within a diverse charity sector to make services as effective as
they can be
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Annex – response to public financial guidance consultation
StepChange Debt Charity is the UK’s largest specialist not for profit debt advice and
solutions providers. In 2014 we were contacted by almost 600,000 individuals in
financial difficulty. We welcome the opportunity to respond to this consultation on
Public Financial Guidance.
We are responding in parallel to HM Treasury’s Financial Advice Market Review.
That contains evidence and commentary relevant to this consultation as well. We
therefore attach our response to that review in an appendix.
Q1. Do people with protected characteristics under the Equalities Act 2010, or
any consumers in vulnerable circumstances, have particular needs for public
financial guidance or difficulty finding and obtaining that guidance?
Those with protected characteristics are likely to have particular need for public
financial guidance. The Government should additionally recognise financial
difficulties are a form of vulnerability. The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
recognised this in its 2015 paper on consumer vulnerability:
“A vulnerable consumer is someone who, due to their personal circumstances, is
especially susceptible to detriment, particularly when a firm is not acting with
appropriate levels of care….Consumers in vulnerable circumstances, however, may
be significantly less able to represent their own interests, and more likely to suffer
harm than the average consumer.”16
There is a well-evidenced connection between problem debt and poor mental and
physical health. The mental health charity MIND, for example, has shown that one in
four adults with a mental health problem lives with debt and arrears and that three
times as many adults with mental health problems report debt or arrears, compared
to those without mental health problems17.
People in financial difficulty, including those who are in or at risk of problem debt,
face constrained choices, exacerbated by creditor action demanding repayment.
When people are in problem debt, dealing with creditors is often seen as more
important than seeking advice, even when seeking advice is the rational thing to do.
Such a constrained decision can make matters worse in the medium to long term.
This explains why fewer people seek advice than would benefit from it, and why a
large number of people do not turn to advice until an absolute crisis triggers them to
do so. It suggests that policy around guidance and advice on debt needs to be
considered alongside strategies for prevention and mitigation of debt (for instance,
our ideas around a new “breathing space” protection, and consistent regulatory
vigilance on collection and enforcement standards).
Q2. What additional, or alternative, functions and structures could a statutory
body put in place to effectively coordinate debt advice provision?
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A statutory body must focus on addressing the “advice gap” in debt advice,
complementing and supporting the provision of appropriately regulated debt advice
and ensure the most effective and efficient use of any levy funding it controls.
Current supply and the debt advice gap
According to the Money Advice Service’s (MAS’s) Financial Capability Strategy just
one in six of the 8.2 million people currently in need of debt advice is seeking help 18.
Our own research suggests 2.6 million of people in debt are in severe difficulty. A
statutory body must be focussed on ensuring that this gap is filled in the most
appropriate way19.
Consumer demand is met is met by a mix of free advice and for-profit advice, with
free advice comprising the vast majority of current provision.
Free debt advice accounts for an estimated 83.5% of provision (1.169 million advice
sessions out of 1.4 million). This reliance on the free sector will increase if, as is
widely expected, the commercial market shrinks in response to economic and
regulatory pressures.
It is important the Government does not make any changes which are likely to
diminish current supply. Government should seek to close the debt advice gap by
promoting more free debt advice. A large proportion of people seeking debt advice
will not have much or any spare money at the point of seeking advice. A quarter of
people contacting StepChange Debt Charity have a negative budget. They are not
able to pay for advice, or they are seen as economically unviable by commercial
providers.
Maintaining current funding
Free advice is paid for by a “mixed economy” of statutory and voluntary funding.
Funding for free debt advice comes from1:
o The MAS debt advice levy: £45 million
o Donations: £74+ million, of which


FSC = c£54 million



Other = c£20 million

This “mixed economy” is a source of strength:

1

Estimated figures
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It secures statutory funding to provide an essential public good, ensuring that
provision can be directed towards meeting aggregate need, including in
response to immediate issues like serving clients impacted by the exit of
commercial providers.



It brings in donations from funders who wish to support particular objectives or
organisations. It makes providers directly accountable to funders for
balancing efficiency, effectiveness, innovation and reach.

It would be inappropriate to move voluntary donations on to a statutory footing
because that would:


Create a new tax/levy, which would require legislation, extensive design
work and consultation and would subsequently require additional collection
and distribution infrastructure.



Have a negative impact on future voluntary donations.



Mean creditors are less represented, as they will no longer have a direct
relationship with front line advice providers.



Create rigidity in a model that can evolve naturally.

Overall, if free debt advice is a public good, it is best funded by both public funding
and voluntary giving. A mixture of both is most likely to strike the right balance of
efficiency, effectiveness, innovation, reach and responsiveness to change. Therefore
the Government should adopt a principle of not disrupting existing funding streams
that work satisfactorily
Increasing statutory funding
Consumer credit lenders pay for the majority of free debt advice. However, they also
receive the majority of the benefit from such advice. Research from the Friends
Provident Foundation shows creditors recover in excess of £1 billion (or collectively,
£1,100 per advised individual) extra, where independent advice is given
However, consumer credit lenders are not the originators of all problem debt and the
standards to which they are held in terms of product design and conduct towards
people in difficulty are arguably higher than those that apply elsewhere. Annex 1
shows how StepChange Debt Charity’s clients owe money to various creditors in
many different sectors. The FCA levy is a convenient way of levying creditors who
are regulated financial services providers, but it is not fair that financial services
creditors foot the whole bill.
In 2014, 135,681 (39.8%) of StepChange Debt Charity clients advised had arrears
on essential household bills, compared to 68,522 (34.9%) in 2012. This means an
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increasing proportion of the costs incurred by the free debt advice sector are related
to providing guidance on these arrears20.
Any model based on the harm caused by problem debt and the benefits generated
by free debt advice should attract a significant contribution from government itself. A
statutory body could hold the Government accountable for this and furthermore
supplement the FCA levy with statutory contributions from others, including utility
providers, ensuring a funding mix which is rational, transparent, accountable, fair,
and above all sufficient (Annex 2).
Implications for the role and responsibilities of any statutory body
A statutory component of funding requires certain jobs to be done. These include:


Comprehensive analysis of total provision vs total need.



Gap analysis, by geography and channel, along with action to ensure that
the support is available in the form people need it.



Funding and distributing multi-year funding on an open and transparent
basis



Accountability for distribution and guaranteeing the value for money of
statutory funding.

Other roles and responsibilities of a statutory body might include a function to ensure
market and policy developments which could increase the need for debt advice are
accompanied by mitigation measures. Government departments and agencies
should conduct a debt impact assessment on new policies, and ensure that any debt
impact is mitigated. A statutory debt co-ordination body could provide a useful check
on the quality and consistency of such assessments. Part of this function may
already reside in the Financial Conduct Authority’s ‘have regard’ for access to
financial services products and services.
Several of these jobs are currently carried out by the Money Advice Service (MAS).
We have worked well with MAS in their role, and would continue to do so if the
review concludes that they should continue to carry out the same functions, or an
amended version. Equally we would work constructively with any alternative
arrangements the Government chooses to put in place.
We have identified two options for who could carry out such functions.
1. A special purpose statutory body to work alongside free debt advice
providers: this could be close to the current MAS arrangements, though the
consultation might wish to recommend some changes (see Q3 below) e.g. a
stronger voice in governance for practitioners and funders.
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2. Self-governance based on partnership within the sector itself. The three main
debt advice charities (Money Advice Trust, Citizens Advice and StepChange
Debt Charity) together provide a well-functioning ecosystem of provision and
we are working together to ensure a seamless journey between our services
and will be exploring this further with other organisations. This work, which
began in early 2015 and is independent of the MAS Debt Advice Steering
Group, will continue with this consultation in mind.
The optimum balance might be a body operating under a refreshed statutory remit,
with strategic development focused on and driven by practitioners and funders. The
key objective is to minimise the number of barriers between consumers and advice
as these barriers stop people taking advice by complicating the customer journey.
There is no need for the statutory body to be interposed between the source of
advice and people in need, e.g. through a role as a “hub”.
A statutory body would be accountable for addressing the advice gap, understanding
need and demand and ensuring free advice is available to meet this demand. In
executing this role, it could be required to complement voluntary funding. Its
coordination role could be primarily ensuring that levy funding is appropriately
allocated. There should be a focus on extending the reach of free, not-for-profit debt
advice.
The funding body should be aware that it allocates only one element of sector
funding, levy funding, and ensures this funding does not lead to duplication, which
would risk the withdrawal of voluntary funding from the sector.
The funding body should ensure value for money via appropriate channel decisions.
While face-to-face advice remains vital, free sector reach and cost-effectiveness can
be improved. Data from the main non-profit providers shows that telephone advice is
four or five times cheaper than face-to-face provision, with online services cheaper
still.
Another aspect of “rationalising” funding is to improve the efficiency and flexibility
with which funding is allocated. All free sector providers should be able to apply for
funding on an equal footing. This would make objectives clearer, allow more
transparency between funding and expenditure, and foster innovation. There is also
scope to use funding in new ways, for instance a debt advice ‘Challenge Fund’,
which could encourage innovative new projects and partnership arrangements and
improve the effectiveness of the sector in meeting client need. The statutory body
could continue to contract for particular services, where need is not otherwise being
met.
Q3. What role should a statutory advice body have in providing quality
assurance and setting standards for debt advice?
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Although a statutory body should have structures in place to agree KPIs are
achieved in funded projects, this is not the same as saying the funding body needs
to engage in double regulation by creating its own advice standards. Any funding
body can rely on the rigorous regulatory standards of the FCA to decide to remove
funding from free providers. There is also no need for a statutory body to oversee the
outcome of voluntary funding, which already requires recipients to demonstrate value
to funders, who are subject to FCA rules.
We refer here to the Financial Conduct Authority’s feedback on its CP15/6
consultation (Consumer Credit – proposed changes to our rules and guidance).
In response to suggestion ‘Money Advice Service advice quality standards should be
reflected in the FCA regime.’
“We do not believe this is necessary at this time, as the scrutiny we apply to firms at
authorisation exceeds the scrutiny required for a firm to meet the debt advice quality
standards.”
Q4. What scope is there to rationalise the funding of public financial guidance
provision on debt?
The proposals above (Q2) would achieve transparency and rationality in the funding
of public financial guidance provision on debt, in particular by:


Clarifying the respective roles of statutory and voluntary funding.



Delivering appropriate governance over the former.



Ensuring both drive efficiency, effectiveness, innovation and reach.

But “rationalisation” must not mean “reduction”. Given the advice gap, a rational level
of funding is higher than we see now.
There is a need to ensure sustainable ongoing funding for the free debt advice
sector. Currently increasing demand is placing new pressures on free debt advice
providers. The number of people approaching the sector for help has increased
substantially in the last few years. For example, in 2014 StepChange Debt Charity
was contacted by 577,677 people with problem debt in 2014, a 56% increase on
2012 (Figure 1). We are seeing increasing numbers of people with more complex
needs, with less ability to repay debts and who are more vulnerable to welfare state
changes.
Figure 1: Demand for debt advice21
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In response the free sector has developed broader services and additional supported
solutions, which has increased the cost of serving clients. It has also sought to
provide additional information and services online by investing in websites and digital
services. This has further increased the number of people we help (Figure 2). At the
same time, the sector faces the additional cost of FCA regulation.
Figure 2: Online advice22
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Q5. What additional, or alternative functions and structures could a statutory
body put in place to effectively coordinate public financial guidance on
pensions?
No comment.
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Q6. How could the organisational delivery of public financial guidance on
pensions be improved to provide greater efficiency?
A significant number of people reach pensionable age with unsecured debt. The
current combination of regulated advice on pensions, investments and retirement
options, PensionWise and regulated debt advice does not make it easy for
organisations to offer joined up advice for consumers.
Providers must work together to create better services through partnerships and joint
initiatives, but policymakers can help by:


Clarifying the boundary of different forms of regulated advice



Increasing the confidence of regulated organisations to offer “generic” advice
outside these boundaries



Clarifying the insolvency treatment of pension pots, which has become very
confused.

Q7. What scope is there to rationalise the funding of public financial guidance
provision on pensions?
No comment.
Q8. Are the statutory objectives underpinning MAS the right ones?
No. MAS’s statutory remit pre-dates the move to bring consumer credit and
associated services like debt advice into FCA regulation. We believe this change
removes the need for MAS, or any alternative statutory body, to have any role
relating to the “quality” of debt advice. See answer to Q3 above.
In the context of the current review, we think that MAS’s statutory remit relating to
debt advice should be thoroughly reviewed with the objective of improving the
coherence between the funding it administers, the sectors and activities it seeks to
co-ordinate, and its role in policy formulation and meeting overall need.
Q9. What role, if any, should a statutory body have in providing general money
guidance?
It is crucial that general money guidance is available so people can acquire the skills,
knowledge and confidence to achieve long term financial resilience. Money guidance
supports resilience and helps people avoid problem debt when it focuses on:


Appropriate budgeting.



Saving.



Prudent borrowing.
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Seeking advice quickly.



Acting on advice to resolve a debt situation.

For example, our research shows that an average family with £1,000 in accessible
cash savings is 44% less likely to fall into problem debt than a family without
savings23.
We are sympathetic to the Farnish review’s conclusion that money guidance matters
directed to boosting resilience, avoiding and resolving debt should be aligned with
other debt-related activity to give a coherent view across prevention, remediation
and rehabilitation. Again, we believe MAS could continue in its current role or that
the role could be amended or re-allocated. Here we focus on what should be done,
not who should do it.
A statutory body has a triple role in money guidance, whether this is within a wider
remit or not.
One, the statutory body can assess gaps in current provision and direct funding to fill
these gaps. It may choose to do this by producing its own guidance or funding free,
independent guidance offered by others. Part of this will be about providing adequate
articulation of the relationship between general money guidance and debt advice.
Two, the statutory body can understand how different families access and use
money guidance. Some families need little advice, or only need advice on one
aspect of financial capability. Other families need more intensive advice or advice on
all the aspects listed above. The statutory body has to understand this spectrum and
work with providers to get advice to the right people at the right time.
Three, as with debt advice, there is likely to be additional need for general money
guidance, which may increase in future if pressures on family budgets grow.
Therefore a statutory body needs to have an eye on bringing extra finance into the
sector, primarily through working with voluntary funders and providers but also
through maintaining or expanding levy funding. The statutory body must of course
ensure the independence of providers receiving funding.
Q10. What role, if any, should a statutory body have in supporting financial
capability?
No comment.
Q11. What scope is there to rationalise the funding of public financial guidance
provision on money matters and / or financial capability?
We would be concerned if any rationalisation of the funding of public financial
guidance provision on money matters resulted in a reduction in the focus on, and
funding available to, financial capability work.
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MAS has invested heavily in the financial capability strategy, which has involved
pulling together research, insight and evidence from across a number of separate
fields. The review needs to consider where such an overview role would sit in any
alternative structure.
Q12. How do you think that the government could best complement voluntary
sector provision of financial guidance?
The public sector is an increasingly important creditor, and a particularly aggressive
one in terms of collection practices and lack of forbearance. It is therefore an
increasingly large generator of work in the free debt advice sector. Our work on the
£8.3bn social cost of problem debt also indicates the significant benefits that accrue
directly to public authorities from free debt advice, and to the economy as a whole 24.
There is thus a strong “fairness” argument for public funding (i.e. from general
taxation) to support free debt advice. This could take the form of


Grants.



Contracts for services – any department executing a policy that might
create the risk of problem debt could be required to also fund a mitigation
scheme (e.g. by contracting with a free advice provider).



Proper funding for debt-related statutory services. It costs us £200 to
administer a DRO, for which the Insolvency Service pay £10. That is £190
we cannot spend helping more people.

Additionally, one of the most effective ways in which Government can help ensure
sufficient funding of debt advice, and boost its efficiency and effectiveness, is via
policy action to reduce the incidence of problem debt, reduce its impact where it
does strike, and speed recovery from it.
Breathing space
There is no watertight guarantee that debt advice in England, Wales and Northern
Ireland will relieve pressure from creditors, which reduces our ability to get people to
take action and confront their debt problems.
We estimate that severe problem debt costs the state and society £8.3 billion in
external costs; including debt-related physical and mental health problems, lost
productivity and jobs, family breakdowns and housing issues25.
The trigger for severe financial difficulties is often a life event like job loss, reduced
hours or illness that causes a drop in income. Almost two thirds of StepChange Debt
Charity clients cite this as the main cause of their debt problem.
Household resilience to income shocks is low: thirteen million people do not have the
savings to keep up with essential bills for a month if their income dropped by a
quarter26.
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People can and do recover from temporary income shocks. But without the right help
and support financial difficulties become entrenched and unmanageable. We know
that ‘breathing space’ is vital – 60% of clients we surveyed told us that their financial
situation stabilised once creditors agreed to freeze further interest, charges and
enforcement action. But none of the people who said they did not get this help said
their situation had stabilised27.
The Government could best complement voluntary sector provision of financial
guidance by introducing a scheme capable of providing two broad protections similar
(but not identical) to the Scottish Debt Arrangement Scheme (DAS). The crucial
features are (i) they incentivise people to take advice and stick with a solution; and
(ii) the protection persists until debt is resolved.


An initial ‘breathing space’ period like DAS, but longer than the six weeks
DAS provides. Six weeks will generally give people enough time to seek
advice. But where people have suffered an income shock their circumstances
may not have stabilised enough in six weeks for debt advisers to recommend
a long term debt solution. Therefore we suggest a period of breathing space
of up to one year – subject to continuing engagement by the individual and
review of their circumstances by the debt advice provider.



Like the DAS scheme, a scheme for England and Wales should continue to
freeze interest, charges collection and enforcement action where people are
able to repay debts within a reasonable period. This would give people
repaying their debts similar protection to that the law currently gives to people
who need debt write-off via an insolvency remedy.

Saving
Families need savings. If every household in Great Britain had at least £1,000 saved
it would reduce the number in problem debt by 500,000. However, families are facing
a savings crisis: 22 million adults in Great Britain are not confident they’re saving
enough to cope with a rainy day28.
Young adults, people on low-moderate incomes, people living in living in rented
accommodation and families with young children, can find it particularly difficult to
save.
There already exists in the UK an incentive-based scheme for getting people saving:
auto-enrolment for pensions with a matching element, where government and
employers "match” individual saving contributions.
This scheme could be adapted to help families build up short term precautionary
saving, harnessing behavioural incentives to ensure families save the amount they
need but also use incentives to encourage them to maintain their savings balance for
moments of greatest need.
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But more needs to be done. Financial services providers and government need to
help families who are not part of the auto-enrolment system, either because they fall
below the relevant income thresholds or because they don’t have an employer.
We want financial services firms to work with partners to develop and pilot saving
accounts better suited for individuals who can only start saving with a low initial
deposit and only make intermittent deposits subsequently. They should explore
greater use of saving incentives such as prizes which are effective incentives for
lower-income families.
Government should seek to build a savings element into the welfare system, via
income thresholds and work allowances within tax credits and Universal Credit. It
should do more to get children saving to ensure the UK builds a precautionary
savings culture in the long term.
Safety nets
Despite low headline unemployment figures, for millions income shocks remain a
fact of life, and the primary driver for problem debt - 73% of people in problem debt
experienced an income shock in the last year.
14 million people in Britain experienced at least one income shock in the last 12
months, including 4.5 million people who experienced two or more.
People who experienced multiple income shocks in a year were three times more
likely to fall into severe problem debt than those who experienced a single income
shock29.
People who fall into severe problem debt after an income shock are likely to see a
long term drop in their income and security, making it harder to pay back their debts,
and leaving them at greater risk of further shocks to their income.
Action is needed to boost people's personal safety nets.
Key to boosting families’ financial resilience is plugging the gap between people’s
reduced income and their essential costs after they’ve faced an income shock.
People need support at the point they experience a drop in income. This support
would help meet their essential costs while they seek to stabilise their finances, and
avoid them being driven to make drastic, life changing decisions which could delay
their aspirations by years. There are a number of options, such as a greater
contributory element to welfare payments, a bolstered system of income protection
insurance, and an enhanced provision for low cost loans that are available to a wider
demographic of households.
Q13. Do you think that the government could offer a more integrated public
financial guidance service to consumers, throughout their lives? How do you
think this could be achieved?
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The principles we think policy should apply are:
1/The job to boost Britain’s financial capability is incomplete and these parallel
reviews need to provide a spring board for the next chapter. Financial capability
remains too low in too many areas, which holds back markets, competition,
consumer protection and economic security for individuals and families.
2/The need for “money guidance” has not gone away, and again the reviews
should set out how that agenda is taken forward. The Thoresen Review set out
principles for success, which still read well. They included “free, expert, on your
side, not selling”.
3/Technology provides new opportunities and challenges. People are taking
peer to peer advice on social media and online forums. This is plugging some of the
advice gap, but without quality control. Regulators should embrace this activity, not
seek to squash it, but ensure it does not cause detriment.
4/Design solutions around people, not product silos. Legislation tends to
artificially divide – insurance, mortgages, debt, and retirement. People just see
wants and needs.
Q14. Do you think the government should explore any alternative options for
the provision of public financial guidance?
There is no straightforward trade-off between product simplicity and people’s need
for help and advice with managing their money. Even if all products were radically
simplified, people would still need guidance on non-product matters (e.g. budgeting)
and advice they can trust when life circumstances means they would benefit from
approaching a market they might instinctively prefer to avoid. The Government may
wish to consider bringing money guidance ideas closer to the point of sale, so that
guidance is signposted, but with a clear separation from the sale itself.
Q15. Are the suggested core services the right ones? Should any core
services be added?
No comment.
Q16. Are the suggested principles the right ones to underpin the statutory
provision of the core services? Should any principles be added or removed?
The government should add an additional principle not to interfere in any area of the
sector, including funding, that is already working well for consumers.
Q17. Do you think that statutory provision should be restructured to improve
the guidance service to consumers, and if so, how?
No comment.
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Annex 1 – “Polluter pays”: the pattern of our clients, their creditors and their
debts
Arguably the costs of free debt advice should take account of who is responsible for
allowing, or worse encouraging, people to take on unmanageable debt, and for
making debt worse via their collection and enforcement practices. This is the
“polluter pays” principle.
The ‘polluter pays’ principle is the commonly accepted practice that those who
produce pollution should bear the costs of managing it to prevent damage to human
health. For instance, in the environmental sector a factory that produces a potentially
poisonous substance as a by-product of its activities is usually held responsible for
its safe disposal30.
This principle underpins most of the regulation of pollution affecting land, water and
air. However, it has long been argued the principle “tracks across” to debt advice,
where there is a similarly direct relationship between cause and effect 31.
The Charts below show that numerous sectors and organisations create the need for
debt advice, but some of these do not currently contribute to funding this advice2.
Two “polluting” sectors stand out as “under-contributing”. These are the public sector
and private landlords.
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All data are from our telephone service in the first half of 2015.
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Number of clients by debt type
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The amount of free debt advice activity relating to local authorities can be seen from
the “Council Tax” columns in these charts. Additionally, in the first half of 2015,
StepChange Debt Charity advised on over 7,000 debts owed to HMRC and DWP by
our telephone clients. Each month, we repaid over £1 million to HMRC and DWP on
behalf of our clients.
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Annex 2 – levy options
(1) Alter the way the current financial services levy works
FCA did not use the arrival of 50,000 consumer credit businesses to increase the
levy overall, instead in 2015 it reduced the levy by 2.5%32. But with most consumer
credit businesses still in interim authorisation, or in the first year of full authorisation,
many are not yet subject to the full charge. Once the sector is fully authorised, FCA
could consult on criteria for the medium to long term distribution of the levy. Options
it might consider include making the levy reflect firms’ separate voluntary support for
free debt advice, so as to lay the burden slightly more on those who historically
decline to contribute in that way.
The levy could be supplemented by revenues from fines on some or all financial
services firms, which are currently put towards other public goods.
In principle the levy could be made to work “counter-cyclically” so that lending in
boom times pre-funds future debt advice at the opposite end of the cycle. This could
smooth demands on levy payers over time, and also allow for longer term funding
even than MAS’s current 3-year deals.
We would not favour the creation of new levies. Any entirely new levy would need
consultation, legislation and design work. Voluntary funding streams, however, can
evolve quickly and efficiently. New levies would also create the very real risk of a
corresponding reduction in voluntary funding. There are obvious political objections
to “new taxes” and you’d need to create objective and transparent governance and
representation to accompany such a move.
(2) Additional levies on other sectors
Utilities and telecoms are regulated sectors who are creditors in an increasing
proportion of problem debt cases. Sector regulators could be empowered to raise
levies for debt advice. Or one could build on the current ability of OFGEM to direct
that firms they fine pay the money to particular charitable causes. The big risk with
the levy approach (less so with fines) is that this will result in a reduction in voluntary
funding from these sectors. It is clear that many firms prefer to contribute voluntarily.
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Strategic Investment Solutions Ltd
Responses to FAMR
Q1
Do people with protected characteristics under the Equalities Act 2010, or any consumers in
vulnerable circumstances, have particular needs for financial advice or difficulty finding and obtaining that
advice?

Q2
Do you have any thoughts on how different forms of financial advice could be categorised and
described?

Q3

What comments do you have on consumer demand for professional financial advice?

Q4
Do you have any comments or evidence on the demand for advice from sources other than
professional financial advisers?

Q5
Do you have any comments or evidence on the financial needs for which consumers may seek
advice?

Q6

Is the FCA Consumer Spotlight segmentation model useful for exploring consumers’ advice needs?

Q7
Do you have any observations on the segments and whether any should be the subject of particular
focus in the Review?

Q8
Do you have any comments or evidence on the impact that consumer wealth and income has on
demand for advice?

Q9

Do you have any comments or evidence on why consumers do not seek advice?

There is a lot of evidence to show that clients have no appetite to pay fees.
KPMG REPORT 2010 30 000 CLIENTS INTERVIEWED 45% WOULD NOT PAY A FEE
True Potential Survey December 2015 2000 clients interviewed 35% would not pay a fee.
Key Retirement Scraps Pension Advice December 2015 “Our Core Market £50,000 to £100,000 unwilling to pay
for advice.”
Maybe FCA should track all of these types of surveys and it might find that there is a Consumer unwillingness
to go along with a Commission ban. It seems to me a lot of creditable information/research is discounted as it
does not fit with what seemed to be pre‐conceived agenda with some aspects of the RDR.
I would suggest you revisit the question, maybe trial a solution involving a commission payment solution and
evaluate actual results against Consumer engagement and outcome.
Q10
Do you have any information about the supply of financial advice that we should take into account
in our review?

Q11
Do you have any comments or evidence about the recent shift away from sales based on
professional advice, and the reasons for this shift?

Q12
Do you have any comments or evidence about the role of new and emerging technology in
delivering advice?
Q13

Do you have any comments on how we look at the economics of supplying advice?

Q14
Do you have any comments on the different ways that firms do or could cover the cost of giving
advice (through revenue generation or other means)? Do you have any evidence on the nature and levels of
costs and revenues associated with different advice models?

Q15

Which consumer segments are economic to serve given the cost of supplying advice?

Q16

Do you have any comments on the barriers faced by firms providing advice?

Q17

What do you understand to be an advice gap?

Q18

To what extent does a lack of demand for advice reflect an advice gap?

Q19

Where do you consider there to be advice gaps?

Q20

Do you have any evidence to support the existence of these gaps?

Q21

Which advice gaps are most important for the Review to address?

Q22
Do you agree we should focus our initial work on advice in relation to investing, saving into a
pension and taking an income in retirement?

Q23
Do you agree we should focus our initial work on consumers with some money but without
significant wealth (those with less than £100,000 investible assets or incomes under £50,000)?

Q24
Are there aspects of the current regulatory framework that could be simplified so that it is better
understood and achieves its objectives in a more proportionate manner?
FCA appears to be unnecessarily hesitant and should be challenged on how they deal with basic File
Competence.
The lack of a clear acceptable standard in the context of 20,000 firms using;

Know your Customer Fact Finds and Focussed Fact Finds
Attitude to Risk and Capacity for Loss profilers
Suitability Letters for Regulated Products
I would suggest this vital area is revisited and a change of approach considered.
The FCA is creating unnecessary subjectivity and grey areas.
There are Professional Organisations such as PFS and APFA, there are Compliance Service Groups and
Networks who could help deliver a standardised approach.
I expect the FCA will be worried about endorsing an approach that might subsequently be deficient and this I
would respectively point out where a change in mindset is needed.
If a limited number of authorised/approved base documents and processes are reviewed regularly with the
Regulator and necessary amendments made the overall outcome would deliver greater certainty and less
subjectivity.
This would help codify standards for Monitoring of cases and help in case of Client complaint.
The FCA own file monitoring would become more efficient because the base documents would be correct.
I accept the application and input by an individual IFA in a small number of cases may be proven wrong but the
vast majority of cases would be compliant.

The outcome would result in less expensive subjectivity and Grey Areas for Clients, Regulators, FOS (think of
the benefits of greater certainty) PI Insurers and the IFA MARKET.

It has got to be worth a trail, and must be worth exploring to see if any improvements are made.

S166 REPORTS
When you consider the budget of the Regulator and the ever increasing cost, S166 Reports should not be used
as a means of Monitoring for small firms.
It is disproportionate to the outcome.
There needs to be a compelling resource argument which in the context of the current position I do not think
has been made.
The Regulator should be required to monitor firms and the costs should be paid for out of the overall budget.
I believe this is an example of poor oversight and control and abuse of power by FCA.

Q25
Are there aspects of EU legislation and its implementation in the UK that could potentially be
revised to enable the UK advice market to work better?

Q26
What can be learned from previous initiatives to improve consumer engagement with financial
services?

Q27
Are there any approaches to the regulation of advice in other jurisdictions from which we could
learn?

Q28
What steps can be taken to address behavioural biases that limit consumer engagement without
face‐to‐face advice?
Q29
To what extent might the different types of safe harbour described above help address the advice
gap through the increased incentive to supply advice
Q30
Which areas of the regulatory regime would benefit most from a safe harbour, and what liabilities
should a safe harbour address?
There is a lot of concern in the Market about DB transfers and the impact of Insistent customers. If firms follow
the FCA Guidance set out it seems to me to be sensible to include this type of business in the Safe Harbour.
Consumers, Regulators (including FOS) and Professional Indemnity Insurance providers would benefit from an
informed carefully set out safe harbour approach.
Otherwise the industry is subject to Retrospective Regulatory decision making, Significant reputational damage
of industry, client confidence/Trust
Clients have got to be more responsible.
What would happen if the Stock Market Crashed in 2016, would Insistent clients still be insistent?
Without clear safeguards the Market is danger of falling victim to possible Amoral Client/Claim Management
company behaviour.
The easy option is to kick the can down the road, allow those in the market brave enough to transact the
business to deal with the unintended consequences of a Government Instigated Pension Freedom right.
This could all end badly without some sure footed confident action from a well resourced competent
regulator.
Q31
What steps could be taken to ensure that a safe harbour includes an appropriate level of consumer
protection?

Q32

Do you have evidence that absence of a longstop is leading to an advice gap?

Q33
Do you have evidence that the absence of a longstop has led to a competition problem in the advice
market e.g. is this leading to barriers to entry and exit for advisory firms?

Q34
Do you have any comments about the benefits to consumers of the availability of redress for long‐
term advice?

Q35
Do you have any comments or suggestions for an alternative approach in order to achieve an
appropriate level of protection for consumers?
It seems clear to me that the current FSCS structure, in terms of sustainability and longevity of funding, cannot
continue as it is in order to ensure the long‐term protection of consumers. The FSCS categorisation and
grouping of activities and product advice is deficient resulting in negative cross‐subsidy – this being where
completely un‐linked products and/or activity are grouped together as if equal resulting in lower risk advisory
firms funding higher risk areas of activity.
For example, long term insurance contracts (life insurance) are grouped with Pension Advice and SIPP
Management within the FSCS’s ‘Life & Pensions’ categorisation. This has already resulted in insurance

advisory firms having to contribute toward a funding category where most compensation costs have arisen
from pension firms.
Another example is whereby unregulated collective investment schemes and other non‐mainstream
investments are grouped together with mainstream investments when it comes to compensation funding.
The above scenarios are simply outrageous and this directly effects the protection offered to consumers as
good advisers become dis‐enfranchised and simply leave the industry therefore lowering the funding pool.
This cross‐funding also encourages and makes it too easy for firms to advise in the higher risk product areas as
it easy to exit the market and pass liabilities onto the remaining pool of advisory firms. If that pool was a much
smaller one with liabilities allocated to those responsible for their activity this would act to protect customers
by making the intermediary firms accountable for their activities. The nature of these high risk activities
deserves policing properly.
Not only would this approach support the continued funding of the FSCS long into the future it would also act
to minimise the number of firms proposing to carry out activity in the area of unregulated ‘non‐mainstream
investments’ and therefore the potential distribution of such products to the public is reduced.

Q36
Do you have any comments on the extent to which firms are able to provide consistent automated
advice at low cost? Are you aware of any examples of this, either in the UK or other jurisdictions?

Q37
What steps could we take to address any barriers to digital innovation and aid the development of
automated advice models?

Q38

What do you consider to be the main consumer considerations relating to automated advice?

Q39

What are the main options to address the advice gaps you have identified?

Q40
What steps should we take to ensure that competition in the advice markets and related financial
services markets is not distorted and works to deliver good consumer outcomes as a result of any proposed
changes?
Q41
What steps should we take to ensure that the quality and standard of advice is appropriate as a
result of any proposed changes?

1. Do people with protected characteristics under the Equalities Act 2010, or any consumers
in vulnerable circumstances, have particular needs for financial advice or difficulty finding
and obtaining that advice?
The members of society who are most likely to be discriminated against in relation to their age,
disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race,
religion or belief, sex, or sexual orientation may be more likely (as a big generalisation) to be
amongst the poorer in society. This obviously is not always the case. I believe the current model
of operations in financial services mostly discriminates against those who are less wealthy, not by
any other way. One area where this may not be the case is in relation to disabled people, who
may have more difficulty understanding the complexities of financial advice. I think more work
should be undertaken between regulators, professional bodies (then ultimately financial
advisers) to offer to work more closely with specialist charities and institutions involved with
those with disabilities which would impair their ability to seek out a financial adviser, either
directly due to their disability or indirectly due to them not knowing what they are missing.
2. Do you have any thoughts on how different forms of financial advice could be categorised
and described?
One of the biggest issues missing from how financial advice is categorised is the lack of
promotion of the word ‘regulated’. A financial adviser (FA) can be anyone, an accountant, a
lawyer, the bloke down the pub, or a callous conman – either face to face or online. So many
scams and ‘hard‐luck’ stories are put down to miss‐selling by a financial adviser, but most
regulated FAs would run a mile from these schemes, or pay the regulatory penalty if they didn’t.
What financial services needs to do, from the regulator, the media and advisors is press the value
of Regulated Financial Advice. We have seen cases of the public coming to us with terrible
products, sold on UK soil, by firms that are not regulated in the UK and who receive enormous
commissions (the largest I have seen was over £150,000 on a £1.7m QROPS). These clients had
no idea someone transacting on UK soil would not be regulated by a UK regulator. We all get
emotionally attached to advice v guidance and the likes, but meanwhile consumers are getting
what they believe to be professional advice from non FCA regulated entities. That is one of the
most damaging things that can happen, as they will be expecting ‘trusted adviser’ advice and will
be less aware of how badly they could be hurt. One area where I think the regulator has done
well is to clamp down and make clearer its stance and the legislation on UCIS. However, we are
now even seeing adverts for these products on tube trains where I don’t believe the investor
would be aware of what they were buying. I think the efforts would be far better focused on
sorting this.
3. What comments do you have on consumer demand for professional financial advice?
The demand for advice outstrips the ability of the FA sector to provide it. More and more
complex products and legislation and less and less gold‐plated risk free employer and state
benefits have led to increases in demand. This combined with the demographics of people living
so much longer has meant an unprecedented demand amongst those aware of the need for
advice. Unfortunately, this has led to the dreadful ‘categorisation by value’ of consumers, where
naturally, businesses (which ultimately FA firms are) have decided the metric to cull their clients

as being their financial worth to their firms, nothing else. This means those lower down the
wealth chain are not getting the help they need. This is almost as bad as those who have no idea
that they need help, as although they sit in ignorant bliss right now, they won’t do forever. No
matter what other solutions are banded around, (many from those with vested interests) the
only satisfactory solution to the problem is more advisers and those to be of a high quality, both
technically and ethically.
4. Do you have any comments or evidence on the demand for advice from sources other than
professional financial advisers?
I do feel that there should be a de minimis level put in place, for both advice fees charged and for
levels of investments where a simpler process could be allowed, face to face though. The world is
currently full of films of a dystopian nature where everything goes wrong due to over reliance on
computers and technology. Rightly so in my opinion. To allow and promote robo‐advice as a
replacement will be a disaster at some stage in the future. History is littered with examples
where something just ‘can’t go wrong’, recent financial services examples have been the
securitisation of junk debts (which suddenly became AAA rated due to fool proof computer
algorithms) and of course the LTCM disaster in the 90’s. All of which were proved to be perfectly
unbreakable, right up to the moment they broke. I would think that anyone who wants to press
for this route should be forced to read Nassim Taleb’s turkey analogy, "Consider a turkey that is
fed every day, every single feeding will firm up the bird's belief that it is the general rule of life to
be fed every day by friendly members of the human race 'looking out for its best interests,'. On
the afternoon of the Wednesday before Christmas, something unexpected will happen to the
turkey. It will incur a revision of belief."

5. Do you have any comments or evidence on the financial needs for which consumers may
seek advice?
Short term cash savings and short term unsecured loans are the domain of banking and does not
need a regulated financial adviser to be involved as generally, that is not cost effective unless
part of a bigger picture. The same applies for general insurance products. Debt management is
unlikely to be referred through a professional financial adviser ordinarily, as the fees may be
deemed inappropriate, so would best be served via CAB, maybe with the adviser community
offering to assist at these centres as part of their pro bono efforts. But life assurance, pensions,
mortgages and investments should be dealt with by a professional adviser. The regulator should
introduce de minimis rules to allow the systems and processes at the lower scale of these areas
to be in place, to allow advisers the opportunity to allow quality advice but at affordable prices,
as they are not having to lay out so much in compliance and regulatory costs and having to add a
risk premium for fear of future reprisals or expenses. The best solution to any of these areas is
‘Adviser‐Lite’, way above any other alternatives.
6. Is the FCA Consumer Spotlight segmentation model useful for exploring consumers’ advice
needs?
Yes, however the general public need more education on what is a discretionary spend and what
should be a priority, I get fed up of people saying it’s so hard to save when they all have brand
new phones / tablets / computer gaming consoles as soon as latest editions are released, visit a
Starbucks every day, drive new (leased) cars etc. That is down to a massive lack of education and

still goes on this day. Schools should have IFAs teaching weekly sessions to inform the students
what needs to be a priority in life and the positive (and negative) effects of compound interest.
7. Do you have any observations on the segments and whether any should be the subject of
particular focus in the Review?
Education of society should be aimed at all the younger groups in the community. Unfortunately
all these groups are subject to the ‘Darwinism’ of the financial services sector, which mostly does
not discriminate on any other grounds other than potential short term profitability – like every
other business in the UK, (including those selling ‘consumer advice’). So no particular sector
other than those who haven’t received any help before. Get professional bodies supplying
advisers pro bono to teach in schools, but start rewarding those people who get involved, more
carrot, less stick!
8. Do you have any comments or evidence on the impact that consumer wealth and income
has on demand for advice?
It is important that all levels of wealth are serviced by quality financial advice, just maybe
different products and different regulation for different situations. The value of an adviser just
explaining to a consumer with no money how bad a payday loan will be for their financial health
is worth its weight in gold to that individual and ultimately to society as a whole
9. Do you have any comments or evidence on why consumers do not seek advice?
The main reasons I feel are firstly, a lack of knowledge, people do not know what they do not
know. Secondly, there is never any positive press from anyone about the benefits of regulated
financial advice. The reputation is still tarnished by the 80’s and 90’s (no longer warranted as no
longer relevant) and also by the term ‘financial adviser’ being applied to anyone who chirps up
with ‘advice’. The phrase Regulated Financial Adviser should be promoted to the community and
to consumers and the benefits of using, plus the dangers of not using. We need to steer people
towards properly regulated advisers for help in so many different areas. Or at the very least
towards regulated firms who may have a ‘guidance’ service in house for some non regulated
areas. Thirdly, the market has been devastated over many years and so those advisers remaining
are now at capacity and many are taking the lazy option of ‘client categorisation’ and chopping
out large sectors of society, either directly or indirectly by pricing levels. This is basic supply and
demand market forces that apply to all businesses and needs to be addresses by increasing the
supply of regulated financial advisers, as legislation and product complexity is continually
increasing the demand for their services, along with the demographic situation
10. Do you have any information about the supply of financial advice that we should take into
account in our review?
Proper regulated quality firms should be rewarded by way of a regulatory dividend of sorts
(mentioned before by the regulator) for increasing their numbers in a quality and sustainable
way. It is a big risk for any business to take on new staff, and one which is so expensive to enter
and so hard to get in to / be allowed to trade should be encouraged. The best model is medium
sized regional IFA offices, where they have resources to recruit but have controls in place and a
suitable firm culture to ensure all new advisers are brought in to respect their position as trusted
advisers, not abuse it (as we have seen in larger organisations such as banks, direct sales etc).
Allowing a lower level of regulation for a suite of regulated products, (provided supplied by

quality regulated firms) should be encouraged. Also bringing in a ‘regulatory sand‐box’ for certain
lower levels or a de‐minimis amount e.g. regulation‐lite and liability‐lite for new pensions clients
or new regular contribution ISA clients. The regulator needs to make it harder to borrow money
than to save money. We have a system (and even worse now a culture) in the UK where
someone can gamble or borrow money in minutes (or both!) from a smart phone from anywhere
(bar, casino..) but if they wanted to commence a regular savings plan / pension, they are forced
into a massively regulated and costly space. That should be turned on its head. Consumers will
not look this space out and seek calculators and online tools, they need proper encouragement
to spend their money on their future, rather than the current generations of ‘have it all now’. The
culture has been ingrained by many years of mistakes from the government, the regulators and
the sector.
11. Do you have any comments or evidence about the recent shift away from sales based on
professional advice, and the reasons for this shift?
Supply and demand is the biggest factor, if we had twice as many regulated financial advisers,
and they were allowed to transact certain elements in a fairer, cleaner way, we would have twice
as many people getting quality regulated advice instead of a life of crippling debt repayments
and eventually being supported by the state with the whole of society ultimately paying.
12. Do you have any comments or evidence about the role of new and emerging technology in
delivering advice?
Any system which has no regulated financial advice firm controlling it and interjecting throughout
the process is doomed to complete failure and this will lead to even more mistrust in the sector.
No computer system can replace a highly qualified, skilled, regulated, competent and caring
adviser. Ever.
13. Do you have any comments on how we look at the economics of supplying advice?
Many quality firms like ours will take no risks, and therefore treats all consumers with the same
regulatory and compliance overlay. This means many potentially simpler areas of advice still are
expensive and onerous to the firm. This is down to a lack of trust from firms in the regulator and
the ombudsman, and the ludicrous gap in between those two bodies. Until they both join
together and made unequivocal statements that cannot be reversed allowing advice‐lite
products and services, this will always be the case. Also, items such as FCA ‐ FSCS levies and PII
are all percentage based fees, so those elements cost the same to the adviser, irrelevant of the
risk. The structure of the FSCS and its inherent unfairness will destroy the advice sector (in its
current format).
14. Do you have any comments on the different ways that firms do or could cover the cost of
giving advice (through revenue generation or other means)? Do you have any evidence on
the nature and levels of costs and revenues associated with different advice models?
We do undertake elements of pro‐bono work, including ‘subsidised’ fees for low earners to allow
them to get advice. The compliance advisers in the marketplace have always warned us against
this as ‘not TCF’. We believe that it is completely fair, so continue, but this would scare off many
firms. The regular should make it clear their own view on this, not continually allow the rumour
mill to decide. As for other revenue streams, completely impossible and the ridiculous confusion
over ‘inducements’ has even meant we have to buy our own coffees, teas, lunch etc when

attending CPD, which is of benefit to our clients to attend. Quality firms complete much more
CPD than the minimum requirements. The regulator should allow the deep pockets of providers
and product manufacturers to supplement the distribution sector, as it is a far more time
consuming and difficult arena. Otherwise its simply more corporate profit for the manufacturers
and no client benefit at all. Also the confusion adds cost to monitor.
15. Which consumer segments are economic to serve given the cost of supplying advice?
It is all down to those with the ability to pay the advice fees, initial and ongoing. Financial
services firms have been encouraged to focus on being a profitable business, which is ok as long
as it’s not the only driver. They are also mistaken in thinking that building a proposition to look
like a law firm is a good business model, they are wrong. Lawyers are transactional by nature,
have no recurring income or value to their clients and are unprofitable in all but the real high end
corporate markets. They also are not ‘trusted advisers’ but are in fact only called in when a
necessity occurs, consumers should not treat financial advice in the same way, which is a long
term process that needs to be tweaked and adapted and relies on complete trust and
understanding from both parties.
16. Do you have any comments on the barriers faced by firms providing advice?
Barriers that exist and hurt are firstly the negativity around the sector. Financial Advisers are
unique in that they are thought badly of as a collective, but consumers with their own FA would
tell you how fantastic they are, they see themselves as lucky and not the ‘norm’ as they have
negativity and bad press constantly rammed down their throats. We never get good news
stories, we never get positive outcomes. British media has become lazy and uses the higher
emotional reactions attributed to bad news rather than tell factual impartial stories. This is
compounded due to the regulator never publicly standing up for the advice sector. As adviser
firms tend to be at best a ‘regional’ SME, there is no budget or point in them trying to stand up
for the marketplace as a whole. Rather than the nonsense (failed) adverts for MAS, Pension Wise
and FSCS, the consumer would be far better served with a program of explaining the benefits of
getting quality regulated advice. On TV, radio, press and online. That is something I would
imagine less advisers would complain about ‘another’ levy being raised for. Also, the barriers to
entry to being a financial adviser are huge, but that is not the only reason why new entrants
don’t join. We have entered a dangerous downwards spiral, as the advice gap grows, less and
less people know what a proper financial adviser does, so less and less young people think about
it as a career. Our firm has unilaterally decided on a program to inform local schools and colleges
about the role of a financial adviser and the careers in financial services. This won’t solve the
problem though; the FCA needs to work with the education authorities and the professional
bodies to get quality advisers in front of 16‐18 year olds, and then again in front of University
students. Finally, the cost of regulation and its related activities is a massive burden. Your
estimates are reasonably accurate, I would think most firms sit in the 12‐20% of gross income as
a cost when you add in fees, licences, back office MI collators, compliance consultants, time
spent, case checkers and all the other activities. That is a silly amount, which after all is actually
paid for by the client.
17. What do you understand to be an advice gap?
The advice gap has two elements. The first one is the most obvious, the gap between the public
wanting advice and not being able to get it, either selected against because of their wealth, or

because of their ability to pay a fee. The second is much harder to quantify and arguably much
more of a problem. That is the gap where consumers don’t even understand they need advice, or
even worse, simply don’t care they do. These will all become issues for the whole of society and
local communities to deal with at some stage in the future. Already too many think it’s not worth
saving etc as other people don’t bother and ‘the state won’t let you starve’. That is an aspiration
failing in the education of society as a whole. Too many now think they have their ‘rights’ which
of course the state cannot afford to provide and feel no responsibility to their communities. This
is a massive problem and needs to be rectified at grass roots levels.
18. To what extent does a lack of demand for advice reflect an advice gap?
I think that it is very hard to quantify the lack of demand, for the same points mentioned above.
A generational failure to educate schoolchildren has been a missed opportunity, and is still
occurring today. A whole generation has been lost to namby‐pamby politics and had excuses
made for them to compound this issue. (Do consumers understand the real cost of getting the
latest mobile phone on contract at every new release? Is that not a loan from the phone
providers? Should they not be made to separate the cost of buying the phone from the contract
for example? Do they understand the effect of the compound interest lost on buying a fancy
coffee every day on the way to the office for £3 or so?)
Because they have a student loan, they have a purpose built excuse to not ‘have any spare
money’, whilst in actual fact, most will spend more on any of a mobile phone contract, a
combination TV package, posh coffees or a single console game per month than they do repaying
their student loan. (£25,000 earnings is a repayment of just £30 per month, large Starbucks Latte
£2.60, IPhone 6 contract on Vodafone for 24 months, £39 per month, PS4 Call of Duty from
Game, £43, interest on a £100 Wonga loan for 30 days, £24).
Poor education is responsible for the lack of demand for advice.
19. Where do you consider there to be advice gaps?
Agree with your thoughts on non in deposit / short term savings market. Also I believe no gap in
a mostly price sensitive GI marketplace either. Loans I think are also served best by banking but I
think that regulations should be in place to delay the access to pay day loans, either cooling off
periods, only able to apply within normal working hours 9‐5, need for a signature on a document
(so postal delay) or some other method. A decision to borrow a few hundred pounds from a
modern day licensed loan shark can have massive implications on an individual or a family’s
ability to save for the future. For the rest of the market place and your examples in the grid used,
allow regulated professional advisers to do the job in filling that gap, with suitable regulation and
tools, and the right numbers of advisers.
20. Do you have any evidence to support the existence of these gaps?
Although you have excluded the savings gap from this review, it is evidence of the advice gap.
Nature abhors a vacuum and the lack of the old financial services ‘industry’ salesman has led to
the space being filled with online casinos, betting shops and pay day loan providers. Any look at
the Times Rich List gives us all the evidence we need to say which elements of dealing with
money are making the most profit. (As does as a quick glance at premier league football shirt
sponsors.) Consumers need to be inspired to visit regulated financial advisers to get them saving,
once they see compound interest working in their favour and start working towards a goal – no

matter how humble, they will think twice on frittering cash on the things they have defaulted
towards today.
21. Which advice gaps are most important for the Review to address?
All gaps need reviewing and all are served with the same solutions, their need be no distinctions.
This need not be over complicated, it is one of the reasons the gap has come about, get back to
basics.






More regulated financial advisers
Less onerous regulation on de‐minimis and/or simple products and services
Better financial education at schools, colleges, universities
Positive media
Promotion of ‘regulated’ financial adviser and the benefits it has

22. Do you agree we should focus our initial work on advice in relation to investing, saving into
a pension and taking an income in retirement?
Yes, I think that is a fair point, but a good financial adviser will also be pointing out that these
consumers need to protect their ability to save with appropriate products and solutions. Forcing
consumers to save in workplace pensions simply adds to the negativity around the products, as
they have no understanding of the benefits of the products, simply the costs. The old ‘salesmen’
of the direct sales forces may not have had the right qualifications and skills or a proper
regulatory environment, some certainly did not have the correct ethics and were in firms of very
poor culture, but they did explain the benefits and consequences of products, services and
solutions in a way that consumers ended up better protected. If this ability to empathise could be
combined with better quality products, working in a firm with a positive TCF culture and a better
qualified professional adviser, the gap would be closed. If regulated advisers were given the tools
to allow them to properly use their treasured ‘trusted adviser’ status, like so many are lucky
enough hold with our clients, the consumer outcomes would be far more positive for individual
sand society as a whole. Order needs to be
 Stop unnecessary debt
 Understand household budgeting (stop unnecessary wastage)
 Protect the situation so it doesn’t get worse
 Save
 Invest
A lot starts with education (which advisers can deliver at institutional levels or at individual level)
23. Do you agree we should focus our initial work on consumers with some money but without
significant wealth (those with less than £100,000 investible assets or incomes under
£50,000)?
Not really, I fell the base should be broader and start with educating everybody. Your thoughts
above on suggested limits / levels would obviously help, and allow some margins in the
relationship for advisers to enable a form of pro‐bono that doesn’t financially disadvantage them
too much. However if possible a much broader brush should be used.

As there were 26.7 million households recorded in the UK in 2014, whatever you do will need to
be categorised, as with only around 22,000 advisers, many of whom would not be interested in
helping consumers to becoming their new clients, it would still mean an average of a little over
1200 clients per adviser, unmanageable by a ratio of 3 or 4 times, on a conservative basis, some
would say that is closer to 10x maximum numbers with current regulations!
24. Are there aspects of the current regulatory framework that could be simplified so that it is
better understood and achieves its objectives in a more proportionate manner?
A range of products and de‐minimis limits that both the regulator and the Ombudsman agree
FOREVER can have a simpler requirement. An (adviser driven) decision tree using a focused fact
find for specific areas, not needing full expensive holistic planning and complicated (liable for the
advisers lifetime) solutions. An educated consumer would also make the whole advice process
simpler. The more advisers that become part of trusted regulated firms would mean less
compromise with rules and regulations. Helping earmarked quality regional firms attract,
authorise, regulate and develop quality new recruits would solve a lot of problems. One and two
man bands cannot help, large national firms have a vested interest in their own manufactured
products and even now, we still witness them being able to bend the rules and in some cases do
what they want, so would return us to the bad old days. I do feel that is where we are heading
right now though.
25. Are there aspects of EU legislation and its implementation in the UK that could potentially
be revised to enable the UK advice market to work better?
A broad brush pan European approach is ridiculous. I have been lucky enough to meet many
foreign advisers (in some jurisdictions I use that word reluctantly). They are miles behind the UK
regulatory system, and interestingly, all seem to pay a fraction in costs we pay for compliance
related expenses. Their cultures, taxation, state benefits and regulations are not comparable to
our own; therefore we cannot apply the same rulebook across the EEA/EU. We need to build
rules and regulations that fit the UK consumer best and impose that on our EU counterparts, or
make it a unilateral regulation. I understand that banking regulations etc are pan‐Europe, but our
standard retail clients have no bearing on any other jurisdiction and we are massively
compromising them if we allow that to happen. It may be that products are regulated to EU
standards, but advice needs to be specific and even a UK wide ruling ignores many aspects of the
individual. Advice needs to be tailored; we can’t apply rules in Milan, Berlin, Paris and Rome to
the UK, let alone the needs of some of the new EU entrants. All very different situations. Imagine
you as our regulator looking at one sets of advice across a whole firm’s client bank? A recipe for
disaster that you would not allow. Even at high level principles based regulation, the needs of the
individuals outweigh anything else.
26. What can be learned from previous initiatives to improve consumer engagement with
financial services?
Very little, it makes no difference and just adds to the complication. CAT, Stakeholder were all
massive flops as it was known by the quality advisers to be a ‘compromise solution’, usually only
slightly cheaper but always giving up other benefits elsewhere. The RU64 rule is one of the most
ridiculous rules and added burden that emphasise this point. Removing that today would save
millions of lines of pointless typing in suitability reports across the country in one sweep of the
FCA’s pen. If anything, previous initiatives in the UK serve as a warning how a regulator should

not conduct itself or interfere with the market. The regulator should simply be more helpful and
less wishy‐washy with process. They should also define simple products (by size of contributions
or premiums and by caps on fee earnings). Then they should ‘guarantee’ this will remain in place
forever, with no retrospective action (with the suitable caveats and warnings so no client is ever
in doubt what they have). I think a new fee agreement signed every two years is acceptable, we
already do something similar (but more robust). But how would that help the advice gap, the
argument seems to have moved into creating more paperwork very quickly! Annual fee
disclosures would do the same and add another level of complexity and paperwork for the
adviser firm, something else to trip up on. Also, once more the regulator shows its obsession with
cost over value. Some of the other suggestions seem behind RDR requirements. The US and
Dutch advisers I have met and discussed financial services with are miles behind us, we should be
innovating. The Australian model I felt was not as advanced as is often reported in the UK, the
notable difference was their regulatory costs were only 10‐20% of the levels we pay. Most
advisers in Australia seemed to go for the low hanging fruit of the Australian version of AE
(superannuation, introduced in 1992 at 9% contribution minimums), which led to large pension
pots being transferred by advisers. That is no different to the UK with advisers categorising their
clients and going for all the wealthiest members of society. They charged heavy fees and made
huge profits. They did not care about serving the community and advice gaps, not a model we
should be chasing.
27. Are there any approaches to the regulation of advice in other jurisdictions from which we
could learn?
Not many; most are way behind the UK. I only envy their low, low compliance costs, direct and
indirect. Can we copy that bit?
28. What steps can be taken to address behavioural biases that limit consumer engagement
without face‐to‐face advice?
Introduce media and education campaigns to promote the values of regulated advice. More
reporting on good practice and good outcomes, less focus on poor outcomes on billboards on
every street corner. Having ‘trusted’ regional firms who are allowed to do different and newer
thing in confidence as the regulator understands they have high ethics, a TCF culture and
qualifications and skills not to abuse them.
29. To what extent might the different types of safe harbour described above help address the
advice gap through the increased incentive to supply advice
I think safe harbour is a very good idea, not for all firms though, only those who qualify (as
mentioned above). Work closely with those firms who are progressive and interested and who
will help develop new ways of better serving the needs of the consumer. Introduce de‐minimis
rules now (with certain parameters), that will make smaller ticket advice more attractive; it will
also encourage firms to recruit new advisers with confidence, to fill this gap. Only include firms
where a better consumer outcome is more likely initially (for example independent firms,
chartered firms, those who are of a lower regulatory risk. Don’t allow those firms who will be
restricted by provider to mass market substandard products that they also manufacture. Allow
the quality choice to be made by an independent professional, not the old ‘company salesman’
that you have allowed to remain still to this day. Quality restricted by product firms should also
be allowed this safe harbour, provided they can be seen not to have restricted themselves by

provider too. Don’t allow this to turn into a free for all for manufacturers to peddle their rubbish
wares and turn a tidy profit at the expense of the consumer. Cheapest is not best, cheapest is
just cheapest, which may mean (as with many previous attempts – mentioned above), not fit for
purpose.
You would also need to regulate the claims management companies, as they waste advisers time
and cause bad press in their single minded desire to make themselves profit. These firms thrive
as they are allowed to charge commissions of 30‐50%. This should be stopped quickly, with a cap
on commission, regulation on how they market themselves (are any other cold callers phoning
you not claims management companies these days?). You may be confident in doing a deal with
the Ombudsman and the Regulator, but if endless ambulance chasers are not culled, the
situation will not differ for financial advice firms.
30. Which areas of the regulatory regime would benefit most from a safe harbour, and what
liabilities should a safe harbour address?
Low premium / contribution clients, start out consumers looking to build a relationship and begin
to trust an adviser, at an affordable cost. Make sure no debt products are allowed in this
category any more (stop the easy ‘buyer beware’ debt companies crippling regular consumers
with extortionate appalling products at the press of a button)
31. What steps could be taken to ensure that a safe harbour includes an appropriate level of
consumer protection?
De‐minimis is a must, both on levels of investments and fees charged. Only award the rights to
safe‐harbour once a firm can demonstrate it will not abuse it. Have more events like the fantastic
‘Positive Compliance’ events in place to educate advisers. Make sure the culture of the firms you
allow to do this are not those who will abuse it. If it becomes a free for all and restricted by
provider firms (including the banks re‐entering) then this could set the marketplace back even
further.
32. Do you have evidence that absence of a longstop is leading to an advice gap?
100%. Even though much of the issue is one of perception apparently (from your own figures), it
still is a hindrance to business expanding and developing and affects their decision making in
engaging with new potential clients. “Is it worth the lifetime risk and liability for such a small
margin?” is often answered negatively.
Your argument contradicts itself, I would say “if there are so few, why wouldn’t you remove it
immediately?” not your positioning of “there are so few why remove it?”
Many of your remarks in this review have been about perception of the market, what sort of
perception does being the only market in the country without a long stop give? You say longer
term products, but lawyers sell longer term products and services too, poor tenancy advice on
property purchase, disgraceful management of trust money, incorrect calculations of divorce
settlements, all washed away after a few years – not that it would matter with one of the most
closed ranks of any profession anyway. Why would self‐regulating lawyers get a better deal than
heavily regulated financial advisers? Because they always have done and they control this
country (and own the claims management firms and their cold callers). Not being treated as
equally well as a lawyer or an accountant is giving ammunition to negative press and needs to be
addressed. 15 years would be a start and is still a massive compromise. Unlike lawyers and

accountants, good financial advisers regularly review their clients, giving far more opportunities
to understand the products and services the consumer has paid for. Lawyers and accountants are
transactional by nature, are unable to explain anything without the use of complicated jargon
and do not give their clients regular reviews to test the competency of their recommendations.
33. Do you have evidence that the absence of a longstop has led to a competition problem in
the advice market e.g. is this leading to barriers to entry and exit for advisory firms?
Whist I cannot see how any empirical data could ever be collected on such a matter, many, many
conversations I have with other advisers, in my role as a practice owner and as chairman of a
professional body locally for many years centre around their concerns in this area and the knock
on effects (PII, succession planning etc)
34. Do you have any comments about the benefits to consumers of the availability of redress
for long‐term advice?
I would like to say to the consumer groups;









Redress for long term advice will be no weaker than that offered by comparable self
regulating profession, in fact it is much, much higher. And regulated advisers are all
monitored by an independent regulator, as opposed to toothless self regulation of
lawyers and accountants.
The barrier to entry is causing less regulated advisers; not getting advice is far more costly
than the unlikelihood of finding a bad apple adviser.
Non regulated alternatives will spring up in the gaps and there will be poorer outcomes,
with no redress at all.
Financial advice is as much an evolving art‐form across a long timeframe, as it is a science
and needs to be judged in that way. Stop applying retrospective knowledge to decisions
made in the past. Work with your trusted regulated adviser over a longer period and the
likelihood of any outcome being unsuitable is massively reduced. Not everything will be
the right thing once it comes out in the wash, nobody can predict the future. Get the risks
of anything you do properly explained and ensure you are comfortable, if not, say so and
adapt the plan.
The glass is half full already (maybe even ¾!) when you visit a regulated financial adviser,
work with them to achieve the best outcomes.
Your advice costs will decrease with our compliance costs.

35. Do you have any comments or suggestions for an alternative approach in order to achieve
an appropriate level of protection for consumers?
Yes. Once clients have had 10 annual reviews and had the plan / services explained every year for
ten years and are happy with the ongoing situation and understand it and sign every time to say
they understand it, no more liability. 10 opportunities, 10 years to wash out markets moves and
watch ups and down (if investments). 10 annual opportunities – as opposed to none in most
other professions.
36. Do you have any comments on the extent to which firms are able to provide consistent
automated advice at low cost? Are you aware of any examples of this, either in the UK or
other jurisdictions?

None, I do not believe a scientific program can ever replace the experience and skills of a quality
regulated adviser. It will be without doubt a massive nightmare in the making and who will then
pay the redress? That is not to say that some online tools cannot take the strain out of parts of
the process, but to leave an uneducated consumer to do themselves Is madness. For example,
just regarding ATR online forms, we all know that when the markets are at the tops, clients are
far more likely to want to take risks (even though more likely a correction will follow) and when
markets are low, clients become far more risk averse (even though more likely some buying
opportunities). If you can find a cure to behavioural fiancé issues first, automation has half a
chance. If not, it’s the next big miss‐selling scandal.
37. What steps could we take to address any barriers to digital innovation and aid the
development of automated advice models?
The restricted by provider firms will invest heavily into this and barriers will not be an issue, as
the only barrier ultimately is cost. They will manufacture a product that recoups that cost at the
expense of the consumer. An extremely false economy. Only allow elements of automation,
under the guidance of a highly trained and regulated adviser. It’s why none of us will fly in
unmanned planes, even though the technology has been around for ages. The pilot hardly ever
touches the controls, but he always knows what’s going on and can step in. You need to add the
barrier of not allowing manufacturers to be distributors. No matter how deep their pockets.
38. What do you consider to be the main consumer considerations relating to automated
advice?
We previously were at this point with all the decision trees that were introduced by previous
regulators, with CAT standards / stakeholder products popping out the end of a simple process.
Simply automating that online will have the same, if not worse effect.
This will result in either no interest or a complete disaster. Don’t just amplify the mistakes of
before, learn from them!
39. What are the main options to address the advice gaps you have identified?
The only satisfactory outcome for consumers is more quality, regulated financial advisers
combined with ability to transact lower value business with confidence that reduced compliance
requirements will not be retrospectively judged.
40. What steps should we take to ensure that competition in the advice markets and related
financial services markets is not distorted and works to deliver good consumer outcomes as
a result of any proposed changes?
The regulator needs to control the situation, not let large providers run amok across consumers
as we witnessed with the poor advice from the bank and some of the larger tied (now called
restricted by provider) companies. These large firms with vertically integrated models have
deeper pockets and accept regulatory fines as part of the business. These never go far enough to
rectify the damage they do to individual consumers or larger society as a whole. A selection of
trusted firms, well versed in the requirements with an independent culture should be
encouraged and rewarded to pioneer programs to encourage those less inclined or able to enter
the regulated financial advice arena, both as a consumer and also hopefully some as a career.
This will be the closest to perfection we can get to deliver the best consumer outcomes, on
individual and on societal levels. Hopefully these new entrants to the market will be younger,

higher percentages of females (to address current imbalance) and also from some minority
groups, as the public generally is more comfortable, accepting and trusting of people they feel
are most like themselves.
41. What steps should we take to ensure that the quality and standard of advice is appropriate
as a result of any proposed changes?
If we will only accept utopian perfection in a model in an attempt to solve the solution, we must
accept that we will fail. If it were that simple, we would already be doing it. It is no use to anyone
if consumer groups (often with vested interest) and none of whom are personally affected by
these issues, demand we find nirvana with an infallible outcome. What we must do is take steps
that move us forward and give those we challenge to do that some comfort and confidence they
won’t be hung out to dry. We have to understand that, like everything else in the world, it won’t
be 100%. But the alternative is the downward spiral we are currently on, fewer advisers servicing
fewer consumers, who end up getting no advice, because they are not profitable, who then make
poorer and poorer decisions and become less and less likely to be advised. Whilst fewer and
fewer members of the public understand the role of a qualified, regulated financial adviser as
they aren’t taught in schools and they don’t see one in their homes, so adviser numbers decline
further as they don’t consider it as a viable career, as they don’t even know it exists.

So we need to crack a few eggs (in a controlled environment), with the right firms charged with
being honest and fair in their attempts, but being rewarded and lauded as pioneers and backed
100% by all parties in all circumstances where they have kept to their brief. Independent firms
working with the regulator on independent projects will turn up the best outcomes in the end,
which will then be replicated as they work. Mass solutions to such a diverse group will mean we
end up with something that doesn’t quite fit anything or anyone and result in another miss‐
selling scandal.

I hope that the regulator means this Financial Advice Market Review as it is a fantastic idea and
something that needs consultation and consideration. I hope that they take on board the
thoughts of those in financial services who have the confidence to engage with the regulator and
don’t judge us by those who still have an issue with trust and see replying to these invitations as
‘sticking your head above the parapet’. I hope it wasn’t an appeasement exercise, as it took me
ages to answer these questions with my honest opinions.

Kevin Forbes FPFS Chartered MCSI
Chartered Wealth Manager
Chartered Financial Adviser
Regional Chairman Hampshire & Dorset Personal Finance Society
The Pensions Advisory Service Volunteer Adviser
Principal IFA Strategic Solutions Chartered Financial Planners
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Dear Sir,
I would like to make the following response to aid the FAMR.
Q6. Trust – we need a kite mark that customers recognise. The Cii Chartered Financial Planner is one of those, so
encouraging a professional organisation to engage in a TV advert could be useful, the majority of customers don’t
know about the qualifications we have. People look me up on Linked In, they see my background and that gives
them confidence, maybe the FCA register could give a bio that helps people see what lies beneath not just the
registration number.
Q6 Segmentation – it is not economic for me to advice customers with low asset values, they can’t afford me and I
can’t make a profit. For example – I saw a lady aged 60 with a Section 32 buy out, value over £30,000 at £39,000.
The value is actually irrelevant, every DB transfer has to be advised, no provider will take it whatever the value. I
normally charge a fixed fee of £2,000. I asked her what she would pay and her response was £350, so as a test I gave
her advice and recommendations for £350. She wanted the PCLS and the rest into FAD, she hates annuities as a
waste of money, she has no other pension income. She took my advice and annuitised, but I had to look at annuities
and discount FAD and it took time to give her the right advice as she was resistant, it went through pre‐approval
(which costs £75) and came back with various compliance comments (in case of a future FCA review) which meant I
had to respond before my advice was approved. In all it took 25 hours of work for a net fee of £275, that’s £11 a
hour. My cleaning lady gets £12.50/hour.
Where does someone with a small pot DB or S32 go for advice? They have to take advice as no provider will take a
transfer without advice, and no network will allow any of these schemes without pre‐approval. How many small S32
BO are there that people can’t access because of the cost of advice? Make it easy for me to prove my advice is
correct and safe, maybe the FCA could underwrite the cost of advice with a voucher system or set the cost of advice
against taxable income.
Advice Gap – there isn’t an advice gap, there is a charge and value gap. We could and will find a way of advising
anyone who wants advise, most people are put off because they don’t know how to find a reliable adviser and
because of the cost. No‐one has come up with what simplified advice actually looks like, what is the simplified
model, the consumer has no idea. Set out what simplified advice will do – it will tell the customer if it can be done
easily or it can tell them to take specialist personal advice. It will take a qualified adviser to tell someone if it’s
simplified or not. Let’s have a type of adviser who is able to give simplified advise but knows how and when to refer
upwards, make them qualified, pay for it out of the FCA fines. Give people who need specialist advice a voucher to
use to pay for an initial specialist advice meeting. Most advisers are capable of showing someone what value means
in money terms, and when shown most people understand that they need to pay for it. Then allow the simplified
model to work in a different way from specialist advice. A new form of polarisation!!
DB Transfers – The TVAS report in its current form is not fit for purpose. The assumptions don’t help the advice. The
current FCA annuity interest rate is set as 2.3%, yet by submitting an enhanced annuity application or getting a
personalised underwritten quote I can often get 4.8% to 5.3% annuity rate for a person with very minor health
concerns. Yet I am not able to use this personalised rate, why, it would make a huge difference to the critical yield.
Also the TVAS assumes the whole fund will be in FAD, there is no way of splitting a transfer and doing a part
annuitisation and part FAD, why not.
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Nor does the TVAS take the LTA into account in either the future scheme pension nor the transfer value, why not, a
55% tax rate could be very significant in the future. I have actual examples should you need to see them.
You need to review the TVAS in its current form, we will have many more of these transfer requests in the future as
more people look to transfer out of DB schemes, make sure the TVAS report is fit for purpose. Help me to ensure I
can prove the advice is right. If I could build in a personalised annuity rate more people would find taking an annuity
a better proposition, an annuity is safeguarded income, so help me to show them the benefit.
The qualifications for DB Transfers should be updated. The last time G60 was examined was October 2006, much
has taken place since then. The CII/PFS require an adviser with a pre October 2015 AF3 or G60 to have RO8 to be
listed as a pension expert. I suggest the FCA take the same stance, if you have a pre Oct 2015 AF3 or G60 you must
have RO8 to be qualified in Pension Transfers, by year end 2016. 5,000 have already passed RO8, I bet very few AF3
or G30 will have taken it, they need to, make sure they do.

Susan L Hill
Susan L Hill BA(Econ) FPFS
Chartered Financial Planner

Go to map

Fountain Court 2 Victoria Square Victoria Street St Albans AL1 3TF
Freephone 0808 123 2332
www.susanhillfp.co.uk
Susan Hill Financial Planning is the trading style of Susan Hill who is an Appointed Representative of Sense Network which is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

This e‐mail is private and confidential. Access by or disclosure to anyone other than the intended recipient for any reason other than the business purpose for
which the message is intended, is unauthorised. Internet communications are not secure and therefore Susan Hill Financial Planning does not accept legal
responsibility for the contents of this message. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Susan
Hill Financial Planning unless otherwise specifically stated.
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Julia Dreblow BA Hons, DipPFS
sriServices
86 Moffats Lane
Brookmans Park
Hatfield, Herts
AL9 7RW

FAMR
Financial Conduct Authority 2015
25 North Colonnade Canary Wharf
London
E14 5HS
21 December 2015
Dear Sirs,

FAMR consultation response
Thank you for requesting input into this important review, the broad direction of which I welcome.
The text below sets out my views on the areas that I feel best placed to comment on – starting with a summary
of my background and views.
I have worked in financial services since 1989, (starting as a graduate trainee ‘broker consultant’, then sales
and marketing management roles). This included working for Friends Provident from 1996 to 2008, where my
final role was ‘SRI Marketing Manager’. I also served on the UKSIF (UK Sustainable Investment and Finance
association) board from 2002 to 2009. Almost all of my working career has involved working with financial
advisers.
My area of specialism is Sustainable & Responsible Investment (SRI) - the term I use to describe the many and
various areas that can also be referred to as socially responsible, ethical, ESG and values based investment.
I now run my own (unregulated) business offering consultancy and support for those in the retail investment
market with an interest in this area. This includes offering free generic support to financial advisers via an
open and free to use segmented SRI fact finding tool and (sponsored, ‘for information only’) SRI database
‘Fund EcoMarket’.
Suitability
Over the years I have become increasingly concerned that the financial services community serves people who
wish to bring their personal values (ie SRI issues) into their investment strategies very poorly.
Current working practices for many advisers are such that people with often deeply held personal values are
generally not offered the opportunity to invest in line with those views. As well as this being a missed
opportunity for both the adviser and the client this is detrimental to the reputation of our industry.
This is also a potential problem for the many investors who are interested in this area for other reasons.
At a time when issues such as climate change, human rights, employment practices and resource depletion are
increasingly impacting corporate strategies (and results) individual investors are typically unaware that these
issues can impact investment related risks - and opportunities. They are therefore not able to integrate their
views on such matters into their investment strategies.
This omission is out of tune with societal changes and public opinion.
inappropriate outcomes will be inevitable for some.

It means that unsuitable or

For issues that are fundamental to many people’s lives (and futures) to be overlooked also raises concerns
about some advisers’ ability to be truly ‘unbiased’ – given that there are now so many potentially suitable
investment options available.
Damaging the reputation of our sector
In my view this omission impacts the reputation of our industry.
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Financial services is out of line with almost all other major sectors as ‘ethical’ options are typically highly visible
and offered without prejudice (eg most supermarket products, cars, energy etc.)
For some people this will contribute to their reluctance to engage with our sector. For others, it will be an
opportunity missed as being able to select investments that are forward looking, responsibly managed and
focused on longer term societal and environmental trends can highly attractive – linking to both financial and
‘extra financial’ goals.
The fact that this area is seen as an optional niche by many in the retail investment community means that for
many people financial services stands out as a bastion of ‘the old guard’ - where personal values and ethical
lifestyle choices appear not to be available.
This does little to enhance the reputation of a sector which is working hard to gain public trust.
Other investment markets
Over the last 15 years the institutional investment & corporate pensions markets have seen a significant focus
on this area. As a result of some relatively minor regulatory changes (largely disclosure requirements)
different strategies have emerged to meet different needs.
Some focus on risk mitigation (ie ESG integration), some on supporting and effecting progress that benefits
investors (ie responsible share ownership and stewardship) some on themes (ie sustainability, social issues
and/or the environment) and others on values based stock selection or avoidance (eg ethical options).
In most cases these strategies are (or can be made) available to individual investors. However the workings of
our industry are such that in practice they are generally not communicated to individual investors.
The result
Sustainable, responsible and ethical investment strategies have a low profile for a number of reasons.
Although not the only factor - advisers’ workload and the level of regulatory change has no doubt played a
major part. As a result it is clear that without regulatory support the profile of SRI is unlikely to change in the
near future.
This is a challenge for our industry given that in spite of growing public interest in environmental, social and
ethical issues only around 1.2%* of retail funds are invested in ethical options (IA figures).
This is well below ‘potential interest’ levels indicated by consumer research over a number of years (c30-70% dependant on various factors) and demonstrates a significant mismatch (or ‘gap’).
(*This figure excludes assets coverer by other ‘responsible ownership’ strategies – however as these are not communicated externally
they are unlikely to be understood or valued by investors.)

The risk
For a significant proportion of the financial services sector to overlook issues that are relevant to clients’ aims
and objectives is a risk to the sector.
The fact many in our industry overlook (or significantly sideline) sustainable, responsible and ethical
investment is a clear and growing risk.
A good example is climate change and the ‘fossil fuel’ investment situation.
As we move into a post COP21 (UN climate change agreement) era and the debate around avoidance of
investment in coal, oil and gas companies grows higher profile, advisers and others are taking ever growing
risks by failing to discuss this area with their clients.
If this is not discussed, made available, and documented - a failure to ‘know your clients’ and to offer ‘suitable’
options would be easy to prove - particularly given the high profile avoidance campaigns and the investment
implications. (eg consider the implications if a person invests in a fund that holds oil companies - that the
client dislikes - at a time when their values fall, whilst failing to invest in renewables which at that time happen
to do well.)
The short term financial risks for an individual investor may not be straightforward to predict - however the
risk to the adviser is clear – and has been for some time. (Mark Carney has been talking about ‘stranded assets’
as a systemic risk for some time now. It is likely that some retail investors will agree.)
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In my view it is only a matter of time before this is brought more sharply into focus in a potentially unpleasant
fashion for both the advisory and investment distribution community.
Although this is the clearest example I can offer – there are many other examples of issues that people care
about that can or may significantly impact shareholder returns. This includes human rights/modern slavery,
the transition to more sustainable transport and energy, corporate governance and growing resource scarcity.
Other issues that are of real concern for many individual investors (and therefore reputational risk for the
industry if ignored) but are less likely to impact shareholder value include concerns relating to armaments,
animal testing, tobacco and equal opportunities, for example.)
Recommendations
My view is that as part of FAMR the FCA should make it clear to advisers and distributers that ‘suitability’
requirements should include a requirement to understand - and if possible meet - clients’ ‘ethical, social,
environmental and faith based’ aims and opinions (this is the wording used by the adviser Best Practice ISO
22222) .
Bringing financial services into line with other industries - where ethical or values based choices are clearly
available - would now be seen as very ‘normal’. The risk associated with encouraging our sector to behave in
the same way (ie to enable clients consider such areas) is in my view less of a risk than the risk of the status
quo continuing (ie allowing advisers to ignore this area if they wish).
A clearer definition of ‘suitability’ could also bring other benefits. Individual investors would become more
engaged in the investment decision making process. They would also become part of the market led transition
towards more sustainable business strategies – which would appeal to many.
My recommendations are therefore as follows:


The FCA should recognise that the failure to integrate ‘environmental, social, ethical and faith
related issues’ into the advice process is detrimental to the reputation of the financial services sector
and also potentially to client outcomes



The FCA should take the view that a broad interpretation of ‘potentially appropriate SRI outcomes’
is desirable. Some will focus on ethical issues but many others will relate to themes, risk mitigation
or seeking out opportunities that relate to an investors views or lifestyle. (I set out the range of ‘SRI
Styles’ that now exist for ‘regular’, regulated, retail, onshore collectives on my database tool
www.FundEcoMarket.co.uk).



The FCA should direct advisers / distributors to include an understanding of an investor’s personal
values based aims and objectives within the ‘suitability’ requirements - irrespective of the advice
model used.



Advisers and others should be directed to record their findings in order to protect against future
complaints.

FCA / FAMR Questions
The following responses are intended to reflect the views set out above.
I have only responded to the questions that I have direct experience of.
q1 Do people with protected characteristics under the Equalities Act 2010, or any consumers in
vulnerable circumstances, have particular needs for financial advice or difficulty finding and obtaining that
advice?
Yes. There are many such people with specific personal situations who would like to reflect their experiences
through their investment strategies. Such people may typically wish to invest in ‘best practice’ companies
with strategies aligned to their own situation. Examples include wanting to support companies with sound
employment practices, equal opportunities practices or strategies that are consistent with their faith.
q3 What comments do you have on consumer demand for professional financial advice?
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Consumer demand is hampered by low levels of consumer ‘trust’. ‘Trust’ would be enhanced if advisers were
encouraged to go beyond financial aims and bring clients’ personal aims and values into the fact finding and
advice processes.
Advisers should also be encouraged to understand how such issues can/do relate to investment strategies and
potentially performance.
This should include focusing on the positive implications of the aligning of investment strategies with
societal/legislative trends particularly for longer term investors.
This would be likely to chime with many investors’ views (as well as corporate activity) and help build closer
client relationships.
q4 Do you have any comments or evidence on the demand for advice from sources other than
professional financial advisers?
Research indicates that many people seek ‘financial advice’ from non-industry professionals such as friends
and family. This should not surprise us as (amongst other factors) these are the people who know us best and
understand our likes and dislikes (including our ‘values’).
This should be seen as a warning flag for the advice industry – and an indicator that we are missing something.
q6 Is the FCA Consumer Spotlight segmentation model useful for exploring consumers’ advice
needs?
This looks like a useful starting point although it is (necessarily?) a bit vague. The lack of reference to people’s
personal opinions and values is however a problem.
q8 Do you have any comments or evidence on the impact that consumer wealth and income has on
demand for advice?
Less wealthy people are logically less able to afford increasingly expensive advice from industry professionals.
Finding a way to reverse this should be a priority. Alternatives therefore need to be found. ‘Robo’ and
blended systems may well be a valuable part of the solution.
q9 Do you have any comments or evidence on why consumers do not seek advice?
An insensitivity to personal values is definitely a factor. There are many people for whom a focus on ‘returns
at any cost’ is unattractive and who would have no idea that alternatives are available.
(nb It may be that some people who come across the term ‘ethical investment’ may not associated is with
their own aims. This term, although common in the retail investment community, is neither universally
attractive nor understood – particularly for those interested in environmental opportunities or sustainability.)
q10 Do you have any information about the supply of financial advice that we should take into
account in our review?
Affordability of fees must logically be an issue for many and are not avoidable post RDR. Adviser numbers are
also down. I fear that these risk driving less wealthy and/or less well informed investors towards potentially
inappropriate (often direct offer) solutions. This should be guarded against if we are to avoid future bad
publicity.
q11 Do you have any comments or evidence about the recent shift away from sales based on
professional advice, and the reasons for this shift?
(Building on q10) The ‘barriers to entry’ for becoming an adviser (or continuing in business) are high and this is
also a challenge. Tiered options may be required – although past efforts have not been entirely successful.
A simplification of processes, rules etc for some may be desirable as attracting, developing and retaining
quality advisers in the current market appears difficult. With numbers falling (now apparently 23,000) advisers
may become an increasingly scarce resource, which is highly undesirable.
It is important this trend is reversed particularly given increasingly longevity – which makes planning essential.
q12 Do you have any comments or evidence about the role of new and emerging technology in
delivering advice?
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I think there are real opportunities to address challenges with technology. Increased online tools could help
close the advice gap and bring advisers’ client viability thresholds down.
sriServices’ ‘SRI StyleFinder fact finding tool is an example of how advisers can bring ‘ethics’ into their front
end advice processes with online support.
q17 What do you understand to be an advice gap?
In general terms - those individuals who would benefit from advice but are not viable for advisers to
service. With reference to SRI – it is those clients who would not seek advice because they believe
investments do not suit their personal opinions, values or lifestyle choices.
q19 Where do you consider there to be advice gaps?
Individual investors or potential investors with ethical, social, environmental and/or faith based concerns
typically do not have their need met – unless they are lucky enough to find a ‘specialist ethical adviser’ or one
who is otherwise attuned to such matters.
This contributes to many people’s disengagement from the sector.
q20 Do you have any evidence to support the existence of these gaps?
Yes, I have been involved with a number over the years.
My most recent example was a phone call from a previously unknown woman who had found my
details online. It was the day after Parliament voted to bomb Syria. She was in tears - having been awake all
night worrying. She was worried about being involved in financing the killing of innocent children in Syria. She
was desperate to make sure she did not invest in armaments companies - but had been told by her adviser
that she had no choice!
I rarely speak with ‘members of the public’ (my work is mainly intended for IFAs) but I was happy to
tell her that there are in fact many fund options that would allow her to avoid investment in armaments
companies - and that she should speak to an advisers to find such funds.
Financial advisers who are members of the EIA (Ethical Investment Association – part of UKSIF) would be able
to offer additional examples.
q21 Which advice gaps are most important for the Review to address?
Finding ways to encourage people to save for their futures is essential.
Building ethics/ personal values etc into the advice process would help make the sector more attractive
(providing it is handled correctly without ‘over promising’).
A key group of individuals would be those with some money to save or invest but without sufficient funds to
ensure their comfort in retirement (or if out of work) - without careful planning and advice. (ie Those for
whom advice can really make a difference.)
q22 Do you agree we should focus our initial work on advice in relation to investing, saving into a
pension and taking an income in retirement?
Yes
q23 Do you agree we should focus our initial work on consumers with some money but without
significant wealth (those with less than £100,000 investible assets or incomes under £50,000)?
Yes but not exclusively
q24 Are there aspects of the current regulatory framework that could be simplified so that it is
better understood and achieves its objectives in a more proportionate manner?
Broadly – the complexity of this market is off putting, anything that helps simplify this would be
welcome and help make the area more attractive.
q26 What can be learned from previous initiatives to improve consumer engagement with financial
services?
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Fines and scandals appear to be sadly high profile and encourage disengagement. More cautiously
positive, client centric messaging would represent progress.
q27 Are there any approaches to the regulation of advice in other jurisdictions from which we could
learn?
A possible route that some favour is the French 90/10 rule whereby 10% of invested money is
directed to ‘social investment’. My recommended changes / improvements to this would be:
1. Offer a broader option of ‘sustainable and responsible investment’ rather than ‘social investment’
(this would allow conventional analysis to continue but still bring benefits for those who selected specific
strategies. (sriServices ‘SRI Styles’ segments are explained here.).
2. Make 10% a ‘recommendation’ rather than an ‘obligation’
3. Make this ‘across the board’ rather than simply pensions products
q30 Which areas of the regulatory regime would benefit most from a safe harbour, and what
liabilities should a safe harbour address?
Areas where no one can realistically be expected to predict the longer term future value of a product
ie life, pensions and investment products (ie not protection).
Also importantly - in line with Pension Freedoms - investors should be encouraged to take reasonable
levels of responsibility for their investments and respond to or seek advice reasonably regularly (5 yearly?) .
If we are to believe that these new Freedoms make sense then this logic should be applied elsewhere
across the industry.
q31 What steps could be taken to ensure that a safe harbour includes an appropriate level of
consumer protection?
Openness and transparency from the outset.
q32 Do you have evidence that absence of a longstop is leading to an advice gap?
Advisers are anecdotally less inclined to take on clients they are unlikely to maintain a close
relationship with as contact will be insufficient to ensure advice is acted upon or reviewed sufficiently
regularly.
q37 What steps could we take to address any barriers to digital innovation and aid the
development of automated advice models?
Ensure all involved are aware that regulatory procedures are identical irrespective of advice method.
q38 What do you consider to be the main consumer considerations relating to automated advice?
Queries such as: Is my money safe? What will it cost? Am I doing the right thing? Can I talk to someone if I
need help?
q40 What steps should we take to ensure that competition in the advice markets and related
financial services markets is not distorted and works to deliver good consumer outcomes as a result of any
proposed changes?
In general - and I appreciate that this is not easy – attempt to stabilise legislation so that firms can
invest in systems and training that will not rapidly become obsolete.
Businesses need to be able to plan and must also be able to make a profit and if they are to expand or
invest in additional (gap filling) resources. This applies to all businesses large and small.
Finding ways to rebuild ‘grass roots’ high street style advisers who know and serve their local
communities would also be positive.
A strong, clear and well managed regulatory framework (and related areas) is an important part of
encouraging growth - but costs must be carefully managed.
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q41 What steps should we take to ensure that the quality and standard of advice is appropriate as a
result of any proposed changes?
Training and qualifications should be relevant to the areas of advice offered.
There should be a greater focus on clear but concise published principles - which are able to be
understood by all.
This should include a commitment to understanding clients’ personal needs – which includes their
personal values and other SRI related aims.

In the hope that his will be of assistance.
Yours faithfully,

Julia Dreblow
Director
sriServices.co.uk
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HM Treasury/ FinancialConductAuthority callforinputon the FinancialAdvice M arketReview
(FAM R).
DearSirs
Sw iss Re is pleased to respond to the jointHM Treasury/ FinancialConductAuthority callfor
inputon the FinancialAdvice M arketReview (FAM R).
W e believe itis appropriate and tim ely to considerhow the advice m arketcan w ork m ore
effectively and are very happy to m eetw ith ordiscuss any aspects ofourresponse in m ore
detail.To do so,please contact,initially:Ron W heatcroft,TechnicalM anager
Ron_W heatcroft@ sw issre.com
Directline:020 7933 3548
Sally-Anne Etienne,M arketHead L&H UK & Ireland
SallyAnne_Etienne@ sw issre.com
Directline:020 7933 3503
Ratherthan respond to allthe questions,w e have restricted ourresponse to those w here w e
have specific com m ents to m ake.
1. Do people w ith protected characteristics underthe Equalities Act2010,orany consum ers in
vulnerable circum stances,have particularneeds forfinancialadvice ordifficulty finding and
obtaining thatadvice?
Itis im portantthatregulatory and legislative standards are setata levelw hich protects those
w ho m ay be particularly vulnerable.W e are fully supportive ofthe high standards im posed for
those giving advice to people w ho are in orentering care and w ho m ay often be frail.As the
population ages and as the funding m odelforthe care system changes,there is a risk that
future dem and forsuch services w illoutstrip supply.
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Care funding is such an im portantarea w hich involves a num berofpublic sectorand private
sectororganisations thatw e need to ensure thatpeople are able to navigate the system easily
w ith the appropriate levels ofinform ation,guided help and financialadvice.
2.Do you have any thoughts on how differentform s offinancialadvice could be categorised
and described?
Consum ers often find advice propositions com plex and difficultto understand and struggle to
see the differences betw een inform ation,guidance and advice.
Ifw e are to im prove this,w e need to com m unicate in a w ay w hich is consistentw ith and
phrased in language the consum erunderstands and uses every day.
In the pure protection m arket,consum ers are generally faced w ith the options ofadvice (in
m ostinstances these days from an independentadviser),a non-advised sale and execution only
(w here the custom eris aw are ofexactly w hathe orshe w ants and is sim ply looking to conclude
thatpurchase).
In the case ofa so-called non-advised sale,the interm ediary is taking the custom erthrough a
purchase w here options are laid outbutitis forthe consum erto decide w hatto do.N o
regulated advice is given.W hile the term "non-advised" m ay describe this process,w e believe
thatthis presents the process in a negative w ay w hich m ay detersom e potentialcustom ers.W e
w ould preferto see the term "guided" used w hich presents the process betterand in a m ore
positive w ay.
3.W hatcom m ents do you have on consum erdem and forprofessionalfinancialadvice?
In 2013,Sw iss Re consum erresearch,conducted forits 2013 Insurance Report"Connecting
generations — protecting generations" found thatconsum ers do nothave strong view s on
advice.This generalfinding is consistentw ith the results from research conducted forearlier
issues ofthe Insurance Report.
People aged betw een 21 and 70,representative ofthe UK population,w ere asked to respond to
a series ofquestions w ith responses based on a scale ranging from "agree com pletely,through
"neitheragree nordisagree" to "disagree com pletely."
Although 71% ofrespondents overallw ere sym pathetic to the statem ent,"w hen itcom es to
financialadvice,it's hard to know w ho to trust",in itselfa som ew hatloaded statem ent,36%
agreed "a little" w ith only 12% agreeing "com pletely".Conversely,w e found that10%
disagreed w ith the statem entw ith just1% disagreeing "com pletely." The rem ainderneither
agreed nordisagreed w ith the statem ent.
W hen presented w ith the statem ent,"Ilike to getadvice from financialexperts",42% agreed
although just4% agreed "com pletely" w ith 26% agreeing a little.27% disagreed ofw hom just
6% disagreed "com pletely".The rem ainderneitheragreed nordisagreed.
Consum ers are,though,reasonably happy to getadvice from the internetw ith 52% agreeing
w ith the statem ent"Iw ould be happy to getfinancialadvice from the internet" and only 22%
disagreeing,m ostofw hom only did so slightly.
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W e draw a num berofconclusions from the research findings.







In the m ain,consum ers do nothold particularly strong view s aboutfinancialservices
providers and products.M ostresponses tend to be clustered around the m iddle options
w here people have no particularview oragree/disagree slightly.In earlierresearch,w e
have found thata lack oftrustis the fourth orfifth reason fornotpurchasing a financial
productorservice.The reasons given tend to be related m ore to neverthinking aboutit,
notneeding itoritbeing too expensive.
Although the difference is sm all,m ore people w ould be happy to getfinancialadvice
from the internetthan those w ho say thatthey like to getadvice from financialexperts.
This m ay,to som e extent,be linked to the proportion ofpeople w ho find itdifficultto
know exactly w ho to trustand w ho m ay,therefore,preferthe greatercontrolthey have
w hen using the internet.
Splitby age,60.7% ofpeople under45 w ould be happy to getfinancialadvice from the
internetcom pared w ith 44.4% ofpeople aged 45 and over.The propensity to take
advice via the internetis greatestforages 31-40 at63.1%
The proportion ofpeople happy to pay forindependentfinancialadvice is low .This m ay
partly be a m atteroftim ing:w e have notrepeated this research question subsequently
so cannottestw hetherthe data have changed subsequently as people have becom e
m ore aw are ofadvice.

4.Do you have any com m ents orevidence on the dem and foradvice from sources otherthan
professionalfinancialadvisers?
The research findings above are an indicatorofw here people m ay choose to go w hen looking
forinform ation orguidance.The findings are nota greatsurprise:earlierresearch has show n
thatfriends and fam ily and the apocryphal"m an in the pub" continue to be a source ofinform al
inform ation w hile banks and building societies are stillseen as the naturalplace to go to
discuss m oney m atters,w hetherin branch orrem otely.
Em ployers have an im portantrole to play.Pension auto-enrolm entw illengage m any em ployers
and theirw orkforces w ith financialproducts forthe firsttim e and could be an im portantsource
ofinform ation and help.The above research show ed that81% ofem ployees believe thattheir
em ployerhas som e role to play in benefitprovision.O fthese,52% saw this role as one of
providing encouragem entand inform ation orhelping to geta betterdealratherthan paying for
the benefitdirectly.
M any em ployers are now offering w iderchoice in benefitprovision through flexible benefit
m odels.These allow the m em berto selectthe benefits bestsuited to theirpersonalneeds from
a m enu ofchoices w hile,atthe sam e tim e,learning m ore aboutw hatproducts can do ata tim e
w hich is relevantto them .
Although notproviding advice in the regulatory sense,organisations such as the M oney Advice
Service are an im portantand unbiased source ofinform ation form any people.
5.Do you have any com m ents orevidence on the financialneeds forw hich consum ers m ay
seek advice?
M arketdata published each yearby Sw iss Re analysing new retailprotection sales indicate that
perceived productcom plexity is a factorw hich determ ines w hetherconsum ers are sufficiently
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confidentto purchase financialproducts w ithouttaking advice.Sw iss Re's report,Term &
Health W atch 2015,show s thatfew people choose to purchase incom e protection cover
w ithoutrecourse to a financialadviser.
The decision to purchase incom e protection is nota sim ple one.Any consum erw ho w ishes to
considerhow they can protectthem selves againstthe financialconsequences ofprolonged
disability w illneed to understand w hatprovision,ifany,theirem ployerw illm ake.They also
need to understand theirlikely entitlem entto State Benefits.Depending on theircircum stances,
private coverm ay sim ply replace benefits w hich w ould have been paid by the State.
Protecting long-term incom e is one ofthe m ostfundam entalfinancialneeds people have,
arguably greaterthan saving fora pension.W ithoutincom e,otherdesired financialbehaviours
cannothappen.W hile the choice as to w hetherto advise on incom e replacem entneeds is
ultim ately a com m ercialdecision forinterm ediaries,there is an urgentneed to use inform ation
and guidance m ore effectively to m ake people m ore aw are ofthe risks they run and w hatto do
to protectagainstthem .
Pressures on the w elfare budgetare likely to place an even greaterresponsibility on the
individualto act.Consequently,there is a shared responsibility to setthe issues outclearly.The
M oney Advice Service and othertrusted partners have an im portantrole to play here too.In our
European Insurance Report,published in m id-2015,w e reported thatthe UK has a Disability
Protection G ap totalling £200billion p.a.w hich is the largestin Europe yetm any citizens
continue to assum e thattheirem ployer,ifthey have one,orthe State w illprovide.
6.Is the FCA Consum erSpotlightsegm entation m odelusefulforexploring consum ers’advice
needs?
W e have used and are very supportive ofusing a segm entation m odelto assess consum er
needs w hich cannotalw ays be identified bestby justusing traditionalresearch characteristics
such as age and incom e.
8.Do you have any com m ents orevidence on the im pactthatconsum erw ealth and incom e has
on dem and foradvice?
Advisers w illbe bestpositioned to com m enton the im pactim plem enting the RetailDistribution
Review has had on theirbusinesses and the custom erbase they serve.O urow n research has
show n consum erreluctance to pay fees foradvice although there is som e link betw een w ealth
and propensity to use advisers.
In the case ofpure protection policies,the com m ission m odelw orks w ellin term s ofm aking
advice m ore w idely available forthose w ishing to seek it.
9.Do you have any com m ents orevidence on w hy consum ers do notseek advice?
Although the RDR has helped to identify m ore clearly the costs ofadvice,the costs incurred
m ay include the execution ofany productpurchases orchanges m ade as a resultof
recom m endations.Separation ofadvice and execution costs could be helpful.
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W e identified earlierthattrustcan be a factoralthough view s here are notstrongly held and
m ay,in fact,reflecta generalreduction in trustin m any differentinstitutions as inform ation
becom es m ore w idely available.
10.Do you have any inform ation aboutthe supply offinancialadvice thatw e should take into
accountin ourreview ?
There is little doubtthatconsum erpurchasing preferences are changing.The use oftechnology
and the internetto purchase goods and services has revolutionised m any m arkets,including
thatforgeneralinsurance products such as m otor,household and travel.People have becom e
fam iliarand com fortable w ith this w ay ofaccessing and researching the m arketand then
m aking a purchase.
This has notyetbeen seen to the sam e extentw ith long-term products.This is partly because
such productpurchases are relatively infrequentcom pared w ith the annualdecision to renew a
generalinsurance product.N onetheless,w e expectthatitw illgrow as the use ofguided
processes encourages the use ofm ore affordable solutions.Itis im portantthatthe review
places a strong em phasis on likely future preferences ratherthan the m arketw hich has existed
historically.
As the population ages,there is likely to be grow ing dem and foradvice and supportto help fund
socialcare costs.The regulatory approach to long-term care m eans thatadvisers cannotadvise
on a pure protection policy to fund a future care need orservice ifitfalls w ithin the H andbook
definition unless they are authorised underCO BS and hold a CF8 orequivalentqualification.
W hile w e supportthese standards foradvisers dealing w ith consum ers going into care,this is a
disincentive to advisers to considerpossible care needs early,m ostlikely in conjunction w ith
otherhealth risks they m ay face such as prolonged w orking life disability.In practice,som e
providers have introduced products w hich falloutside the definition and can be advised on by
an ICO BS adviserbutw e think thatdoing so,w hile increasing consum erchoice to som e extent,
restricts w hatm ightotherw ise be available.
12.Do you have any com m ents orevidence aboutthe role ofnew and em erging technology in
delivering advice?
N ew and em erging technology has a vitalrole to play in delivering services to consum ers,
including advice,and should be a key consideration atthe nextstage ofthe review .Technology
can be a greatfacilitatorofpurchasing butalso has an im portantrole to play in laying out
inform ation in a w ay w hich is engaging,raises aw areness and encourages consum ers to act.
16.Do you have any com m ents on the barriers faced by firm s providing advice?
W e are concerned thatthe restrictions on w ho can advise on long-term care m ean thatadvisers
w ho could safely give advice on pre-funded products as partofa w iderdiscussion abouthealth
needs are unable to do so.Rem oving this restriction w ould encourage m ore products and
propositions to m eetthis need.
17.W hatdo you understand to be an advice gap?
W e are happy w ith the definition in the CallforInput.
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18.To w hatextentdoes a lack ofdem and foradvice reflectan advice gap?
The research findings described earliershow thatdem and foradvice is notvery strong.W e do,
though,caution thatthe research w as conducted in late 2013 and,therefore,ahead ofthe
greaterfreedom and choice to utilise pension funds.
N onetheless,there w illalw ays be consum ers w ho do notw ish to take advice:this should be
respected and ithas to be accepted thatthey m ay som etim es m ake "bad" decisions.
19.W here do you considerthere to be advice gaps?
Since 2002,Sw iss Re has calculated a published the Life Assurance and Incom e Protection
G aps in the UK.As partofthatw ork,w e undertook a segm entation exercise in 2004 w hich
looked atw here the gaps,i.e.lack ofcover,w ere greatest.W e found that,in broad term s,this
w as typically am ong people aged 25 to 40,single and m arried,w ith dependants and earning
around nationalaverage earnings.
W e attributed this partly to the closure ofthe sales and advice m odels such custom ers w ould
often use,m any ofw hich w ere tied sales forces,m ostofw hich had closed.
20.Do you have any evidence to supportthe existence ofthese gaps?
See answ erto question 19.W e have no reason to believe thatthis has changed greatly in the
intervening period.
21.W hich advice gaps are m ostim portantforthe Review to address?
W e expectto see an increase overtim e in the age profile ofthose seeking fulladvice.Pension
auto-enrolm entprovides an easy w ay into the pension m arketbutw e w illneed to ensure that
appropriate support,w hetherfulladvice orother,is available as people m ake choices and draw
on theirfunds.This could m ean closerintegration ofservices provided by Pensions W ise and
those in the private sectorto ensure these are delivered efficiently and effectively.
22.Do you agree w e should focus ourinitialw ork on advice in relation to investing,saving into
a pension and taking an incom e in retirem ent?
These are im portantareas butw e w ould like to see the changes recom m ended foradvice on
care and ourproposalto reclassify non-advised sales enacted.Ifsupported,these should be
sim ple to bring in and should notbe held back untilafterw hatcould be a com plex and farreaching piece ofw ork.Since people are m oving into the care system every day,there is no
logic to deferring changes untilthe Care Cap is introduced in 2020.
23.Do you agree w e should focus ourinitialw ork on consum ers w ith som e m oney butw ithout
significantw ealth (those w ith less than £100,000 investible assets orincom es under
£50,000)?
Forlong-term protection,w e have show n w here w e believe the shortfalltends to be greatest.
This m eans thatm any fam ilies have little orno coverto protectthem should there be the death
orprolonged disability ofa breadw inner.
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To quantify this,ourresearch show s thathalfthe adultpopulation has a personalprotection
gap.Foreach person,on average this am ounts to £100,000,approxim ately fourtim es UK
average earnings.
O nly around 11% ofthe UK w orking population has insurance,eitherthrough theirw orkplace or
a personalpolicy,to provide an incom e ifthey are long-term disabled and cannotw ork.
These are im portantstatistics,in particularthe latterpoint,since incom e drives the propensity
to save and notfallback on State provision.Consequently,w e w ould supportfocusing initial
w ork on consum ers earning below £50,000 w ith a view to m aking them m ore resilient.
24.Are there aspects ofthe currentregulatory fram ew ork thatcould be sim plified so thatitis
betterunderstood and achieves its objectives in a m ore proportionate m anner?
W e have described earlierourconcerns regarding the regulation ofpure protection socialcare
products.
The use ofthe term "guidance" w ould be usefulto consum ers in providing a clearerand m ore
positive description ofhow they can be helped to m ake protection buying decisions.
25.Are there aspects ofEU legislation and its im plem entation in the UK thatcould potentially
be revised to enable the UK advice m arketto w ork better?
The EU's Insurance D istribution D irective w hich w as agreed on 1 July 2015 is a m inim um
harm onising legislation.It is im portant that its im plem entation in the UK ensures that the focus
for pre-contractual inform ation given to consum ers is on quality, not quantity. The objective
should be to provide the consum er w ith adequate inform ation to be in a position to m ake an
inform ed decision.
Excessively detailed disclosure requirem ents m ay in reality prove detrim entalto consum er
protection as they are less likely to be read and understood.
26.W hatcan be learned from previous initiatives to im prove consum erengagem entw ith
financialservices?
O urconsum erresearch tells us thatpeople respond to stories and experiences ratherthan
statistics.This is understandable since a decision to buy,in particulara protection policy,is
based on em otions.
Although itis too early to determ ine to w hatextentithas led to m ore purchases,w e should
learn from the experience to date ofthe 7Fam iles w ork,aim ed atraising aw areness ofthe
benefits ofprotecting long-term incom e.
28.W hatsteps can be taken to address behaviouralbiases thatlim itconsum erengagem ent
w ithoutface-to-face advice?
Biases are likely to be presentregardless ofthe environm ent(w hetherface-to-face advice or
not).The issue should notbe aboutface-to face versus otherm ethods butratherusing
behaviouralscience to optim ise outcom es regardless ofchannel.

7

BehaviouralScience tells us thatcustom ers are notthe all-rationalagents w e often assum e
they are (e.g.believing thatitis sim ply costthatputs people offseeking advice).Instead,it
proposes thatcustom ers have lim ited attention,often actin w ays thatcannotbe explained by
purely rationalm odels and are hugely affected by the contextin w hich they m ake decisions as
w ellas "biases" thatm ightbe presentin thatcontext(e.g.going w ith the default)
A behaviouralapproach,therefore,proposes thatratherthan seeking to "change m inds",
"changing contexts" m ay be m ore effective to change people's behaviourata population level
(Dolan etal,2010).The m ove to auto-enrolm entforpensions – and the subsequentincrease in
the num berofpeople enrolling in pensions is a good exam ple ofthe effectofinterventions
based on behaviouraltheory.
Ratherthan sim ply push form ore inform ation orincentives,the fram ew ork developed by the
BehaviouralInsights Team show s thatifw e w antcustom ers to do som ething,w e should m ake
itEasy,Attractive,Sociable and Tim ely (EAST)– w ith evidence thatthis is m ore likely to be
effective atchanging custom erbehaviourata population level.
W hateverthe "biases" present,behaviouralscience w ould encourage a rigorous "testand learn"
approach to determ ine w hethera contextualchange (e.g.changing a letterora form )is
effective atchanging behaviour.
Forexam ple,behaviouralscience teaches us thateven sm allbarriers (w hetheritis a
com plicated form ,oreven justhaving to find an adviserand arrange a tim e to m eetw ith them )
can have disproportionately negative im pacts on participation rates.Reducing these barriers
(e.g.by sending people a tim ely m essage aboutw here they can getadvice and w ith w hom )
could have disproportionately positive effects.
Sw iss Re is now running over100 behaviouraltrials w ith insurers,w here the effectofsm all
contextualchanges (e.g.sim plifying form s,sending an SM S rem inder)is being m easured
through random ised controltrials.W e are happy to share ourthinking and w ork to date in m ore
detailifthis w ould be useful.
39.W hatare the m ain options to address the advice gaps you have identified?
O urrecom m endations regarding pre-funding future socialcare costs could be addressed by
am endm ents to the CO BS and ICO BS Rules.Ifadopted,w e w ould expectthatadvisers w ishing
to m ake use ofsuch an easem entw ould be able to dem onstrate com petence in the sam e w ay
as forany otherareas w here advice on m eeting health needs is given.

Yours Faithfully
Sw iss Re Europe S.A.,
UK branch
Ron W heatcroft
TechnicalM anager
Life and Health
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ADVISING ON PENSION SCHEMES
At the Regional Meeting, we reiterated our recommendation that the network should not advise on a
client’s selection of their workplace pension scheme. This was met with little resistance at the time,
but for completeness we thought we should justify our reasons and share our research with you.
In this article, we’ll summarise a collection of views from credible sources and present the risks that
we are trying to protect your practice from.

VIEW FROM THE PENSION REGULATOR
Authorisation to provide advice
You can provide investment advice to an employer choosing a pension scheme for automatic
enrolment. However, you should only provide investment advice to an individual if you have the
appropriate authorisation from the Financial Conduct Authority.
It may not always be clear whether an employer is seeking advice as an employer or an individual, eg
if your client is thinking about joining the scheme themselves. You may want to specify in your letter of
engagement that any advice you provide to a client is provided in their capacity as an employer – and
not as an individual.
If you belong to a professional body they will have a set of ethical standards that you should refer to.
You should also check to make sure that any automatic enrolment work that you carry out is covered
by your professional indemnity insurance.
Source http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/choosing-a-pension-scheme.aspx
Although giving advice to an employer regarding their choice of pension scheme and/ or fund is
currently unregulated, TPR believes that people without the right skills and knowledge should not be
giving advice or expressing an opinion on this and we recommend sticking to fact based
communications on this matter.
Source http://www.aatinteractive.org.uk/cpdmp3/2015/AAT%20Breakfast%20Briefing%20presentation%20March%202015.
pdf

VIEW FROM THE ICAEW
As you would expect, the ICAEW have been very frank and thorough in outlining their position with
regards to advising clients on their pension scheme selection, see here:
http://www.icaew.com/en/members/practice-resources/icaew-practice-supportservices/practicewire/news/new-guidance-on-helping-clients-choose-an-auto-enrolment-pensionscheme

Visit the Support Site for more guidance http://support.taxassist.co.uk/
Technical> Technical Guidance> Employers> Auto enrolment guidance
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VIEW FROM ACCA
ACCA have not been as opinionated as ICAEW with their material and have kept everything more
fact-based.
In the 11/2015 edition of Accounting and Business, they summarised their findings so far on page 55,
see:
http://www.accaglobal.com/content/dam/ACCA_Global/Members/AB/2015/NovemberDecember/ABNov-UK-15.pdf

VIEWS FROM OTHER INSTITUTES
At the time of writing, CIMA and FTA did not have an official position on their members offering advice
to employers on pension scheme selection.
IFA do not grant non-members access to their auto enrolment guidance unfortunately.

VIEWS FROM INSURERS
Insurers are immensely nervous of accountants providing employers with advice on pension scheme
selection:

Lockton (ACCA’s recommended broker)
ACCA recently interviewed their recommended broker, Lockton, to ask for their views on how auto
enrolment could affect professional indemnity insurance cover. The full interview is available here:
http://accainpractice.newsweaver.co.uk/accainpractice/rux2pr6qj95?a=1&p=49386713&t=28218202
Whilst Lockton agree that providing the employer auto enrolment advice is not a regulated activity,
their answer to one of the questions is quite alarming:
Q: How do insurers view accountants who provide advice to their clients on available pension
options?
A: If the accountant is signposting to the government’s NEST site only then this is considered as low
risk. However, where an accountant advises their client on any scheme outside of the NEST
arrangement, insurers are generally treating this as investment advice and this represents a higher
risk

Visit the Support Site for more guidance http://support.taxassist.co.uk/
Technical> Technical Guidance> Employers> Auto enrolment guidance
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Alan Boswell/ Hiscox
If you have insured through our recommended broker, Alan Boswell, the insurance company they use
is Hiscox. On page 2, item 3 of their policy is the following paragraph:
What is not covered Matters specific to your business
A. We will not make any payment for any claim or loss directly or indirectly due to:
3. your operation or administration of any pension or employee benefit scheme or trust fund or the
sale or purchase of or dealing in any stocks, shares or securities or the misuse of any information
relating to them, or your breach of any legislation or regulation relating to these activities.

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?
Undoubtedly, you will read/ hear that advice to employers on scheme selection is not regulated. Last
March, the Financial Conduct Authority and the Pensions Regulator issued a joint publication entitled,
‘Guide to the Regulation of Workplace Defined Contribution Pensions’ that confirmed just that.
But as you’ve seen, The Pensions Regulator have since contradicted this, and professional institutes
and insurers are advising against accountants being involved. We agree. It’s just not worth the risk.
There is speculation in the industry press, that the fallout from auto enrolment and the pension
freedoms, will be the ‘PPI scandal’ of the future.

Addressing a clients’ needs
We should never pigeon-hole a client’s needs, but to take a broad view, clients are likely to come to
you in one of the following positions:

EXISTING SCHEME

CHOSEN SCHEME

UNSURE

• Client has an existing
workplace pension
scheme

• Client has already
decided which scheme
they want

• Client doesn’t have an
existing scheme or have
an idea which route they
want to take

•An IFA may need to
confirm the scheme is
compliant with the rules

•Document that it has
been the client’s choice
by casually referring to
it in an email or letter to
them for example

•Put them in touch with
an IFA and point them
in the direction of NEST

Sarah Robertson also discussed clients’ needs in a weekly email in September here.

Visit the Support Site for more guidance http://support.taxassist.co.uk/
Technical> Technical Guidance> Employers> Auto enrolment guidance
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Resources
The TPR have produced lots of materials to help employers choose their scheme, including this quick
guide which you could share with your clients:
http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/docs/employer-select-pension-automatic-enrolment.pdf
Wren Sterling have also drafted a Marketing Flyer for you to share with your clients. It gives a short
overview of the Master Trust, but also a quick comparison of the Master Trust against NEST, The
People’s Pension and NOW Pensions.

WHAT’S THE RISK?
At the time of writing, the Financial Conduct Authority had issued fines totaling £826,910,767 so far in
2015, see http://www.fca.org.uk/firms/being-regulated/enforcement/fines.
They are clearly a force to be reckoned with!

OUR FINAL WORDS OF ADVICE
 Whilst we have endeavored to make this summary as accurate as possible, please doublecheck the position with your institute in case anything has changed or there are
circumstances pertinent to you
 ICAEW’s Ethical Code stipulates “it is necessary for any practitioner to have the necessary
skill and experience to help clients in this area”. Clearly this prohibits ICAEW members, but
the ICAEW are a very well-respected institute and are often pioneers in the accountancy and
tax industry. Consequently even non-members should take note of the view they’ve taken
 PI insurers must be informed at renewal that the practice is advising on pension scheme
selection
 If you offer a single pension scheme as part of your auto enrolment ‘package’, you must make
employers aware other schemes are available
 Particular care must be taken if the business owner themselves are going in the schemebecause you would then be advising the individual which is regulated. This is likely to be more
common amongst our client base of small businesses
 Make sure the extent of your involvement is clearly set out and agreed in your engagement
letter. Whatever the extent of your services, all clients affected by the Workplace Pension
rules will most certainly need a new engagement letter
 When speaking with clients, keep everything fact-based
You now have the tools and regulated financial advisor in place to help your clients comply
with auto enrolment so please make use of them

Visit the Support Site for more guidance http://support.taxassist.co.uk/
Technical> Technical Guidance> Employers> Auto enrolment guidance

22 December 2015
FAMR Secretariat
Financial Conduct Authority
215 The North Colonnade
Canary Wharf
London
E 14 5HS

Dear Sirs
Financial Advice Market Review (FAMR)
1. Introduction
The Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") has invited responses to the above
consultation paper. Tenet Group welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on
these matters on behalf of its personal investment firms.
Tenet Group is the ultimate parent undertaking of three intermediary firms, Tenet
Lime Ltd, Tenet Connect Services Ltd and Tenet Connect Ltd. The Tenet Group also
operates a number of other companies which provide services to Financial Advisers
and mortgage brokers.
This response outlines our thinking about the issues and questions raised in the
FCA's October 2015 paper and the Treasury's Public Financial Consultation Paper
published alongside it.
If further clarification of any matters in this document is required you should please
contact Simon Thomas, Head of Policy, Tenet Group Ltd:
5 Lister Hill
Horsforth
Leeds
LS18 5AZ

Key Messages
We expand on the following points in more detail within the balance of this letter but
we felt it important to highlight the key points early in our response.
•

The cost of regulation for intermediaries is too high and is a barrier to entry
and remaining within the profession: this must be reduced.

TENET GROUP LIMITED
5 Lister Hill, Horsforth, Leeds LS18 SAZ • Tel: 0113 239 0011 Fax: 0113 258 6127 • contact@tenetgroup.co.uk • www.tenetgroup.co.uk
Registered in England and Wales No. 3909395. Telephone calls may be recorded for training purposes.
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Call for Input on the Financial Advice Market
Review (FAMR)
The CII welcomes the Government’s efforts to make financial advice, in its broadest definition, accessible to all. The
current alphabet soup of ‘advice’ terminology is bewildering to those working in the sector, never mind consumers
trying to get their heads around these issues for the first time. Moreover, while the introduction of the Retail
Distribution Review (RDR) made ‘regulated’ financial advice more robust, it is arguably beyond the needs of
consumers with less complex requirements.

For the purposes of this consultation response, we are using the term ‘advice’ to mean any advice, recommendation
or guidance given to a retail customer. This definition includes, but is not limited to, regulated advice (as defined in
the FCA Handbook), as well as public financial guidance or other services that the customer may, rightly or wrongly,
perceive as ‘advice.’
If the Government and/or financial institutions are to make advice more accessible – by including, for example, new
approaches and technology – they still need to ensure that the advice meets minimum standards, since this will
engender public trust and confidence.
Drawing from its long experience as a professional body serving the pensions and long-term savings market, the CII
last year proposed a standards model underpinning how pensions guidance could be built. We called this Standards,
Training, Accreditation and Revalidation (STAR). It could form a confidence-building foundation from which the market
could develop any existing and new ‘advice’ propositions:
•

Standards: setting out what’s expected of those firms giving advice or guidance, and what those individuals
delivering it would be reasonably expected to know and perform;

•

Training: to impart and verify the required individual knowledge and competence aspects of the standards;

•

Accreditation: to confirm that the standards have been attained by organisations in their internal processes, and
continue to be maintained; and

•

Revalidation: to ensure that those individuals delivering these services are up to date with the latest developments,
such as changes to investment and pensions policy, taxation and the benefits system.

Regardless of which service the adviser is giving, or the channel and label being used; if the advice is perceived as
professional by the public, then it must be clear, transparent and, above all, robust with STAR is its foundation.
It is not our intention to try to design prescriptive guidance or advice models, or to express views on the relative merits of
each. Instead, we wish to explore and understand how STAR could be applied in different broad scenarios. So we have asked
consultancy EY to undertake a detailed analysis of possible guidance and advice scenarios that could stem from this review,
and then set out how STAR might be applied. The EY report accompanies this consultation response.
Next Steps: the CII looks forward to working with HMT/FCA and the market to arrive at the right level of standards to
support any emerging solutions, and help develop training, accreditation and revalidation solutions as required.

The Chartered Insurance Institute
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Our overall views of the reforms
The Chartered Insurance Institute (including the Personal Finance Society) welcomes the Government’s efforts to make financial
advice accessible to all. Whether it is regulated advice, a non-advised model, or ‘guidance’, the public must be confident that the
service is capable of providing needed assistance to a reasonable standard.
With increased flexibility in the market, such as the pension freedoms and new products responding to a smaller welfare
state, the need for advice has never been greater. We believe the Financial Advice Market Review offers a once in a
generation opportunity to explore and support how advice can be given, and to unleash new thinking on how it could be
given to those who need it.

What we mean by ‘advice’ in this response
We are using the term ‘advice’ to mean any advice, recommendation or guidance given to a retail customer. This definition is
closer to what the public understand from the term, and as such is wider than the more prescriptive ‘regulated advice’
definition that those within the industry usually mean. Here then, ‘advice’ includes, but is not limited to, regulated advice
(as defined in the FCA Handbook), as well as public financial guidance or other services that consumers may, rightly or
wrongly, perceive as ‘advice.’

Public trust and confidence must be at the heart of financial advice
The public has every right to be concerned about access to the advice sector, and the CII has done some work to explore the
rationale behind this lack of confidence, and contributed to the efforts to improve it. FCA-regulated financial advice, whilst
being high quality thanks to the RDR, is still beyond the means and desires of many. 1 Some might have more
straightforward, less complex needs; and the range of advice descriptions currently covered by the regulations is
bewildering to those familiar with the sector, never mind consumers trying to understand them for the first time.
Another major influence on confidence is the ‘crisis of public trust’ that exists, especially towards advice from any
authoritative source. 2 This has resulted in an unprecedented rise in public scrutiny, and consistently high proportions of
customers responding to surveys that they would rather self-advise, search the internet, or resort to the mainstream media,
social media, and family and friends with their complex financial decisions. In our view, this potentially perpetuates the
problem: 3

1

•

Financial advice is inherently personal: it is linked to the specific circumstances of the customer concerned, so what may
have been suitable or useful for someone else may be wholly inappropriate for you.

•

Poor financial advice is not always immediately obvious: unlike many other retail products and services, the nature of
investment instruments means that what someone may have perceived as helpful advice at the time may turn out years
or even decades later to have been quite the opposite. This makes redundant many of the social networking tools that
consumers have come to rely upon in recent years such as word-of-mouth recommendations and user reviews.

•

Products can be deceptive even to people who think they are financially savvy: people often report (and bemoan) the
complexity of financial products. But studies repeatedly also reveal that those who think they are financially savvy are
just as much at risk as those who are not. Even inveterate readers of the finance media may not be aware of the hidden
risks in a product’s design, or know what to do if their portfolio becomes exposed. In this age of on-tap information,
access to professional advice is more important than ever.

See the Chartered Insurance Institute successive surveys on RDR implementation, the latest of which was The RDR and consumers: the public’s

views towards the advice market, Feb 2014, www.cii.co.uk/28904.
See for example, The Chartered Insurance Institute, What we talk about when we talk about trust: the future of trust in financial services, Feb 2010.
www.cii.co.uk/10116
2

3

See for example, CII RDR consumer surveys (see note 1), Nick Hurman, “Listening to consumers: the future of financial distribution and advice,” CII

Thinkpiece no.6 (Aug 2008) www.cii.co.uk/10051; The Chartered Insurance Institute, What consumers want: the public’s views towards guaranteed
guidance for retirement, October 2014, www.cii.uk/32081

The Chartered Insurance Institute
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If professional advice is so important, the industry needs to find new ways of bringing it to the public – and in a way that
engenders confidence. But improving accessibility by ‘cutting corners’ in safeguards potentially lays consumers open to a
whole range of new risks, such as increased or opaque charges, or even outright scams. Regardless of the service offered,
or the channel and label, the advice must be clear, transparent and above all robust.

Why are standards important?
We’re not going to argue about the different advice models and the implications of regulation on commercial viability.
Instead, the focus here is about the specific knowledge and capacity standards that people and organisations offering these
services should be expected to meet.
In the context of financial advice, discussions about the ‘knowledge and capacity of people and organisations’ normally
concern regulated investment advisers; and the standards themselves are couched in terms of qualification levels.
However, this neglects an important component of the argument: qualifications are the means of delivering standards, not
the standards themselves. In fact, the debate about standards can only begin by understanding:
•

what services are being delivered;

•

what knowledge is reasonably expected of the practitioners delivering those services (or involved in their creation); and
only then

•

how those people and organisations can demonstrate they meet these standards and keep them up to date.

The four-pointed STAR: Standards, Training, Accreditation and Revalidation
Drawing from its experience as a professional body serving the pensions and long-term savings market, the CII last year
proposed a model underpinning how pensions guidance could be built. We think this could be applied to the wider issue of
the FAMR advice scenarios. Delivering consumer protection that is appropriate to the service delivered can be described in
terms of four principles: Standards, Training, Accreditation and Revalidation (STAR):
•

Standards: setting out what is expected of those firms giving advice or guidance, and what those individuals delivering it
would be reasonably expected to know and perform;

•

Training: to impart and verify the required individual knowledge and competence aspects of the standards;

•

Accreditation: to confirm that the standards have been attained by organisations in their internal processes, and continue
to be maintained; and

•

Revalidation: to ensure that those individuals delivering these services are up to date with the latest developments, such
as changes to investment and pensions policy, taxation and the benefits system.

Why STAR delivers public trust and confidence: BEACON
STAR enables the range of models of advice or guidance to strike a three-way balance between being economically viable
for firms in this sector to offer; being attractive and meaningful to customers; and assuring appropriate public protection.
STAR could deliver that third element without the need for complex conduct regulation, since it would have the following
characteristics (summarised here by the pneumonic BEACON):
•

Building block: STAR must be part of the foundation of whatever models emerge if this review is going to deliver trust and
confidence in the mass market;

•

Embedded: STAR can become consistent across the different types of organisations, regardless of model. It applies to all
those delivering such a service, be they advisory firms, other brokers, providers, guidance delivery bodies, or other
parts of the sector or public organisations (alone or in partnership);

•

Accessible: STAR can be clearly indicated to the public with kite marks or indicators. It would be relatively easy to
promote and provide the information about what consumers should look for;

The Chartered Insurance Institute
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•

Chameleon-like: rather than being a straitjacket that restricts the various scenarios and situations, STAR can be tailored
and targeted. This means it can apply both outside and inside the sector, to public and private organisations alike, and
to providers as well as intermediaries;

•

Oversight: STAR could, in a relatively straightforward process, be overseen and managed by organisations that are
independent of the financial services sector and with strong levels of public trust;

•

Now! STAR would not be difficult to implement and would be seen as ‘a quick win’. Many of the mechanisms and
materials underpinning STAR could be rooted in resources that already exist, such as the training material created by the
CII for Pension Wise, or the CII’s material relating to its long-term savings initiative.

Applying STAR to the advice scenarios that could emerge from FAMR
It is not our intention in this submission to propose specific guidance and advice models to address the public’s
needs, or to express views on the relative merits of each. Instead, we wish to explore and understand how STAR could
be applied in different broad scenarios. So we have asked consultancy EY to undertake a detailed analysis of possible
guidance and advice scenarios that could stem from this review, and then set out how STAR could be applied. EY’s
findings are attached with this submission.

CII initiative: building trust and confidence in the wider pensions and long-term savings market
In addition to our public policy work responding to and implementing the Government’s pensions reforms, the CII has
also been engaging with leaders from the major pensions and long-term savings providers. We have formed a
steering group to oversee the development of improved and more consistent standards at all levels within these
businesses, particularly among customer-facing staff.
Our work has been informed by extensive consumer research and responds to the significant changes the sector has
seen over recent years, not least the Government’s pension reforms. We are now developing a ‘public declaration’ to
which providers will commit, and this sets out a framework of professional standards that they will need to achieve
voluntarily. We plan to launch this with several large providers early in 2016.
We believe this work will help to ensure that the sector develops the skill sets required to support the ‘new normal’ of
the pension and long-term savings landscape.

Our responses to specific questions
Overview
Q1. Do people with protected characteristics under the Equalities Act 2010, or any consumers in vulnerable circumstances, have
particular needs for financial advice or difficulty finding and obtaining that advice?
Yes. The advice models that FAMR seeks to develop must service all types of consumers, and our previous
investigations show that more work needs to be done to consider their needs. In 2009, we published a report (with
the thinktank Reform) on the need to actively engage young people aged 18-35. 4 In 2014, a task force we co-chaired
with Age UK set out recommendations on the need to work better at reaching out to older consumers. 5 Earlier in 2015,
we published a Thinkpiece with Scope about the barriers faced by consumers with disabilities in accessing financial

The Chartered Insurance Institute, Money’s too tight to mention: will the IPOD generation ever trust financial services? October 2008.
www.cii.co.uk/9904
4

Age UK (with the Chartered Insurance Institute), Financial resilience in later life, June 2014 www.ageuk.org.uk/Documents/EN-GB/Forprofessionals/Consumer-issues/fsc_ageuk_financial_resilience_in_later_life_250614.pdf
5

The Chartered Insurance Institute
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products and services. 6 The recent report from the Financial Inclusion Commission points the way ahead as to how
inclusiveness needs to be built into the whole process of product design and service delivery.

What do consumers need or want from financial advice
Q2. Do you have any thoughts on how different forms of financial advice could be categorised and described?
No, other than to reiterate there is a need to ensure they are described in a more meaningful way to the general public.
Instead, we wish to explore and understand how STAR could be applied in different scenarios.
As explained, we have asked EY to sketch out different scenarios that could stem from the Financial Advice Market Review
and consider how STAR could be tailored and delivered to promote public trust and confidence. Beyond regulated retail
investment advice that already exists, those scenarios could be described as follows:
•

Technology enabled advice: a number of different scenarios and permutations are applicable under this heading. Equally,
many of the other scenarios highlighted in the report are, to greater or lesser degrees, underpinned by technology
enablement. However, for the purposes of our STAR exercise, EY focused on three key themes:
o Full automation: where an individual may be taken through an automated process, entering information where
necessary, with the ultimate outcome being a recommendation or advice that is provided by technology. This
scenario also includes the situation where an individual subscribes to automated guidance and advice that will be
provided and implemented without the need for the customer’s repeated explicit consent (i.e. through subscribing to
a service, technology alters an individual’s investment profile on a regular, ongoing basis without getting consent
each time)
o Assisted advice: this is where the digital tools helping consumers to identify the scope of their needs, and to create
advice and guidance, are augmented (possibly at the customer’s request) by an actual adviser. This could be applied
in more complex cases, typically in relation to a specific need (i.e. life insurance or retirement planning) and could be
self-service or advised
o Guided Advice: includes remote advice delivered over the phone or video. This also includes omni-channel advice
where the consumer’s direct interaction with a practitioner becomes part of the process, or where an adviser
becomes ultimately responsible for signing off the service provided.

•

Focused advice: anyone wanting to operate in such a way could choose to focus on a very specific part of a customer’s
needs, in much the same way as a mortgage adviser does currently in a bank or building society. The scope of the
assessment and advice on offer is very limited and would follow a pre-determined process.

•

Public financial guidance: this topic of the parallel HM Treasury consultation could be delivered through public bodies
such as The Pensions Advisory Service or Citizens Advice, and involve a hand-off of complex cases to focused advisers.

•

Assisted non-advised: a scenario which focuses on helping consumers make better, more informed decisions about their
financial needs, without providing any specific advice or recommendations. Although it is out of scope of regulated
advice requirements (under both MiFID and Regulated Activities Order definitions) because it does not provide advice or
recommendations, it can still be perceived as advice by the public. The Assisted Non Advised scenario provides
consumers with accurate, relevant and timely information, and helps them navigate the often complex process involved
in understanding their financial needs and the way(s) of fulfilling them. We think this is, potentially, an area for
consumer detriment if the right safeguards are not put into place.

Teresa Perchard, “How can people with disabilities get a better deal from the insurance market?” CII Thinkpiece 115 (April 2015).
www.cii.co.uk/35446
6
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Q3. What comments do you have on consumer demand for professional financial advice?
Q4. Do you have any comments or evidence on the level of demand for advice from sources other than professional financial
advisers?
In 2011, 2013 and 2014, we surveyed consumers on the extent to which they receive financial advice. 7 Across all three years,
we asked respondents who said they self-advise to rank the sources of information they are most likely to use. We found
that financial assistance websites were the top choice: 46% overall ranked this first, and 27% put it second. It received the
leading mean rating by a considerable margin. The Money Advice Service (MAS) was the second preferred choice and had
the next most favourable mean rating, but this was because it ranked high as third or fourth choice. Newspapers and
magazines ranked third overall, sharing a place with family and friends, but scored very high as second or third choices.
Women put family and friends as their second preferred choice, and at a considerable margin ahead of the MAS. One key
point is the importance of future, as opposed to current, demand based on higher public trust.

Q5. Do you have any comments or evidence on the types of financial needs for which consumers may seek advice?
Advice in different forms could be available to consumers across the financial spectrum, and depending on the stage they
are at in taking decisions. People with fairly straightforward needs require assistance on general product or service
purchases, or a type of ‘helpful and independent friend’ service to verify the merits of decisions they are about to take.
As the needs become more complex, people require a more in-depth and personalised assistance - one that has an element
of judgment included about certain aspects (e.g. investment attitudes). Our recent research into the pension freedoms
indicates that decisions like these might involve the customer going through multiple stages in their thought process.
These are: initial fact-finding, engagement, and final decision, and each stage has specific information, guidance and
advice needs.
Initial fact-finding stage

Engagement stage

Needs:

Much earlier engagement by Government including a very simple
‘Introduction to your pension options’ highlighting the key principles
to help frame personal circumstances. Use simple graphics (e.g.
flowcharts) to aid understanding of the process and eliminate
irrelevant information

Relevant information, answers to specific questions

Expectations:

Ideally led from an impartial (official) source, in simple language,
concise and focused on what’s important

Qualified advice or guidance, relevant to personal
situation

Desired
Benefits:

Being safeguarded from falling prey to non-impartial providers and/or
overlooking better options through lack of knowledge

The ability to weigh the advantages and risks of
different options

Desired
outcome:

To be ‘armed with information’ to look into the detail of their own
personal situation AND approach less impartial organisations e.g.
providers

Being able to make an informed decision; awareness
of the key risks involved

By the final decision stage, we think there is little or no need for further information, so there is little evidence that
consumers will take further advice at the sort of mass market wealth levels we analysed in respect of the pension freedoms.
The large majority of consumers will communicate their decision to their existing and chosen provider.

Q6. Is the FCA Consumer Spotlight segmentation model useful for exploring consumers’ advice needs?
Yes. A segmentation model would result in a more precise analysis of consumer demand. However, perhaps a focus on
consumer behaviour rather than products would be more appropriate. Discussions with the FCA suggest this might need to
be developed as the regulator has historically taken a product-orientated approach to its work.

The Chartered Insurance Institute, The RDR and consumers: the public’s views towards the advice market, 12 February 201 www.cii.co.uk/28904;
The RDR and consumers: a research report into consumer views on the financial advice regulatory reforms, 18 Feb 2013 www.cii.co.uk/24504; and
The Money Advice Service, financial capability, and the Retail Distribution Review, 1 June 2011 www.cii.co.uk/9990
7
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Q7. Do you have any observations on the segments and whether any should be the subject of particular focus in the Review?
No, the segments provided in the FAMR consultation organised around life stages are quite useful. The key to engagement
in the future will be linking interventions to consumers at a point relevant to them, in particular life stages (starting out,
young family, mature family, etc) or life events (first job, first child, retirement, etc).

Q8. Do you have any comments or evidence on the impact that consumer wealth and income has on demand for advice?
While there will be a price element to demand for advice, it is clear that those on low incomes will need (and possibly want)
a variety of services at key stages in their lives.

Q9. Do you have any comments or evidence on why consumers do not seek advice?
Yes, our research suggests significant demand-led factors have an impact upon consumers’ approach to advice: inertia;
over-confidence in their own abilities/those of their friends/family; lack of trust in the sector; belief that they do not have
enough savings to warrant advice.
Research we carried out in 2011-2014 indicates a significant unmet demand by consumers who tend to self-advise or use
other sources such as friends and family. 8 We found that of those who have not sought professional financial advice:

8

•

38% do not have the money to invest in 2014, almost the same as the 35% who said this in 2012.

•

4% took the new option that they do not take investment decisions in their household.

•

24% said they “would rather self-advise using other sources of information instead of professional financial advice”. We
deliberately combined the 2012 choices “don’t need help investing, I do it myself”, “never trusted financial advisers”
and “rather use other sources of advice/information” into a single “self advise using other sources of information”
because they are essentially the same choice, and it allows for a more robust data set. Overall it was 10% less than last
year.

•

16% thought they could not afford a financial adviser, and this was consistent across every year of the research.

•

Note: as with the 2013 survey, we filtered out those who answered that they do not have funds, or do not take
investment decisions. They were not asked subsequent questions about awareness, willingness to take advice, trust and
confidence, etc.

•

Gender and age factors: self-advice: men are more confident in self-advising than women, though are not necessarily
more competent: 30% of men said they would rather do this, whereas only 17% of women responded this way. 16% of
those aged 25-34, compared to 45% aged 65+ “Never thought about receiving advice”: younger adults were more likely
to say this: 25% compared to only 9% aged 65+.

See Note 7 above.
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Reasons why consumers do not take financial advice

What is the main reason why you have never sought professional financial advice? (Base: 1,352)
100%
16%

90%

16%

29%
80%

15%

19%

70%
60%

Don't think I can afford a professional
financial adviser

Never really thought about it
21%
34%

50%

24%

Self-advise/rather use other sources/never
trusted advisers

40%
30%
50%
20%

35%

42%

10%

Don't have money to invest (not asked in
2011)/don't take investment decisions in
household (not asked in 2013)

0%
2011

2012

2013

More recent research we have conducted into the pension freedoms reveals a similar propensity towards finding
information from a range of sources, with the media and financial information websites figuring strongly. 9

9

CII, follow up research into the pension freedoms undertaken in Sep 2015. Full details to be published in January 2016.
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Where are the advice gaps?
Taking into account the findings of several pieces of research conducted over the past few years by organisations
including the FCA, Citizens Advice and ourselves, we concur that there are both demand and supply elements
affecting the access to and delivery of financial advice. We go into more detail about this below.
Q10. Do you have any information about the supply of financial advice that we should take into account in our review?
Our own view on the supply of advisers is based on the statistics of Statements of Professional Standing (SPSs) held by
retail investment advisers (RIAs, of which about two-thirds are CII members). Since the introduction of that regime, and also
detailed prior research for the FSA, this is by far the most robust indicator of adviser numbers.
We wish to point out that the 24,000 number quoted on p.15 of the FAMR call for input refers to the Association of
Professional Financial Advisers data that only includes financial adviser staff working in financial adviser firms. Therefore, it
ignores authorised RIAs in banks/building societies, wealth managers/stockbrokers, and discretionary investment
managers. 10

Retail Investment Adviser FSA/FCA numbers
Nov 2011-Oct 2015
45,000
40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000

Nov 2011:
FSA
baseline
count
using RIA
database
analysis:
40,567

July
2012:
FSA
second
count:
35,073

Dec 2012:
FSA final
pre-RDR
count:
31,132

July 2013:
FCA postRDR
analysis
of SPSs:
32,689

Dec 2013:
FCA RDR
anniv. SPS
count:
31,220

Oct
2014:
FCA
SPS
count:
31,153

Oct
2015:
FCA
SPS
count:
30,500

5,000
-

Based on the actual FSA/SPS numbers, RIAs have declined from an estimate of about 40,600 in November 2011 prior to the
RDR introduction to 30,500 in October 2015. Although the overall drop across the period is significant (nearly 25%), the rate
of decline arrested in December 2012 to a very gradual decrease of 2% overall between 2012-2015.
While it is still too early to say whether that pre-2012 reduction was sufficient to create any real consumer access issues (as
some have argued), this two-phased process could well be explained by the following considerations:

10

1.

Plans to exit the market anyway: a small proportion was intending to exit the market anyway, due to retirement for
example. The FSA reported in 2011 that 5% of advisers planned to retire in the period up to December 2012, compared
to less than 1% expecting to do so in their previous survey.

2.

Advice was previously secondary to main business: some firms may have offered retail investment advice secondary to
some other main business activity, and then decided to stop doing this ahead of the stiffer regulatory requirements.
Arguably reducing this group was probably in the public’s best interests anyway: successive FSA thematic

The Association of Professional Financial Advisers’ report The Financial Adviser Market in Numbers (edition 3.0), April 2015.
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investigations into advice in various sub-sectors consistently highlighted problems with the advice given by such
practitioners on the periphery of their main activity.
3.

4.

Providers shedding direct sales forces: a significant proportion may have been tied advisers working for providers such as
banks and bancassurers, who left as a result of the providers eliminating their direct advice proposition altogether.
Although some of these high-profile closures have been quietly replaced by another proposition, a large reduction in
the direct adviser market has occurred. However:
•

one of the big issues that the RDR was trying to address was provider bias causing consumer detriment: of
salespeople incentivised to sell unsuitable products. So arguably it is not surprising that some major providers
have opted to exit this reputational risk source and move towards an entirely intermediated channel; moreover

•

anecdotal evidence suggests that many of these professionals have started their own businesses anyway, as
independent or specialist restricted advisers.

Ceasing trading due to professionalism requirements: that leaves a proportion of advisers who genuinely did cease trading
because they did not wish to meet the higher professional standards.

Finally, and this should surely be the fundamental position of any organisation involved or related to this sector: what is
really in the public’s best interests? More advisers with little or no consumer protection safeguards, some of which would
probably have left the market anyway? Or 25% fewer advisers, but all with sufficient safeguards in place? Our view as a
public interest body is the latter. As the real issue here is demand-led, please see our response to Q.13.

Q11. Do you have any comments or evidence about the recent shift away from sales based on professional advice, and the reasons
for this shift?
See previous answers. The RDR has created a trend towards advice rather than a sales-led market.
Q12. Do you have any comments or evidence about the role of new and emerging technology in delivering advice?
We think financial technology could play a major role, and could drive down the costs for consumers. However, the
technology must be subject to certain standards, training, accreditation and revalidation and we can go into more detail on
how this could work. Clearly, technology will play an increasingly important role in both the lowering of cost and the
increasing accessibility of advice. EY looked specifically at this area, including internet only as well as omni-channel
services. We think technological innovation must take account of public trust to protect against, for example, consumers
being hit with exorbitant charges or being guided towards more expensive services that they may not have paid for if they’d
used other channels.

Q13. Do you have any comments on how we look at the economics of supplying advice?
We concur that some advisers have set minimum thresholds of investable assets, in a bid to target wealthier individuals and
improve their profitability. However, we think this is a symptom of low mass market demand. We explained above that
negative public confidence in the advice market combined with a low public understanding of the value of advice results in a
low mass market demand. In those conditions, there is also no incentive to create new lower-cost solutions to serve that
market. So instead, advisers focus and prioritise their business to serve the much more lucrative affluent market. If mass
market demand were to increase, advisers would be incentivised to innovate to serve them, leading to a fall in charge levels
and asset thresholds.

Q14. Do you have any comments on the different ways that firms do or could cover the cost of giving advice (through revenue
generation or other means)? Do you have any evidence on the nature and levels of costs and revenues associated with different
advice models?
This is a business model question best answered by firms themselves.

Q15. Which consumer segments are economic to serve given the cost of supplying advice?
In the current market conditions, more affluent customers with high investment levels are the most economic for advisers to
target.
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Q16. Do you have any comments on the barriers faced by firms providing advice?
This is a supply question best answered by firms themselves.

Q17. What do you understand to be an advice gap?
There are potentially a number of different factors influencing the low take-up of financial advice by the mass market.
Whereas the label ‘advice gap’ is often used, we believe the factors here are more complex, and could actually be described
as an education and awareness gap, and a savings gap. These gaps may apply individually or collectively to consumers at
different stages of life, depending on a wide range of different factors. The key issue is around encouraging people to save
more often and to understand the responsibilities and implications placed upon them.
As Europe Economics has identified in its report for the FCA on the post-RDR impact, the individuals falling into the advice
gap can be placed into three groups:
•

The Unserved (the ‘economic gap’): those with financial assets to invest who are engaged with the market, and willing to
pay fees for regulated advisers, but unable to find an adviser willing to serve them. The unserved may be regarded as
individuals who are direct victims of the demand-led problems described in our response to Q.13 above. Although they
have the assets and willingness to take up advice, no financial advisers are available for them.

According to a Towers Watson report, an advice gap does not exist among the unserved because the industry has enough
active financial advisers to cover consumer demand. Based on numbers quoted in the report, there are approximately
30,000 advisers while the total number of consumers would amount to a need of about 25,000 advisers. However, the postRDR environment has witnessed advisers increasing the minimum threshold of investable assets in a bid to target wealthier
individuals and improve their business model. Although there may be enough advisers to serve any consumer with assets
(and the willingness to pay the true cost of financial advice), the increased difficulty among those with less investible assets
could lead to a consumer perception that they are left unserved.
•

The Unengaged (the ‘education gap’): those with financial assets to invest, but not engaged in the investment markets. The
unengaged can be regarded as individuals who have fallen within an education gap. Inertia means that the individuals
within this group do not invest and this is most likely to be overcome through education in the importance of investment
and the different available channels for advice.

There is evidence, supported by the FCA Practitioner Panel, that the exit by many bank-based advisers following the
implementation of the RDR meant there were less mid-market advisers that provided mass market access to advice. For this
reason, the number of investors with £50,000–£100,000 has declined. There is certainly an opportunity here to develop
propositions which this segment of the market desires.
•

The Unwilling (the ‘confidence and trust gap’): those with financial assets to invest and who are engaged with the market,
but regard the fees of full regulated advice as too expensive or too high for the quality of service that they expect.
Individuals such as these either pay for a cheaper alternative or prefer self-directed investments. The unwilling can be
regarded as individuals who have fallen within the confidence and trust gap.

Adviser remuneration issues: a GfK survey showed that 34% (340,000 clients) of active investors who have taken advice
from an independent financial adviser in the past five years have said they would “never consider paid-for advice”. This
marks a decrease of confidence among investors in the advice regime. Since the costs for financial advice have become
more transparent following the RDR, consumers have decided not to take full regulated advice but instead to find cheaper
alternatives or go directly to the product provider. Gross sales of financial products via financial advisers, wealth managers,
and stockbrokers have declined from 50% of total sales in Q1 of 2010 to 36% in Q2 of 2014. In contrast, the gross value of
direct sales increased from 35% in Q1 of 2010 to 55% in Q2 2014. This trend suggests that, as more investors have lost
confidence in financial advisers, they have sought self-directed investment as an alternative that can provide better
outcomes for its cost.
Separate research by Citizens Advice in October 2015, in addition to research conducted by the Financial Services Consumer
Panel in March 2012, suggests that there may be at least five gaps in the advice market. They are classified as follows:
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•

The Affordable Advice Gap: this gap affects consumers who are willing to pay for advice but not at current prices.

•

The Free Advice Gap: this gap affects people who want advice but are unable to pay for it.

•

The Awareness and Referral Gap: this gap affects people who are not aware that advice exists, or where to get that advice.

•

The Preventative Advice Gap: consumers affected are those who would benefit from having money advice as a preventative
measure. It is the result of the failure of public financial guidance to respond to the challenges that people face during
phases for their lives.

•

The Engagement / Persuasion Gap: this gap affects people who need to be actively engaged and persuaded that getting
money advice is a good use of their time and that there are experts who can better assist them with handling their
money.

The analysis of the different groups does not explain ‘what’ the solutions should be. The three groups do not neatly fall into
their own respective demographic segment, but instead pervade across a number of segments. The difficulty with resolving
the advice gap is that each demographic segment has its own particular needs and responds to distribution channels
differently. It is for this reason that there isn’t a ‘one size fits all’ solution.
We have also done our own research on this subject, with the last survey in 2014, which is consistent with these findings.
This suggests that adviser charging is not the main deterrent for people with the money to invest, but rather:
•

Inertia;

•

Apathy and lack of confidence in the adviser market, probably fuelled by media coverage of the mis-selling scandals;
and

•

Lack of understanding of not just their own knowledge but also of their limitations, and those of their so-called ‘trusted’
advice substitutes such as friends/family and the internet.

Q18. To what extent does a lack of demand for advice reflect an advice gap?
The above analysis of the different groups that constitute the advice gap would help address ‘how’ the scenarios should
operate to resolve the advice gap. To reduce the unserved, the existing adequate supply of financial advisers should be
maintained and supplemented with alternative mechanisms to cater for the needs of different consumers. This should be
coupled with increased education, awareness and improvement of consumer perception. To reduce the unengaged, more
education should be openly accessible to the public and initiatives should focus on spreading awareness of the different
available channels to acquire financial advice. To reduce the unwilling to pay, initiatives should focus on reinforcing
consumer confidence and trust in the current advice regime and reassuring the market that the advice would give a pay-off
that is worth the fees charged.

Q19. Where do you consider there to be advice gaps?
There needs to be an intermediate provision between public financial guidance and full financial advice. There is
currently very limited provision to help consumers with specific aspects of their finances, such as what decumulation
option to proceed with. There is no middle ground between public financial guidance that cannot make specific
product or service recommendations, and regulated financial advice that must investigate all aspects of the
customer’s circumstances.
Q20. Do you have any evidence to support the existence of these gaps?
Our research suggests that significant demand-led factors have an impact upon consumers’ approach to advice:
inertia, over-confidence in their own abilities/those of their friends/family, lack of trust in the sector, a belief that
they do not have enough savings to warrant advice.
Research we carried out in 2011-2014 indicates a significant unmet demand by consumers who tend to self-advise or use
other sources such as friends and family. We found that of those who have not sought professional financial advice:
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•

38% do not have the money to invest, almost the same as the 35% who said this in 2012.

•

4% took the new option that they do not take investment decisions in their household.

•

24% said they “would rather self-advise using other sources of information instead of professional financial advice”. We
deliberately combined the 2012 choices “don’t need help investing, I do it myself”, “never trusted financial advisers”
and “rather use other sources of advice/information” into a single “self advise using other sources of information”
because they are essentially the same choice, and it allows for a more robust data set. Overall it was 10% less than last
year.

•

16% thought they could not afford a financial adviser, and this was consistent across years.

•

Note: as with the 2013 survey, we filtered out those who answered that they do not have funds, or do not take
investment decisions. They were not asked subsequent questions about awareness, willingness to take advice, trust and
confidence, etc.

•

Gender and age factors: self-advice: men are more confident in self-advising than women, though are not necessarily
more competent: 30% of men said they would rather do this, whereas only 17% of women responded this way. 16% of
aged 25-34, compared to 45% aged 65+. “Never thought about receiving advice”: younger adults were more likely to say
this: 25% compared to only 9% aged 65+.

Our more recent research, into the pension freedoms, reveals a similar propensity towards finding information from a
range of sources, with the media and financial information websites figuring strongly.

Slide from CII 2015 pension freedoms research

Q21. Which advice gaps are most important for the Review to address?
See our response to Q1.
Q22. Do you agree we should focus our initial work on advice in relation to investing, saving into a pension and taking an income in
retirement?
Yes, we concur that these are the areas where the public’s interests are best served. However, we also think this
scope should be extended to protection insurance and equity release mortgages.
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Q23. Do you agree we should focus our initial work on consumers with some money but without significant wealth? What exact
income/wealth thresholds should we use to determine which consumers we will focus on?
It is not for the CII to comment on these thresholds. However, we do think there is a danger of focusing on ‘wealth’ groups
and neglecting the behaviour of certain specific groups. The FCA’s segmentation analysis was quite sophisticated in that it
moved beyond consumer inertia thinking and understood that certain types of consumers adopt certain approaches based
on their interests and specific circumstances.

What options are there to close the advice gap?
Q24. Are there aspects of the current regulatory framework that could be simplified so that it is better understood and achieves its
objectives in a more proportionate manner?
The current regulatory framework is appropriate for full financial advice on retail investment products following the Retail
Distribution Review. We do not believe these should be amended. However, provisions should be created for additional,
simpler advice models that would meet the needs of all types of consumers, while at the same time meeting minimum
standards of training and competence. As an appendix to this consultation response, we have developed some proposals
suited to possible new models.

Q26. What can be learned from previous initiatives to improve consumer engagement with financial services?
There is strong historical evidence suggesting that much of consumer inertia or limited action is down to either a lack of
information or mistrust, or both. In our research into the pension freedoms in 2014, we found a considerable degree of
confusion and anxiety about what consumers could do next.

Q29. To what extent might the different types of safe harbour described above help address the advice gap through the increased
incentive to supply advice?
While it is not our position to comment on how safe harbour could or could not work in practice, our view is that any solution
must have the consumer’s best interests at its heart, and be underpinned by standards, training, accreditation and
revalidation. The attached report by EY suggests how this could be applied.

Q31. What steps could be taken to ensure that a safe harbour includes an appropriate level of consumer protection?
Such is the current uncertainty within the market place, with regards to liability and the potential for future recourse, that
some parties are reticent about offering simple solutions to those with simple needs. This is due to a belief that the modest
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fees that can realistically be charged do not outweigh the potential future costs, driven through recourse. There is
considerable scope for reform here, and the attached EY report sets out how safeguards such as STAR could be put in place
to support consumer protection.

Q36. Do you have any comments on the extent to which firms are able to provide consistent automated advice at low cost? Are you
aware of any examples of this, either in the UK or other jurisdictions?
While we cannot comment on the ability of firms to give automated advice, or how to deliver this in an economic manner, we
believe that STAR should be applied to ensure the best outcome.

Q37. What steps could we take to address any barriers to digital innovation and aid the development of automated advice models?
One barrier could be consumer concerns or even scepticism towards technology-led solutions. We think STAR could be
applied to this and the attached report details how this could look.

Q38. What do you consider to be the main consumer considerations relating to automated advice?
We recognise a number of risks arising from financial technology solutions, which must all be addressed:
•

The service has to be clearly understood: by the customer and not prone to any misinterpretations. Therefore the service
has to be directed at the right type of customer.

•

Data security: the details about the customer’s financial circumstances and subject to data protection law.

•

Robustness of the algorithms underpinning the technology: the recommendations given must be financially sound and be in
the customer’s best interests. Whatever the level of human intervention that the technology entails, there has to be an
element of judgment involved in recommending specific courses of action to the customer. Whether the algorithms are
able to make specific recommendation to specific customers, or whether they use comparison techniques based on
similar customers, the principles behind them must be sound from a financial perspective.

•

Liability of recommendations given: how can it be ensured that the technology provides the correct advice, and who takes
responsibility for any liability? Is it the software provider of any solution, the firm offering the product, or is it the person
who writes the algorithm?

•

Transparency of pricing and information: customers need to be confident that the prices of products and services transacted
over this channel are competitive with those purchased through other means. Costs, prices and charges must be clearly
transparent and itemised so as to be comparable across channels. The customer should clearly see that the product’s
‘robo-advice price’ is similar to the ‘non-advised price’, and if not, why not.

In order for this scenario to work, there will need to be a number of key principles established;
•

relevant and personalised: any advice must take into account the consumer’s specific personal circumstances

•

clearly defined scope (e.g. consideration of debt, long-term care, etc.) and purpose (e.g. helping customers understand
what the implications of their decisions might be)

•

roles and responsibilities are clearly defined and understood

•

in a Guided advice model, the customer accepts responsibility regarding the suitability of their choices.

We believe that automated advice could be one way to allow consumers to receive some sort of assistance. However, those
providing such a service must meet STAR principles, and we have analysed how this could be delivered.
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